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ABSTMGT

The principal object @f Japan-© edneatienal policy 
mder her rule from 1905 t© 1930 in Korea was t© implant and 
implement the theory behind Japan’s Edict ©n Imperial 
Education in the 18f@’s0 Through this edict on education* 
Japan planned t© assimilate and denationalize Korean chil
dren in order t© make Korean loyal and obedient subjects of 
the Japanese state» The assimilation policy became the 
basic underlying policy premise and* therefore * Japan’s 
rulers lost no time to rationalize the implementation of the 
Imperial educational system in Korea during Japan’s rule.*
The colonial rulers claimed that they came to Korea to 
civilize and enlighten the Korean educational system* 
treating the Koreans who needed assistance as less fortu
nately developed people*

Japan’s colonial .government introduced "a modern 
educational system" in Korea, but it was the establishment 
of a strong centralized educational system. It not only 
prescribed and directed all sectors of the educational 
activities in the Korean society but also extirpated native 
language, customs, and history by substituting Japanese 
studies. Through the promulgation of the "Regulation for 
Private School" ©f 1911 and 1915» the state controlled



edyeatienal authority gradually curbed and finally demol
ished both Western missionary and Korean private-national 
sohools* In 1911 there were 2j,225 miscellaneous private 
schools (including both missionary and Korean) in Korea, 
but in 192© the numbers of private schools were reduced to
686b

Primary emphasis was placed ©n the expansion of 
elementary education, and little concern was given to higher 
education in Korea, fhe colonial rulers believed that 
higher education for the Korean children was a luxury, not 
a necessity»■ Speeial weight, was. given..te the: intensive 
instruction in the Japanese language,. .morals (..shushin) .and 
wpra©ti©alrt teachings .In. the curriculum structure the 
practical teaching was# above all# an impressive subject 
that was badly needed and meaningful for the under-developed 
Korean society# ®hs purpose of ^practical™ teaching# how
ever # was geared t® a low level knowledge s© as to meet the 
requirements for their daily life# %n short# Japan9s 
colonial educational policy was an instrument ®f the state 
which did not truly intend to elvlllie and educate the 
Korean subjects but t# make truly obedient subjects to the 
wishes of the Japanese empires

0mrad#gl@ally# japan8s assimilation policy# which 
was .designed, for., the japanimtlen of Korean student s.# 
awakened Korean mati.@mal.. @.enscl@usness and led te the 
emergence of the Korean students8 national movement# She



great majority ®f yemng Kerean students played an important 
r©le in the March 1st» If199 Independent Movement* The 
yeung students gathered in Pag©da Park in'Seeml and led the 
Independent Movement9 shouting- “Tea-Han Tekrip ManseM (May ■ 
Korea he free for ten themsand years)* The students$ re
sentment further culminated-.in the anti-Japanese eolonial 
movement* The K’wang-.j.u. student, uprising ®f vM©.vember 7 9 
IfBfg was another mass demonstration shouting Mans© (Long 
Life for Korea) and scattered leaflets denoueing the inhuman 
nature of colonial rule* The Hwang-ju student Mans© move
ment was a nationwide revolt» and it was a spontaneous 
action on the part of students attempting t© regain Korean 
sovereignty# Thus the Korean students6 national movements 
under Japan9s rule stand out in recent history, ©f Korean 
education*



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Japan's colonial education policy in Korea was an 
integral part of Japan's colonial policy. It was a tool to 
strengthen Japan's imperial expansion, and it aimed at 
making Koreans obedient to the aim of the Japanese state by 
extirpating the native language» customs„ and history and 
substituting Japanese studies. Paradoxically, it was 
precisely this colonial education policy that aroused the 
Korean nationalistic sentiment and consciousness against 
Japan's oolonialization of Korea, The colonial educational 
system" designed for the systematic Japan!zation and 
"modernization9' of Korean students resulted not only in 
awakening Korean national consciousness but also served as 
an organizational basis for the students' nationalist move
ment, The nucleus of the nationalist movement began among 
Korean students with many numbers of Korean civic and 
nationalistic leaders, Consequently* the Japanese colonial 
educational policy had the effect completely opposite from 
Japan's intention of making Korean children truly obedient 
and loyal to the Japanese emperor.

Upon this assumption the writer undertook this study 
of Japan's colonial education policy in Korea, 1905-1930«

1



The principal aim ©f the dissertation is t© provide a brief 
analytical srarvey of the goals„ theory, and development of 
the colonial educational policy in Korea, This study 
'describes the characteristics of the highly centralized 
colonial system and each of the governor-generales person
alities, their emphasis on methods, and approaches in the 
implementation of the educational policy in Korea, This 
study also attempts to provide an account of the struggles 
of the national educational movement for Korean independence 
and the Korean Independence Movement of IfIf and the 
Kwang-Ja student uprising in 1929=

The origin ©f Japan’s struggle for domination of 
Korea, and It©"s rule? the road toward annexation will be 
examined in the second and third chapters, The background 
of Japan’s early interest and basic aims of policy will be 
viewed, as she sought to dominate the strategically important 
Korean peninsular in the desperate struggle against late 
Ifth century Far last international rival forces which 
resulted in the Sin®-Japanese War of and the
Russo-Japanese War of 19©5 and the final process of Japan’s 
annexation of Korea in 1910=

The fourth chapter deals with the ideology of 
Japan’s colonial education and the Japanese educators and 
civic leaders’ justification of her educational expansion in 
Korea, The justification was based on two assumptions?



' . ; v ;; 3
(1) The Korean education of the Yi dynasty was ,lstagnant and 
barren6' and even "nonexistent s," but Korea had. been "cultur
ally and historically good neighbor" t© Japan§ and.(2)
Japan had an advanced educational system which Korea needed 
badly? therefore? the Japanese people could net' stand by as 
"on lookers" without assistlug Kerea„

Historical evidences that the traditional Korean 
educational system was net "stagnated" and "nonexistent" 
will be provided in the fifth chapter with special attention 
to the followings (1) Traditional aspects of the early 
Korean educational institution and the educational system of 
the Yi Dynastys (2) The emergence of modern education in the 
SMlrhak (tfr&d'fISill ' learning) • whieh hadrbeen" led^bytthe ' dis
contented low officials who had learned the Occidentals8 
scientific knowledge through contacts with Jesuits as early 
as 1789; and (3) The role of the Western missionary schools 
which not only paved the way for the modern educational 
system in Korea but also stimulated a new spirit and a 
powerful awakening of thought among Korean Christian 
leaders a

The following.chapterss six, seven, eight, and nine» 
evaluate and analyze the ultimate objective of the Japanese 
educational policy which represented the political applica
tion of Japan's assimilation policy in Korea, For the 
purpose of analysis, the educational policy is divided into



f©mr majer periods. Special attention, however» is given t© 
tke following pointss (!)• The protectorate educational ’ 
policy which was administered skilfully tmder the leadership 
of It© Hirobmmi* who had taetftally implanted the theory of 
,Japanrs -"’modernization. of Korean educational system1" g (S )
The unprecedented -growth of Western missionary schools and 
Korean private schools which resulted in the rise of Korean 
educational nationalism in the early 20th century§ (3) The 
first eelomial educational policy which was conducted hy 
General Terauchi lasatake, who wiped out the existing native 
education system hy proclaiming the Chosen (Korea) Educa
tional Ordinance of 1911 and 1915 in order to denationalize 
and Japanize the Korean childrens and (ty) Saito°s appease- • 
ment policy under the leadership of Admiral Saito lakato, 
who had provided "extensive educational opportunity for the 
native children,M after the Korean Independence Movement of 
1919= Finally# the scope of this dissertation does not 
cover Japan’s educational policy in Korea after the 
“Manchurian Incident” of 1931 which was gradually followed 
by the chauvinistic and regimental school system. All 
textbooks were rewritten in nationalistic terms, and 
indoctrination for patriotism became the basis of an inten
sive propaganda directed at Korean students. All schools 
were supervised by army officers and military drill became • 
the important task of the daily curriculum.



fhr©mgh©iat the dissertation the writer f©Hewed the . 
emrrent way ©f plaeing Japanese surnames first, hut net 
: kerean surname s' first* . .



CHAPTER II

ORIGIN OF JAPAN'S STRUGGLE F0R D01IWATI0I 
OF KOREA (1876-1905)

On February 26, 1875» Lieutenant General Kmreda 
Kyiyetaka, who led Japan's naval fleet:f0r the Kerean 
expedition, f©reed the Korean Hermit Kingdom to sign the 
treaty of Kangwhae The purpose of Kuroda's expedition was 
to modify the Chinese concept of the tributary international 
system in K o r e a T h i s  was the first westernized treaty 
entered into and signed by the Korean kingdom* The Treaty . 
of Kamgwha provided an exchange of diplomatic missions be
tween the two kingdoms, and Japan obtained extra territorial 
rights for Japanese citizens in opening the Wan-san and 
Inchon ports. Although Japan imposed unequal terms on 
Korea, Japan recognized Korea "as an independent State that 
enjoys the same sovereign rights as does J a p a n . C h i n a  
recognized the treaty. This model treaty was immediately 
followed by major Western powers, and diplomatic missions

1, C, I, Eugene Kim and Hanky© Kim, Korea and the. 
Politics of Imperialism, 1876-1910 (Berkeleys University-of 
California Press.,. 1967,):, p„, 17s■ M* Frederick Nelson, Korea 
and the Old Orders in Eastern Asia (Baton Rouge: Louisiana" 
State University Press,1945), pp, 135-135,

2, . Henry Chung .(.comp.,), Treaties and Conventions 
between Korea and Other Powers (New York: H, S, Nichols, • 
1919), pp. 209-212,
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were als® established.3 From that time on, Japan lost n© 
time in erecting its sphere of influence ever Korea.

Korea now became a sandwich nation— the victim of 
her two strong neighbors® struggle for domination of Korea. 
Although China recognized the Treaty of Kangwha of 1876# 
which recognized the independence of Korea, China was not 
ready to give up her tributary superiority over Korea. On 
the other hand, Japan9s policy was to break down the 
Chinese traditional overlordship in Korea# Korea was unable 
to solve the problem herself because of the turmoil at the 
Korean court and the state of unrest in Korea. This invited 
the interference of neighbors in Korean polities.^

The Japanese legation polities in Korea in the 
18808s managed to found a pro-Japanese Korean party called 
the progressive party (Kaehwa Tang) or "Japanese party*M 
The party advocated Korean modernization with Japanese 
assistance# By 1884, Kim Ok-kyun, who was the most active 
leader of the party, came to a desperate point of rupture 
with Queen Min’s Conservative g r o u p .3 At this critical time

3« . Carnegie Endowment for International Peace,
Koreag Treaties and Agreements, (Washington, B.C., 1921), 
PamphletNo# 43, pp. 1-6, (Korea concluded treaties with 
the U.S.., England» and Germany in 1882, with Russia in 1884$ 
with France and Belgium-in 1886, and with Austria in 1891),

4# Chi-won Kang, Gundea. Chosen Jungohi-sa' fPolitical 
History ofModern Koreaf ' TSeouls Teakok Sengwhal-sa,
1947), pp# 36-45,

5# Kim and Kim, Korea and the Politics of Imperial
ism, pp# 41-47? and Hilary Conroy# The Japanese Seizure of



the pregressive party» with the stippert of the Japanese le
gation gnards, made a comp and seized the palace, The Y m n  
Shih-kaiSs troops* however# smashed the eoup and reeaptnred 
the palaee» The Japanese troops were forced to withdraw 
and the Queen Min government was restored under her controls 
Most of the leaders of the progressive party fled to Japan»̂  
Neither Japan nor China was: ready to fight at that time.

As a result of the coup incident in 1885* 14. 
Hung-chang and %'to Hirohumi negotiated for a convention in 
Tientsin* At the convention# It® presented Japan8s interest 
in Korea in the following fashions While China's claims 
over Korea were merely tributary and historical* Japan’s 
claims were economic $ not “legal authority over Corea”$
Japan must utilize Korea as a rice storehouse and future 
employment for Japan’s sons.7 It© contested China’s power 
over Korea. This convention was probably a partial victory 
for Japan since China showed its understanding of Japanese 
influence in Korea. In other words# China again recognized 
the independence of Korea through the formal renouncement

Korea* 1868-1910.(Phlladelphiag University of Pennsylvania 
Press# I960), pp.'135-158.

6s Jung-ehang Moon, Gunse Ilbon ui Choson Chimtoo- 
sa [History of Modern Japan’s Plundering of Korea] (Seoul? 
Beak Moon Dang, 1964), pp. 479-4851 and Conroy, The 
Japanese Seizure of Korea* pp. 158-162=

7* H* Ariga, Japan by the Japanese* London,.1904, 
p. 197, quoted from E* Herbert Norman, Japan’s Emergence As 
a Modern State (New Yorkg. Institute of Pacific - Relations,
19W7~P» 203,



^  ; : - ■ ; ■ ;  , v - ' : ...9 
©f her traditi©B.al suzerain power . ©rer Korea, On April 18 p 
1885® the. treaty of Tientsin was signed/ stipulating that 
"both powers e©raid send troops t© K©rea in ease of grave 
necessity "bat should first notify each other and. immediately 
withdraw upon settlement

For the next decade there occurred no drastic, con
flict "between the two neighboring powers,, bat Chinese 
activity had been rapidly developing in Korea, The Korean 
conservatives eliminated the progressive group from the 
court and relied on the Chinese, The Chinese government had 
controlled Korean diplomatic affairs since 1885 and managed 
the telegraph line from Seoul.to Inchon,^ The Chinese 
economic dominance was far greater than that of the .
Japanese, and China8s position in Korea was far beyond 
tributary § China acted as if she would command Korea if any 
troublesome schemes occurred against Chinese activities.

The extermination of the progressive faction in the . 
Korean court after 1884 brought about considerable decline

8, Ministry of Foreign Affairs^ {od-,). Nihon Gaifco- 
Bunsho (Japanese Diplomatic Documents] (Tokyos Nihon 
Kokusai Reng© Kyokai, 1949)® Vol, XVII, pp, 290-315«

9, Kyong-mun Dim (ed,) # Tongmun Gwan.il Records 
r. of the Office of Interpreters] (Seoulg ea, IfQO)® p,. 11,
quoted from Kim and Kim, Korea and the Politics of 
Imperialism, 1876-1910, pp, 65-66,.

10, During the period from 1885-1892,. China's ex
ports to Korea had increased from 19 to 45 percent„ while 
the Japanese exports to Korea had .declined from 81 to 55 
percents Conroy, The Japanese Seizure of Korea, p, 460,



©f Japanese inflmeia.ee in Korea* It was $ heweTer» not a 
permanent "but a temporary retreat* . Many expansionists led 
"by the anti-government ©licpie voieed t^eir dissatisfaetion
with the dilatory and eautious poliey of the Yamamoto  ..
Aritem© eabinet toward Korea* In 1890, a member of 
Yamamoto®s cabinet, Aoki Shmzo, the foreign minister, pub
lished an article entitled, 11 The Balance of Power in the Far 
East,81 in which he advocated an ■ aggressive Japanese policy . 
toward. Korea, and he concluded that Korea should be made am 
integral part of the Japanese empire,

Sin©-Japanese War of 189^— 1895
The Japanese “tough” policy toward Korea was revived 

in 189̂ - with the incident of the assassination of Kim 
0k-kyum, who was the chief architect of the progressive coup 
of 1884 in Korea# The Japanese expansionists8 animosity was 
aroused against the Queen Min controlled .government. under Si 
Hung-ehang, tutelage» In 189&, under It©, lirobumi8s cabinet," 
both General Kawakami Sir ©km, the chief "of the Japanese army 
general staff, and Foreign Minister Mutsu Mumemitsu ardently 
campaigned for the Japanese military expeditionary policy 
toward Korea, By the spring of 18fh General Kawakami 
Soroku, who had his own intelligence system in Korea, was 
informed of a rebellion in Korea and that it could provide

11, Hihon Gaik© Bunsjao, XVITI, pp, 538-5^3,



the opportunity of sending Japanese troops to suppress the 
rebellion. In faot, on June 2, 1894, the military defense 
ministry proposed to send a “mixed brigade,v consisting of 
89000 troops to Korea* MBhis embarrassed, the Japanese 
parliament and brought ..great tension to Prime Minister .
I t o . 1 2

In the spring of 1894, the Korean capital and its 
government had been threatened by the fong-^hak rebellion, 
which virtually controlled southern Korea. The rebel forces 
smashed the provincial troops and seized the government 
granaries and returned them to the peasants* The.Tong-hako ■ 
a religious sect. which was made primarily of.low class 
peasants, demanded that the Korean court make sweeping 
social and political reforms, and punish pro-foreign fac
tions, corrupted officials, and the exploiting -Yangban 
class*13 In May 1894, when a full scale rebellion was 
launched, the Korean king, in order to make, a decisive

12. Nihon.Gaiko Bunsho. XVII, pp. 206-207*
13« Chi-yong Oh, Tong-Hak-sa (history of the 

Teng-haksJ (Seoul? Yong Chang Sogwon, 1940), pp.- 12.5-130,s' 
Benjamin B, Weems, Reform* Rebellion, and the Heavenly Way 
(TuesonT .University of Arizona Press, 1964), Chapter 2,
The Tong-hak or Eastern Learning, society grew in 1859s• 
founded on a combination of elements of Confucianism, - 
Taoism, and Buddhism, The society petitioned in 1883, 1892, 
and 1893 because of the-suppression of,their members and" 
the followers of the founder, Oh'ee Ghe-m, In 1894, how
ever, the rebellion became.essentially a political protest 
against the venal government and evil society.



\  ; ' ■ - 12 
yietery. ©ver the rebels, called .©a.lii: Hwg^oliaKig cif China 
•f or. military assistanee« Fomr ;theasapd. Japanese, troops 
arrived in Seoul.before 1„500 Chinese troops. After the 
rebellion had been put down by the Korean; armys the .
Japanese troops seemed determined on war and did not 
immediately-withdraw*. Japan’s war vessels, sank'a Chinese 
troop ship, and the Sin©-Japanese, war of 1894-1895 began* ̂

Japan won the war.in a very short period of time. 
Japanese military superiority over the Chinese military 
forces enabled Japan to gain quick control over Korea«
During the course of the war, the Japanese immediately 
overthrew the Min-Taewon-gun.controlled conservative; ; _
cabinet sand- ereated a new; pro-Japanese KoreanGabinet'con
trolled by the Japanese. The new cabinet hastily revoked 
the Chinese tributary status of Korea and launched drastic 
reform measures for "the modernization" of Korea. On 
August 20, 1894, Count Inoue Kaoru, minister of home . 
affairs for the Tokyo government and One of the powerful 
members of the oligarchy, arrived in Seoul to take the 
responsibility of the reform program. During:the period, 
from November, 1894, to June, 1896, Count Inoue made more 
than 40# resolutions in regard to the modernization 
projects, including the Korean government system, tax

14, ■ Department of State, Papers Relating .to the . 
United States"~F©relgn. Relations,. (Washingtone D.C,, 1894), 
App, I, pp. 8-9, 13-14? Nihon Gaiko ■Bunsho* XVIII, pp. 578- 580. "



administrationj, postal systemr‘ et oetra, Inome, however, 
was not a dynamic envoy; he failed/to.consolidate the pro- 
Japanese eateinet tander whieh the projects ought to have been 
carried out»̂ 5 The pace of the reform, moreover, was too 
hasty and drastic j, and the majority of the Korean conserva- 
tive leaders were smspioioms of the Japanese amhitiops 
interference in Korean polities8 The pro-Japanese govern
ment, therefore,, failed to get the support pf the strong 
traditional forces of Korean society. Above all, the lack 
of incentive among Korean leaders was' one of the major 
causes that resulted in the stalemate of the reform move
m e n t , I n  addition, on May 2 5» 1#95» the Itl cabinet 
suddenly decided to abandon the Japanese reform policy in 
K o r e a ; t h e  Inoue mission was recalled and the one-year old

15= Nihon . Gaiko Bans ho, XVIV, pp, 653-^5'5»' Oohroy,. The Japanese Seizure of Korea,, 1868-1910, pp, 275-2 7 6; and
Spencer J „ Palmer (edTT, Korean-American.....lelat.'l©.ns.8 Doc a-
ments Pertaining to the Far Eastern Diplomacy of the United 
States, Vol, II, The Period of Growing Influence, 1087-1895 
(Berkeleys University of California Press, 1 9 6 3), pp, 35®- 
3518 Homer B, Halbert, “Korean Reforms,” Korean.Repository,
II (Seoul; Address Publishing Corp, 1895), pp, 1-9 ,

16, Palmer, Kored-American Relations, Vol, II,
P= 347,

1?« Nihon Gaiko Bunsho, XVIII, pp, >34-h35,.'. The. 
abrupt decision of the ltd* cabinet to withdraw the- one-year 
old Inoue mission may be explained by, (1) The Triple 
Intervention that was imposed on Japan by Russia, France and 
Germany immediately following the signing of the S'himonoseki 
Treaty of 1895; to return China the cession of the Liatung Peninsular created a new international power polities in '■ / 
Northeast Asia, and the opposing leaders severely attacked 
Ito’s policy on the settlement of the War, The ltd' cabinet



. meSernizatien pr©ject was. rirtiaally term|.natei.0 Count Inoue 
later a©e©unted for the failure of the reform policy as 
follows s. (1) The Japanese .officers in Korea were self ishfy 
oriented) and they were repulsive in dealing with the Korean ' 
people* (2) The Korean court and its cabinet were disunited, 
and there was a lack of ooepefation for the taskf and (3) 
the Triple Intervention resulted in the withdrawl of the 
Japanese reform policy,

The.Shimomeseki treaty, which was. signed on 
April 17* 1895s eoneluded the Sin©-Japanese war. The.; 
treaty declared Korea an independent state, and China thus 
renounced its historical .tributary claims over,.Korea. . . 
Japan11 s . overwhelming victory. over China9 however 9 alarmed '' 
Competitive Russian Imperialists in Northeast Asia. Russia 
had interests in Manchuria and.sought to acquire warm ports 
in Korea. Russia, with the support of Prance and Germany, 
imposed the Triple Intervention .'on Japan forcing her to.

was not sure whether Japan could maintain the domination of 
the Korean position; It# decided to/take a non-intervention 
policy in Korean affairs (Conroy, The Japanese Seizure of 
Korea, pp. 298-299); (2) fhe Japanese .political/instability 
had ."become a mope pronounced problem than.before the .war; . 
the diet members constantly opposed the domestic programs of 
the cabinet and the oligarchy. ' During the period from.1895 
to 1901, seven different Cabinets had been shuffled and .. 
Parliament had been dissolved four. times'..'. For; details of 
the aspects of the internal political instability see 
Robert A. Scalapino^s Democracy and the Party.Movementin 
Pre-War Japan (Berkeley: University. of California Press,"
1953), pp. 167-182,

18. The New York Repaid. October 17, 1897,.pp. %-5.
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eeeede the Liantung Peninsular to China- which had heen- . 
granted to japan in the treaty;of $hlmeneseki*19 fhe Triple 
Interventions, whioh followed immediately the signing of the . 
treaty,, considerably reduced Japan®s prestige among the 
Korean conservative elite*

The Russo-Japanese.War of 1905 .
The Shimon©seki Treaty of 1895s which concluded the- 

Sino-Japanese War, had never completely halted the struggle, 
for control over Korea* Russia now emerged as an aggressive 
power in East Asia^ and she replaced the former Chinese • - 
position in Korea, becoming the primary opponent of ..Japan 
over Korean and Manchurian interests * The constant and 
growing conflict between these two imperial powers over 
their major interests in Northeast Asia eventually 
developed into the Russo-Japanese .Wap of 1905*

On September 1$. 1895? the new Japanese minister to 
Korea, lieutenant-General liura Gepe, succeeded the Inoue 
envoy extraordinary; Japanese prestige in Korea declined 
among the well-bred Koreans * The Triple Intervention 
imposed on Japan and the failure of the Inoue reform mission ■ 
boosted the prestige of the Russian role in Korea* The

19* J» V * A * MaoMurray (ed.«) * Treaties and Agree
ments with and Concerning China* 189441919' (New forks
Oxford University Press.,, 1921).,' 1.,.. .pp 18-22% J, Pays oh-
Treat, Diplomatic Relations., between Japan and the United 
States» 1853-1895 (.Stanford; Stanford University Press, 
T932TTpp7#5F461.



pr©-Japanese faction now "became a hopeless group« A con
servative coalition government was organized under the 
leaderships of Queen Min's faction and the pro-Russian 
Prime Minister* Kim Hong^jip, Most of the radical pro- 
Japanese activities were banned in Korda, Miufa saw the 
growing anti-Japanese faction movement, and the Japanese in 
Korea boiled with anger and revenge0 Consequently, General 
Miura and his chief of staff, Sugimura Fukashi,. who was well 
• informed of Korean, polities since .1891, plotted to assas
sinate Queen Min,, the strongest, anti-Japanese leader.^® 
Simultaneously, General Miura coaxed TaeWon^gun, who was 
then retired but the most powerful rival, of the Queen, to 
join the intrigue,^1 In the early morning of October 8, 
1895, the Japanese soshi.,; the adventurous civilian . 
extremists, murdered the Queen and burned her body in the 
courtyard of her palace

The Korean king and. the crown prince were.taken 
hostage by the Japanese^ and the king was. f orced to appoint : 
the pro-Japanese Korean factions to key positions in th®

20,” Jung-chang Moon, Gunse libon ui Chosen Ohimtal- 
sa, pp, ^92-55© r Homer B, Hmlbert, The Passing of ""Korea \ 
"[New Yorks Doubleday,,, Page G or p.,., 19 © 6*)V pp, 1W  -13 5 °and 
Conroy, The Japanese Seizure of Korea, p. 318,

21, •Nihon Gaiko Bunsho. XVIII, pp.. 552-562.
22, Kang:., .Gundea. Chosen, Jungchi-sa, pp. 316-31.7s ; 

Conroy, The Japanese Seizure of Korea, pp. 3#6-3§7,'



Korean government ,> ̂ 3 The king ancl the crown prince finally 
escaped from the Japanese and were given asylmm at the 

' v Rmssiam legation .in the capital city of his own .sovereign' - \ .
, t e r r i t o r y T h e  king stayed - at the Inssian 'legation-a: ;
: little''over. one year *'

The Ito cabinet in Tokyo quickly condemned the Miura 
intrigue „ The plot had been carried out • at Miura0 s . ' •
:direetieh without consulting the Tokyo governments ̂ 5 Miura .
:was recalled to Tokyo for trial„ andKomura Jutard succeeded" 
him. The Queen®s murder incident created the strongest and 
most lasting anti-Japanese feeling upon the whole Korean 
p e o p l e J a p a n  immediately losVinfluence and prestige 
not only in Korea but among the Western powers,. Japan was 
now confronted with the difficulty of acquiring the support 
of Korean leaders on Japanese policies in Korea, On the 
other hand, Russia rapidly took advantage of the situation 
and over-ram the Japanese position in Korea, At the same, 
time Russia concluded a treaty with China, The Li^Lobanov 
Treaty, signed on June 3» 1896, provided Russia the right to 
build a railroad through north Manchuria to Vladivostock,-

23, Moon, Gunse I lb on ui Choson ChimtO0f-sa, pp. 
501-50^0 . ' ' , V

24. Homer 1*. Hulbert, "His Majesty, the King of 
Korea," Korean Repository. Ill, 1896, no. 81-94,

25o Treat, Diplomatic Relations between Japan and 
the United States, p. 5«

26, Hulbert, The Passing of Korea, p. 129,



The -treaty also provided mmtwal military assietapoe in: ease 
Japan attacked China or Korea

During the period from I896 to 1898» the Korean 
government was virtually under Russian oonti'di® The Korean, 
king was a .figurehead - and : the Russian advisers edntrelled■ - ' 
behind the soemea^B At that time Japan was not ready to . 
ehallenge Russia militarily* Japan had to. recognize, the 
Russian control of Korea and had to cooperate with Russia, 
in terms of Russiam-Japamese understanding. The purpose of 
the Komura-Waeber Memorandum„. signed. on May Ik, I896, was to 
provide better understanding of each other. The treaty 
broadly9 not specifically9 recognized each other's interests 
in Korea, The strategy of Japanese policy was to.pave the 
way for normal relations between Korea and Japan through 
Russian cooperation. The treaty pledged the safe.ty ©f. the 
Korean king and that he be returned, at his discretion^ 
from the Russian legation to his palace;

In the summer of I896, Tamagata Aritome, one of the 
leading military clique and member of the Japanese 
oligarchy, was sent to Russia as the Japanese representative

2?, MacMurray, Treaties and Agreements with and . 
Concerning China, pp0 81-82,

28, Hulbert, Korean. Renository, . Ill,- I8969 pp = , kOl- 
410; Papers Relating to the United States Foreign Relations
I8989 pp, 473-475,

29, Frederick A, McKenzie, Tragedy of Korea 
(Londons Madder & Stoughton, 1908), pp, 299^300, '



to attend the coronation of the Russian Emperor„ Yamagata 
suggested to the Russian Foreign Minister, A, B, Bohanov, 
that Korea he divided into two spheres of interest with the 
thirty-’eighth degree parallel as the dividing line* Russia 
wanted the whole sphere of influence in Korea; Lobanove of 
coursep rejected Yamagata6s suggestion saying that Japan 
already recognized the "full independence1' of Korea at the 
Shimonoseki Treaty of 1895»^® The two leaders finally 
agreed to sign -the so-called Lobanov-Yamagata Protocol on 
June 9* 18f6, in which they issued a joint declaration con
cerning their aid in modernizing Korean police* army, and 
financial reform. The Protocol included a secret article 
that permitted Japan and Russia to send troops into Korea 
at any time to protect their interests* but the two powers 
must notify beforehand. The protocol finally confirmed the 
Komura-Waeber Memorandum which was designed primarily to 
maintain the present status quo and to avoid antagonizing 
conflict with each other*^^ Yamagata failed to put through 
his idea of partition of Korea into two spheres of . 
influencea Consequentlyg he failed to bring about a stable 
balance of power in Korea? he merely endorsed the main
tenance of the ascending position of Russia in Korea,

Meanwhileearly in 1897 * the Korean king had 
discovered that he had been suffering from Russian pressure

30* Nihon Gaiko Btrasho, XXIX, pp, 815-817%
31# Nihon Gaiko Bunsho« XXIX, pp* 817-818«



and its machinery. In 1897 the new Hmssism minister in 
Seouls Alex Be Speyer$ irritated the Russ©-Korean relations 
by his aggressive pressure on the Korean eourt and govern
ment to surrender to his direction and guidancee Be Speyer 
forced the Korean government to appoint a Russian, Kir 
Alexevieve, as chief financial adviser and superintendent of 
Korean. Customs with the prerogative authority to control and 
manage all matters relating to Korean government finances« 
Simultaneously, Be Speyer forced the establishment of the 
Rmssian-Korean Bank .in Seoul to manage the Korean govern
ment’s revenue. In the early part of 1898*'when the Korean 
government officials accused and opposed the Russian 
aggressive policy, Be Speyer threatened to dismiss all the 
anti-Rhssian officials from the Korean government® In 1898 
Be Speyer delivered am ultimatum to the Korean Premier that 
if the Korean government would not appreciate the Russian 
advisory policy in Korea, the Russian government was 
willing to withdraw all the military, financial and other 
advisers from K o r e a . ^2 Be Speyer further extended his 
efforts to acquire Beer Island (Chcfllyong-do) as a coaling 
station near Pusan harbor in the southern part of K@rea.-33

  32, “Right About Face'11 (an editorial), Korean
Re suo sit cry, W »  1898, pp. 113-114*

33« Nihon Gaiko ■ Bunsho* XXXI.* pp* 140-1431 “The " 
Beer Island Episode,” Korean Respositorv, V, 1898, pp. 110- 
112*
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Kates the Japanese minister t© Kerea, strongly pretested the 
Russian eoaling station on Beer Island,

Be. Speyer^s orerbearing and belligerent taoties in 
Korea inereased the anti-Rnssian feeling among Korean 
leaders,,: especially in the Korean Independence Cltab.
(Tbngnip lypohoe) which was f©mnded and advised by Br, 

.Philip Jaisohn (Shm Gahi Pil)v who had returned from the 
United States in ,order to serve the Korean national ■
. independence movemente The Club mobilized a mass protest 
demanding an end of Be SpeyerSs ultimatum and his aggressive'
.interference in Korean affairs. The anti-Rmssian protest 
was further strengthened by the King0s■determination to 
oppose any further Russian demands.3^ KatS, the Japanese 
minister, joined to support the Korean anti-'Russian 
policy in Korea.

As a consequence of the Korean protest, Be Speyer 
became a victim of his own ultimatum? he fell into his own 
trap and had to quit. Kir Alexevieve and the Russian 
military advisers to the Korean government were ordered 
home and the Russian-Korean Bank in Seoul was closed. Thus 
Russian influence in Korea dwindled,35

3^o T, H, Tun.,- ’’Popular Movements in Korea,” Korean 
Repository, Y,., 1898, pp. 445^457? -and/ "The Independence 
Glub,” Korean Respositorv* IT,, 1897$ pp. 281-287. .

35. Kyo Chong, Hanguk -Kvenvongsa [History of the 
Last Tears of the Ti Korea] (Seoul? Kuksa Pyonehan Wi- 
wonhoe, 1957)7 pp. 176-178, 182-183; Nihon Gaik© Bunsho, 
XXXI, pp. 155-157.



... The withdrawal ©f Russian p@wer fr©m K©rea■ im 18f8 ... 
ereatei a p©wer vaommm#; From 1899 to 1903 Korea virtually 
had free s©yereigtity from • foreigm powers d©miiiati©n0 Korea . 
as a de faet© iiadepandeiit. state lasted only a short period*. 
Korea proclaimed itself an empire and the king became 
emperor* The Korean court and its government* ruled again .

■ by the conservative faction* revived the'traditional 
Oomfueian pattern of state*. The Korean emperor became 
again an absolute ruler surrounded by conservative and 
corrupt ministers* It•was inevitable that there be a 
conflict between the progressive. Independence Club and the 
conservative faction in power* The power struggle created 
lots of intrigue^ and the Korean emperor finally sided with 
the conservative groups and ruled out all the measures taken 
by the progressive Independence Club for the modernization 
of K o r e a . 36 As a result* the progressive programs in Korea

36* Moon* Gunse Ilbon ui Choson .Chimtoo-sa* pp. 
5^5-55©5 Yun* wP©pular"“Movement in Korea*" Korean 
Repository* V* pp. 468^469* The Independence Club included 
many influeneial leaders* who were mainly Christians and men 
of the Yangban class. From I896-I898 Dr, Shu set forth a 
modernized educational program to train Koreans and advo
cated popular elections to select provincial, governors and 
local officials. His English and Korean Hon-gul language 
journal was published in Seoul by Amepiean missionaries.
Dr* Syngman Rhee joined the club during that period. The 
club advocated resistance to foreign subservience and 
accused the corrupt officials. The conservatives created; 
all kinds of conspiracies and the club leaders were finally 
arrested by the Korean court and the modernization programs 
dwindled. See Chong-sik Lee, The Politics of Korean 
nationalism (Berkeleys University of California Press, 
1963)* pp. 60-61*



diminished and the conservative Korean leadership was unable 
to e©pe with the Japanese eneeuragement pellej*- ■

Japan qmiekly utilised the advantage ef the weak
Rmssian diplomatics position in Koreae Early in Aprils 1898$
the Japanese foreign minister $ Kishi*,. proposed to the; • 
Rmssian minister* Rosen, in Tokyo,^^ the so-eailed' "plan to 
exchange Eanohmria for Korea,V. Risen categorically rejected 
Hishi®s proposal, fhe Mishi-RIsen protocol, which was 
signed on April 25, 1898, laid down.the following three 
points in regard to Korean affairs 8 (1)'Rmssia and Japan 
should not send military and financial advisers to Korea 
without prior mutual consent, (2). Russia and Japan 
recognizes Korean "independence and sovereignty" and shall 
abstain from all direot interference in internal affairs', .
and (3) Rmssia would recognize the wide range of Japanese
interests in commerce and industry in K o r e a , 38 Although ' 
Japan failed to put through the so-called "plan to exchange 
Manchuria for Korea," she acquired recognition of her 
special commercial interests in Korea, Japan could not 
accelerate her commercial penetration in the peninsular 
which could very well become a basis for political action 
later. The treaty was a victory for Japan, the most

37« Nihon Gaiko ■Bmnsho, XXXI, pp,'163-164,
38, Nihon Gaiko Bunsho, XXXI, pp, 182-185, .



- ©tatstand.ing sinee the incident of the assassination of the
Korean queen in 1895® . '

Meanwhile there developed intensive rivalryrbetween .
Japan and Russia for the good will of Korea® Former
Japanese Premier It© Hirohumi observed-, earefully the
development of the Korean situation and made a special trip
to Korea to extend good will to the Korean emperor® On
August 3®# 1898„ Marques It© made the following speech.at a
"banquet sponsored "by the Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs -
in Seouls '

You doubtless know that in 1873 a'group of Japanese . 
statesmen advocated the d'ispatoh' of a punitive ex- 

"pedition to K©rea„ : a: proposal to wh,ich I wa.s.
uncqmpromiseiy opposed from the outseto because it 

- was'contrary to the principles of ; humanity®. ® . . -.
. I can conscientiously assure you that the real 
: ; ohject of.: the Japanese government has always "been 
to render assistance to Koreans in her noble . 
endeavors: to be a civilized and independent; 
state® .» ® * It will be Japan's wish to see Korea's 
indepehdanee further strengthened and consolidated; 
no other motive shall influence Japan's conduct ' 
toward this country® ®. ® Let me- repeat once more 
that Korea may rest assured: of the absence of all 
sinister motives on Japan's part# Friendship 
between two countries in the circumstances of Japan 
and Korea ought to be free.from any trace of 
suspicion and doubt as to each other's motives and. 
intentions. In conclusion, allow me to.express my 
heartfelt hope that you may long remain in office 
and assidiomsly exert yourselves for the good of 
your sovereign and country#39

Despite Ito's "reassertipn" of the Korean-Japanese
good relationship and her “good motive" for the

39® George Trumbull Ladd, In Korea with Marquis 
It© (Mew Yorks Charles Scribner's Sons, I9O8),-pp» 226-227,:



"modernization8* of Korea„ the Japanese economic penetration 
policy in Korea had heen progressive and belligerent» In . 
September̂ :: 1898» Japan imposed strong pressure upon the 
Korean government to obtain concessions to establish rail
ways from Seoul, to Inchon (Chemulpo) and from Seoul to 
Pusan» ' The Japanese, government arranged that Japanese 
residents in Seoul purchase many strategic properties in 
Korea^ and the bank which was established in Seoul and in 
Inchon issued so-called Shibuzawa notes despite the severe 
protest of the Korean government for nullification of the 
notese Simultaneously Japan employed unfair methods to 
monopolize trade in K o r e a I n  October? 1898#: the American 
Minister# H» Alien# ■reported that .the.Japanese had 
violated the international treaty agreement by limiting 
other powers ' interests in the. ©pen Korean ports By 
1900 Japan had acquired a mining concession# a whaling right 
off the Korean coast# and general fisheries concessions,

Russia competed with Japan in the acquirement of 
concessions in Korea, In 1898 Russia occupied the lower 
Yalue region where Russia developed her.timber concession

40, Nihon- Gaiko Bunsho, XXXIII# p, 221? H, N., . 
Allen# Things Korean (New Yorks Fleming H, Reve11 Go,,
1908)# p,. 123? Arthur J» Brown# The Mastery of the Far East 
(New Yorks Charles Scribner°s Sons# 1919)? PP® 151-152,

41, Allen to Day# October 20# 1898# in Koreas. „ 
Dispatches„ Vol, XV# No. 153* Quoted, from Koreas and the 
Old Orders in East Asia# by Frederick M« Nelson (Baton Rouge 
Louisiana State University Press, 1946)# p, 244,
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and esta."blished her eeenomie amd: pel it le al f oundatien^ .. . In . .• 
1899 Russia8s mew Ministeri, Ae I, ^arleve,, acquired a lease, 
'©n K©jed© Island near and west of Pusan harbor and als.© 
obtained a pledge from the Korean government not t© lease - 
the island ;t©‘ any foreign powers In February * 19 0©» 
Russia* as Japan had done* acquired whaling rights in the % 
waters off the Korean coast«

At the outbreak of the Boxer Rebellion of 1899-19®© 
foreign legations and communities were attacked and 
besieged? many foreign troops were sent to. Peking and 
Tientsin in order t© safeguard their citizens and 
properties0.̂3 . Russia*; however» exploited this opportunity 
to occupy the Manchurian .territory and did not withdraw 
when peace , was restored. Consequently*.' the Russian 
military occupation in Manchuria not only invited Anglo- 
American pretest but eventually the Anglo-Japanese alliance 
of 19©2« England feared the Russian threat in India and 
Theodore Roosevelt condemned the Russian occupation.of 
Manchuria.as a violation of the Open Door policy0̂

42* Mihon Gaiko Bunsho* XXXIII * pp, 220-221s
43* When the Boxers seized the foreign legations in 

Peking and -Tientsin in July and August of 1900* Japan* 
Russia* Great Britian* France * America* and Italy sent 
troops to .safeguard their peoples and properties. See* 0, 
Edmund Clubb* Twentieth Century China (New Yorks Columbia 
University Press* 196k)* pp. 2?, 28,

44, Howard K, Beale* Theodore Roosevelt and the 
Rise of America.to World Power (Baltimores The John Hopkins 
Press* 1956)9 p. 169*



Increased Russian interests and influence in 
Manehmria led to the'revival ©f Russian interests in Knrea* 
Although Russia recognized Japan8s strong economic position 
in Korea9, Russia was not • willing to give up her-own 
interests in Korea, In J anuary1 f©i y Russian Premier 
Rosen proposed.to Japanese Foreign Minister Kate fahaski "a 
scheme for the neutralization.©f Oorea'under the joint 
guarantee of the P o w e r s K a t © immediately declined '
,Rosem^s'-proposal on;the..:ground that Russia's military 
control of Manchuria would make Korean independence a 
fallacy as Russia had of the Japanese occupation of the 
Liatuhg Peninsular in 1 8 9 5 In shortJapan preferred, 
to propose Nishi8s Mplan to exchange Manchuria for Korea", 
instead of neutralization of Korea, and Japan hoped to 
acquire from Russia an ascendant position in Korea, 
Nevertheless, Russia did not want to give up her interests 
and leave Japan a free hand in Korean affairs. This 
growing conflict between the rival powers resulted in 
inevitable deterioration#

In July, 1991, the Japanese' minister in London, 
Hayashi Tadasu, expressed clearly to.the British Foreign

#5, Nihon Gaik© Bunsho# XXXIV, pp. 520-521,
46, Nihon Gaiko Bunsho, XKXIT# pp,.523-525o
47# Nihon Gaik© Bunsho#,XXXV, pp, 392-395$ K. 

Asakawa, The Russo-Japanese Conflict (New Yorks Houghton 
Mifflin and Company, 1940), pp, 282-283«



Seeretary6 Landsowne0 the Japanese policy toward
Koreas d;. : ::. ' - '  d. ' „ , ' '■ ' : ' " •

'(Japan) was aheve all thihgm interested in Corea, and 
it was a matter df 'life, and death for them to keep 
Russia out of it. Their (Japanese) interest in 
Manehuria was only seeondarj, and due to the fast : 
that ene ©ufagements in fflandhuria might lead to.. 
eneroaehments in C o r e a :

Japan®s positire moYe and action toward Korea had 
not been determined by herself alone but largely incorpo
rated with the merging tide of the complex nature of the 
European rivalries and balance of power politics in East. 
Asia, In ..the latter part of IfBl Premier Katsura Taro and . 
his foreign minister, Komura Jutare, and Yamagata Aritomo, 
who were of the most powerful military clique, discussed 
war with. Russia that seemed to be inevitable. The three 
leaders finally concluded that; Japan needed an ally with 
one of the strong Western, powers; in.. order to def eat 
Russ la, layashi,, the Japanese minister in London, was 
already in the process of negotiation with Great Britian 
for an Anglo-Japanese alliance, On January 30, 1902, the 
Anglo-Japanese alliance was formally signed. Its duration 
was to be five years*

48, . G, P,. Gooch and Harold Temperley. (ed:,),
British Documents on the Origins of the War, 1898-1914,
Yolo II (Londons H* M* Stationary Office, 192^-1938), p. 
97, quoted from Kim and Kim, Korea and the Polities of 
Imperialism, p, 99=

49= Nihon Gaiko Bumsho, XXXVI, pp. 293-295=" 1
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The alliance treaty recognised the special interests 

of both Japan and England in China and especially Japan's : 
special interest in the political, commercial, and 
industrial aspects.in Korea* The alliance was designed to 
safeguard their interests in China and Korea# The treaty 
also pledged to maintain each nation's strict neutrality as . 
long as a third.power would not join the war. with one of ' 
the allies#Professor Tatsuji Takauohi argued that as 
far as Japan was concerned the Anglo“Alliance cleared the 
way for the war with Russia, and it became "the cornerstone 
of Japanese diplomacy for the next twenty years#"51 The 
Tokyo government thought that the alliance was,, to be sure» 
a political tool to rid Russia from Korea#-5̂.

The news of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance' greatly 
astonished the. Korean government. The Korean leaders fore- - 
saw that the treaty would bring the Russo-Japanese War5and- 
that it would result in destructive consequence for Korea,
In August, 1903, the Korean government, therefore, in the 
hope of preventing destructive military operations, within 
Korean territoryfr formally demanded that the Russian and

50o Nihon Gaiko Bunsho„ XXXV, pp. 20-21#
510 Takeuehi Tatsuji, War and Diplomacy in the 

Japanese Empire (New Yorks Doubleday, Page and Company, 
1936), p. 128,

52# The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (ed.), Komura - 
Gaikoshi /History of Komura Jutar©9s Diplomacy], Vol. J. 
(Tokyo, 1953), pp. 257-2590 Quoted from Kim and Kim, Korea 
and the Politics of Imperialism# p. 100#



Japamese governments recognize Korea as a neutralv state. On 
January Sir 190^, the Korean government formally proelaimed 
its neutrality declaring that Korea weald remain in a strict 
neutral position, in case of a 1msso-Japanese war..53 

In Jmly> 1903 # the; Japanese government began 
negotiation with Bmssla in Order to solve the basic . -
differences.between the two cemntries* Japan demanded that 
Rmssia consider Ma plan to exchange Manchuria for Korea," 
bmt Russia turned it down. On the other handp on October 3 ? 
1903r Russia claimed the following: (1) That Russia would 
keep Manchuria as its exclusive sphere» (2) That Japan 
should hot encroach upon Korean independence,.and (3).That 
Japan should not build her coastal defense along the Korean 
Straits and that no. Korean harbors were to be used for. 
strategic military purposes.5^ Japan saw that there was no 
choice but to fight Russia, In,the meantime Premier 
Katsura and his military and navy ministers were confident ■ ■ 
in defeating the Russian forces in East Asia.3>5 On.
February 6, 190^9 Japan broke off diplomatic relations with 
Russia and two days later, without.an ultimatum or declara
tion of war, Japanese troops attacked Port Arthur and the

53« Komura Gaikoshi. Vol. I, pp. 33^“335s and 
Klhon Gaiko Bunsho, XXXVI, pp. 4 6 4 02* •

54. Komura Gaiko.shl-, - I.-nnv, -334-360.;  .- 2. ,
55* Treat, Diplomatic Relations between Japan, and . 

the United States, pp. 194-195*



1mssian f©rees at the Korean water front omtside the Inehonr. : 
(Chemulpo) harbor=Thus Japan violated the Korean neutral

-Invitg military operation, $ Neverthe
less Japan's viotory over Russia, in the battle of Inchon 

' Sighallhed deoisive Japanese control over Korea* Japan 
. was hot Challenged nor- ■ contested- hy a third power as
ehallenged at the post-Shimonoseki: Treaty of 1895» Japan . 
h©w;hkd an allyj 'Creat'.Britainj: behind her. Consequently 
the Japanese troops virtually controlled the Korean govern- , 
ment and territory9, destroyed Korean independence „ and . 
violated the Korean declaration of neutrality.

While the focus of the world's attention centered 
on the battle field of the Russo-Japanese War at Port 
Arthur^ the powerful Japanese troops completely dominated 

• the Korean peninsular. The Korean goyernment was under 
Japanese control and the Russian legation aud its military 
activities were immediately withdrawn from Korea. From 
this time on Japan maintained its military superiority in . 
Korea until the 19^5 liberation. At the very beginning of 
the Russo-Japanese War of 19©^k the Japanese military 
troops forced the Korean Emperor to sign a series of.four ■ 
agreements during the period from 1904 to 1.905» Japan 
planned to establish a Resident-General in Seoul.

56. Nihon Gaiko.Bunsho» XXXVII, pp. 310-3115 
Shakuo ShUnjo, Chosen Kohei Shi fHistorv of Korean Annexa
tion] (Keigog Chosen and lanehu Sha,. 1926)., p, 224,
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. ; ©n February 2jl9 . I f K © r e a H  Emperer K©jong, after. 

tw©: :ii©ntliS; resistance» 'was .©©mpelleS to sign a protoeol. 
twith; Japaa wMieh stipulated8 (1) Japan shall have aeeess. t© 
Korean territory as a'/base for military'•operations against • 
lmssia§ (2) Japan shall oirotimvent'any.foreign threat to. / 
Kereai :(3) In retarn for this„ Japan will insare the safety 
of the Imperial House of Korea and "definitely guarantee 
the indlepen&enee ani territorial. integrity” of .Korea 1 and 
(4) Korea shall accept “Japanese advice and assistanee for 
improvement, ©f Korean administration^^ Having.. the right 
to advise and assist»I” the Japanese could now interfere 
and supervise Korean affairs both home and foreign.38 As. 
early as May 1904, the Katsura Cabinet and the Gouno 11 of. 
Elder Statesmen in Tokyo passed a resolution by which Japan . 
would.permanently occupy Korea militarily and introduce a ' 
Japanese controlled regime in order to promote Japanese 
economic interests. In other words» (1) the Korean 
government would hire Japanese advisers on foreign and 
financial affairs,.(2) Japan would.extensively engage in 
mining and fishing* and Japanese farmers would be encouraged 
to emigrate.to Korea for the cultivation of state-owned

57° For the full text, of the protocol, see ■Rihon 
Gaiko.Bunsho*. XXXVII, pp. 245-2465 Korea: Treaties and 
Agreements * 1921, Pamphlet No# 43» pp. 36-37°

58. Henry Ghmng (oomp.), Treaties and Conventions 
between Gorea and other Powers (Hew York: H. S. Nichols,• •
Inc., 1919)". P° 213,



wastelandg and (3) Japan would take over major railroads and / ; 
tele-commmnieation s y s t e m s ,  5t .'

In. Julyg 1904g Japan demanded thatthe Korean . 
emperor employ Japanese advisers; Japan went ahead to carry 
out the policy which had been decided in Tokyo ©n layg 1904, 
by the Katsura Cabinet’and the Council of. Elder Statesmen, , 
The Japanese advisers became the. virtual decision makers in 
Korean policy making and on police*, judicial and military/
matterso60

On August 22* 1904* the Russo-Japanese War not yet 
over* Japan again forced the Korean emperor to sign a 
protocol in which Japan attempted t® block Korean secret 
treaties with other powers► The protocol stipulated that ;
"the Korean .government is obliged to consult the Japanese , 
government in advance in agreement with foreign powers 
concerning treaties and conventions as well as the grant 
of concessions and contracte"^l under the tight control of . 
the Japanese military troops* the Korean government 
reluctantly accepted the protocol. In April of 1905s there

59« Nihon Gaiko Bunsho, XXXVII, no, 351-3568 Andrew 
J, Grajdanzev# Modern'Korea (New Yorks Institute-of Pacific' . 
Relations * 1944)* pp, hQ-hl,

60, Hishida Seiji*. Japan Among the .Great Powers’ 
(Londons Longman*: Green and Company*" 1940) * p. 120,

61, For full text of the agreements see Nikon .
Gaik© Bunsho, XXXT11* pp, 368-369..



was amether .agreement im./whioK -Japam took over the Korean 
' p©stal» telegraphs and telephone serTices*

During the course of the Rmes©-»Japanese War.s: tke • 
Japanese gevernment. was busily engaged in negotiating with 
Western powers.for the approval of Japanese ascendency over 
.Korea* The United:States finally approved Japan6 s* 
"'suzerainty over Korea" in the Taft-Katsura. secret ; -; 
meffiorandum of July, 19@3» in return.for Japan0® disavowal 
of any aggressive intention toward, the Philippines . 
Simultaneously* Japan acquired England^s recognition of.. 
Japan8s supremacy in Korea .in the revision of the Anglo- 
Japanese alliance of August, 1965® In return, Japan 
accepted the British policy of aggrandizement in India,

. Japan thus acquired both the' Amerleaa and: British'blessing •• 
even before the Russo-Japanese Peace Conference at 
Portsmouth on September 5s 1905= .

As a. result of Japan's victory in the Russo-Japanese 
War of 1965s Japan eliminated the.last rival power, Russia, 
in East Asia*. Russia recognized Japan’s "paramount politi
cal, military and economic interests" in Korea in the form

62, Dennett Tyler* Roosevelt and the Russo-Japanese 
War (Gloucester, Mass* s Peter Smith, 1925) , ppV.112-lldi . ..
Howard K, Beale, Theodore Roosevelt and the Rise of America 
to World Power, p, 31b, -

63. Mishi, I* H«, Anglor-Japanese. Alliance-, 1§9^-’
1967 (Londons University of L o n d o n , p p ,  85-87, : "V;



©f the Portsmouth Treaty of 1905o.^ To Japan,>■ the Ports
mouth Treaty was merely a eolleetive International endorse
ment of Japan8s aehievements--the serious prptoeols that 
had been signed between Korea and Japan during the.period 
from 190^-1905O :in other words, the Treaty of Portsmouth 
of 1905 stipulated that Korea beeome a proteetorate. of 
Japan and that a Japanese resident-general be designated to 
control the Korean protectorate territory.

On November 229 1905# the Japanese government in 
Tokyo announced to the world the reason why Japan had to 
protect the Korean peninsular» A part of the announcement 
is as follows 8

The relations of propinquity have made, it necessary 
for Japan to take and exercise® for reasons closely 
connected with her own safety and repose» a para
mount interest and influence in the political and 
military affairs of Korea* , , The unwise and 
improvident action of Korea® more especially in the . 
domain of her internationai concerns® has in the 
past been the most fruitful source of complications,
To permit the present unsatisfactory condition of . 
things to continue unrestrained and unregulated 
would be to invite great difficulties®, and Japan 
believes she owes it to herself and her,desire for 
the general pacification of the extreme last to 
take the step necessary to.put an end once and for 
all to this dangerous situation. Accordingly®, with 
that object in view and in order at the .same time 
to safeguard her own position and t© promote the 
well-being of the government and people of Korea® c

6ku. lacEurray® Treaties and Agreements with and 
Concerning China*, pp® 522-^26 (Article II of the treaty), : 
It is interesting to note, that Premier Katsura and Hara Kei® 
the president of the Selvukai party® were met three times in 
order to discuss the Japanese demands in the Portsmouth . 
Treaty of 1905® and they eat|goriealiy .agreed" to the.claims 
set forth in the treaty*- fui Easanarl® Rekishi Gaku. Kehkvu 
g. Study of History] (Tokyo* Aoki Shoten® 19^9)* pp, ^1-42



tiie Imperial Gdveiriament >aTe resolved to . assume a 
mere•intimate and direct influence and responsi
bility than heretofore in the external, relations - 
of the Peninsularo The Government of His Majesty 
the Emperor of Korea are in accord with the 
Imperial Government as to the absolute necessity 

; of the measures* and the two governments^ in order 
to 'provide the peaceful and amicable establish
ment of the new .order of things * have concludedthe accompanying compact»u5. - .

Thus Korea became internationally recognized■as a vassal 
state of Japan® Korea lost its full independence and its . 
international personality*^

65= The limited States Foreign Relations* 1905s pp612- 613, ; ”  """ ~

66* Hans Kelson* Prinelnles of International Law 
(New York s , Hine.hart Company, 1 9 5 6 ) p.. Ill;, and Frederick 
L» Se human * International Politics (New York:. McGraw-Hill 
Book Company* 19^8), pp* 530-5310



CHAPTER III

ITC^S RULE8 THE ROAD TOWARD ANNEXATION? (1905-1909) -

By the late fall of 1905? there was still unfinished 
"business to "be settled* Japan had to eonelude the. 
proteetorate treaty with the Korean government, The 
Katsura Cabinet had adopted a draft treaty which primarily 
aimed to obtain, two major pointsg (1) To arrange mere 
comprehensively and permanently., the two agreements which 
had been sanctioned, by the Korean government, and (2) To 
acquire' a verification and guarantee from the Korean 
government on Russia9s recognition. of Japan's ’'paramount- 
political, economic, and military interests’* in Korea?
In case the Korean government should reject the treaty, the 
Katsura Cabinet adopted the following strategy8 (1) Japan 
would send, additional troop reinforcements to Seoul and 
arrange with the commander of the Japanese forces in Korea 
to use the troops skillfully for the successful completion 
of the negotiation with the Korean government; (2) If the 
Korean government should persistently reject the treaty, 
that Japan would go ahead to make a unilateral treaty of 
protectorate over Korea and notify both foreign powers and . 
the Korean government? and (3) Ito Hirobumi was called upon

37



to take the whole responsibility of the negotiations"*" i W  
was then the President of the Privy Couneilg one of the most 
venerable statesmen of the day, and perhaps the best 
informed among Japanese.leaders obncerning the: Korean 
situation*

On November 9 s 1.905» Prinee It© arrived in Korea 
with a letter from the Japanese emperor to impose the 
Treaty of Proteetorate* In the conversation with the 
Emperor of Korea on November.15» Ito said, "These demands 
are not my own; I am only acting in accordance with a man
date from my Government» and if your Majesty will:agree to 
the demands which I have presented, it will be to the,bene
fit of both nations and peace in the East will be assured 
forever. Please, therefore, consent q u i c k l y ,"2

In reply, the Emperor of Korea told Prince Ito that 
the draft treaty should include a clause on Korea's 
diplomatic independence, such as, a right of exchange of 
diplomatic representatives with other p o w e r s ,3 ito 
categorically refused to consider such a clause in the 
treaty. Simultaneously, however, the Japanese minister /' o

1, Ministry, of: Foreign Affairs: (ed^ ■), Nihon Gaikfro 
Bunsho [Japanese Diplomatic Documents] (Tokyo.; Nihon 
Kokusai Eenge Kyokai, 19^9), Vol. XXXVIII, pp. 526-52?,.

2, Frederick A, McKenzie, Koreans Fight for 
Freedom (New Yorks Fleming H, R, Cooper, 1920), pp, 89-901 
Henry Chung, The Case of Korea (New Yorks Abingdon Press, 
1921), pp. 52-53.

3* Nihon Gaiko Bunsho, XXXVIII, no, #9-4-50*



t© Korea,, Hayashi Geiasmkep interrupted explaining that the 
treaty wenld maintain the safety and dignity ©f the Korean, 
imperial family-.# and that it would also "guarantee the 
Korean sovereign right in internal a f f a i r s . The Emperor 
of Korea stated sadly# "Assent to your proposal would mean 
the ruin of my eomntry# and I will# therefore# sooner die 
than agree to it. "-5

lto8s conversation with the Korean emperor lasted 
about five hours# but Xto achieved little. Thereafter# the 
Korean emperor# pleading illness# refused to receive It®.
It© wanted to conclude the treaty as soon as possible. He 
finally persuaded the members of the Korean court# 
individually as well as a group# through promoting their . 
personal interests. Thus It© imposed the treaty and 
finally# after five day's resistance# on Hovember 17# 19©5» 
the Treaty of Protectorate was signed on the basis of the 
original Japanese draftMeanwhile the commander of the 
Japanese troops in Seoul had displayed and maneuvered an 
impressive aspect of Japanese military might mainly from the 
main street to the old palace. An American witnessed that 
"half a regiment of artillery and three batteries with

4. Nihon Gaiko Bunsho# XXXVIII, pp. ^50-452.
5. McKenzie# Korea's Fight for Freedom# p. 90=
6. Nihon Gaiko Bunsho# XXXVIII# pp. 488-491*



eighteen guns were maneuvering„ dashing to and fro, unlim- - 
"bering their pieces# » » o’8/7

At this time the Emperor of Korea seeretly requested
President Theodore Roosevelt for help that the "geo^.office" 
of the United States would bring the unjust Korean problem 
to an international dispute in accordance with Article 1 of 
the American-Korean treaty of 1882,. In the letter to the 
Presidentp the Korean Emperor declared that "the Treaty was; 
signed under duress at the point of sword, and his signature
had been forged and, therefore, the Treaty was legally
invalide.*® President Roosevelt replied that ", . • I feel 
bound to advise you that the government of the United States 
does not consider that any good purpose would be served by 
taking notice of your statements,"9

The most important stipulations of the Treaty of the 
Protectorate of 19®5 wereg (1) That the Korean government 
permit the Japanese government to take over the control of 
Korea's foreign relations; (2) A Japanese resident-general 
(Tokan-fu) is to be stationed primarily in order to take

?, Frederick A, McKenzie, The Tragedy ®f Korea
(Londons Madder & Stoughton, 1908), p, 134,

8, Arthur J, Brown, The Mastery of the Far"East 
(lew Yorks Charles Scribner's Sons, 191977 PP« ,196-19?;
The text of the Emperor's letter in Frederick A, Mekenzie’s, 
The Tragedy of Korea, pp, 102-103, 132-I33,

9
Relations
A History of the Modern and Contemporary Far East (lew Yorks 
Duke University Press, 1937)1 P» 436,

Department of State, 
(Washington, D,C,,

The United States _____
Paul, H, Clyde,
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charge ©f Korean diplomatie affairs? and (3) the Japanese 
government pledged to maintain the welfare and dignity of
the Korean imperial house* It© Hirobmmi, however, '’refiased

* - • .
to make a binding commitment that the resident-general 
would not interfere in internal affairs",

The seereey and the speedy process of the Protector- ' 
ate Treaty eamsed no anti-proteotorate demonstrations in 
Korea, bxat the proclamation of the treaty on November 23, 
19©5» aromsed the pmblie and the most prominent Korean. 
intelleotmals, inelmding many government officials, 
denounced the treaty and demanded severe punishment of the 
pro-Japanese Korean cabinet members who signed the treaty. 
Korean nationals attempted to assassinate the pr©^Japanese■ 
members„ Min Yong-hwan, one of the most respected officials 
and a special assistant to the emperor, committed smieide in 
a protest against the treaty and as a plea for Korean 
independence. Gho Pyong-se, a former prime minister, also 
took his life in the same pretest. Even Foreign Minister 
Pak Oheu-sun, who signed the treaty, attempted to kill him^ 
self, claiming himself a traitor. At the same time, Ghang 
Ghi-ytm, the chief editor of the Hwangsong Simmmm, a daily

10. Carnegie Endowment for International Peace. 
Korea? Treaties and Agreements (Washington, D.C., 1921), 
Pamphlet No,. 4-3, pp. G, I. Eugene. Kirn and Hankyo Kim,
Korea and the Polities of Imperialism, 1876-1910 (Berkeleys 
University of California Press, 1967), p. .131?"For full 
text, see Nihon Gaik© Bunsh©. XXXVIII, pp. 532-533, 54-3-54-5. .



paper in Seoul, issued an article protesting the treaty,
“Is it worthwhile for any of us to live any longer? Our 
people, and the spirit of a nation which stood for 000-
years , ' since the days of Tun Kun and Ke ja., has perished in
■ ■ ' - ■ ' 11 ' ' a single night, . Alas! fellow countrymen, Alas!"

The editorial issue and the news of the suicides of 
prominent Koreans created massive public rallies, not only on 
the;!:streets''bf Seoulv-but also" in other major cities. These 
demonstrators were suppressed and the. bulk of them were 
arrested by the Japanese gendarmes. Most of the store
keepers in Seoul closed their doors and, protested the treaty 
and mourned for these who had taken their lives in a plea 
for Korean independence,

The Protectorate Treaty of 1905 constituted the 
Resident-General (Tokan-fu) “supervisory office** in Seoul, 
and Prince It© Hirobumi was appointed as the first resident- 
general, With the imperial ordinance No. 26?, which was 
promulgated on December 20, 1905» the power of the resident- 
general became much stronger than stipulated in the Protec
torate Treaty, In fact, Ito’s power was virtually - ■
unlimited, not only in Korean affairs but also in matters of 
the military and legislation in Korea, He was directly

11. McKenzie, Korea's Fight for Freedom, p, 97,
12. Kim and Kim, Korea and the Politics of 

Imperialism* pp. 132-133, ■ .



responsible to the Japanese emperor»• a M  he was beyond the 
jmrisdietional control of the Saionji eabinet in f©ky©0 It© 
was the commander of the Japanese army in Korea.? conseqnentr- 
ly he eetald exclude any interference from opposing groups 
of Japanese militarists in making Korean policy®-^ Never
theless ( It©°s policy in Korea reflected the Tokyo govern
ment,

4 definite and comprehensive blueprint of Ito's 
protectorate policy in Korea had not been issued in public 
except his brief remarks before some leading Japanese 
journalists in Tokyo before his departure for Korea, He 
said,

(a) It will be the duty of the Government of this 
empire to take it upon itself in accordance with 
the protocol, but governmental corruption is of 
remote origin,, and to reform it in a day is no 
easy task, * » „ Of course to revise laws and

13» Governor-General of Ghesen, The Annual Report
on Reform and Progress in Chosen (Keijos -Chosen Sotokuf.u*
1 9 0 8 ) pp* 111-115$ Kim and Kim, Korea and the Politics of 
Imperialism, pp* 136-137* Premier Katsura^s resignation 
was demanded by the populace because of his failure to win 
more of the Japanese demands at the Portsmouth Peace Con
ference of 1905, but Katsura remained in office until the 
first week of January, 1906, in order to complete major 
pieces of unfinished diplomatic business. The Katsura 
cabinet resigned in favor of Salonji* a protege of Ito* 
Japanese premiership since then has shifted back and forth 
between two men, Katsura and Salonji, until 1912,

14, The United States Foreign Relations^.1906, pp, 
1029-1030 8 and Conroy, The Japanese Seizure of Korea, pi 
339* Dr* Kim Chong Ik, who wrote MJapan in Korea' (1905- 
1910)o The Techniques of Political Power*' as his Doctoral 
dissertation in Political Science at Stanford University in 
1958» considered It© Hirebum! a sincere statesman who 
promised the modernization of Korea, p, 54*



thms effect superficial ref©rm is: a matter pr'ê - 
senting n© diffieialt.yg 'biat smeh9 I believe, is 
n@t by any means the way t© aehieye:the object 
of administrative reformi (b) If it be. neglected 
and no means devised for relieving it (the 
poverty of the Koreans), this Empire will not 
only be violating its responsibility as protector, 
of Korea, bmt will also itself staffer in the endj 
and (e) We must- = .make her (Korea) understand 
that Japan®s protection is not for the purpose of 
harming her independence,15

Professor Hilary Conroy* who has done one of the
best research studies on the subject of Japanese seizure of
Korea, states that Ito had a plan for the Korean protectorate
in 1905« Conroy arguess

It was not annexation and not brutal tyranny* It : 
was to establish a sort of triangular balance, 
Residency-General, Korean court, and Korean reform 
ministry, through which Japanese-Korean cooperation 
could obtain to produce reform and modernization of 
Korea and which would render Japan secure from any 
possible threat launched via Korea. Of the two 
objectives, the second, Japanese security, was the. 
overriding one, but Ito was confident that both 
could be obtained, and within the limits set by 
security he strove hard for cooperation.1^

The above argument, . however, seems to be somewhat 
misleading; it is debatable especially on the point of "a. 
sort of triangular balance” that It© established among the. 
Residency-General, the Korean court, and the pro-Japanese 
Korean cabinet. First of all, Conroy®s premise for the 
"triangular balance” theory was not based on evidence and 
reason. Ito®s power always had been above the Korean court'

15® The United States Foreign Relations, 1906,
pp. 1030-1033.

16. Conroy, The Japanese Seizure of Korea, pp. 379-



and tii©. #'K©rean re£©rmM cabinet. Ito"s authority in Korea 
was virtually unlimited and had been bestowed in Imperial 
Ordinanee No. 267 in 1905s that made him a little czar in 
Korea. The forced Protectorate Treaty of 1905 was a good 
example. Nevertheless, Ito"might have employed this theory . 
of "triangular balance" as a strategy, not principle#. in 
order to obtain the Japan©se-Korean cooperation about which 
It© was chiefly concerned in the earlier stage of the 
protectorate.

The records of It o'0 s policy toward Korea during the 
period from 1885 to 191© show many contradictory pointss .
(1) In 1885* at the Tientsin Convention, Ito. told Li Hung- 
chang of Ghina that Japan5s claim in.Korea was not legal, 
authority but only economic as Japan must have the Korean 
rice s u p p l y ? -̂7 (2) On February 22? 1895* prior to the Sin©- 
Japanese War, Ito refused to comment when asked by the Diet, 
members about Japanese policy toward Korean independence ?
(3) After the Shimonoseki Treaty of 1895* when Premier It© 
was once again asked by the members of the Japanese Diet 
about the question of Korean independence, Ito again 
declined to give his own viewpoint despite the fact that the

I?. Supra, Foot No. 7*
18. Teigoku Gi-gaishu (ed.) Teigoku Gi-g'aishu Shi 

[A History of the Imperial Diet) (Tokyo8 Teigoku Gi-gaishm, 
1896), Part III, p. 766.



treaty had clearly ree.egnized Kerea6s independence?"^. (̂ ) 
Hewever, during the peried ef intensive rivalry between ; 
Japan and Emssia f#r their good will toward K©rea> in the 
simmer of 1898e It© delivered a speech in Sepml. in which 
Korean independence .was' giaaranteed» and he condemned, the ■ 
earliest Japanese militarists who attempted to invade Korea 
in 1 8 7 3 and (5) Paradoxically» during the Russo-Japanese 
War of 1905» It©- consented to the resolution which deter
mined to absorb Korea permanently? the resolution had been : 
adopted by the Katsura Cabinet and the Council of Elder 
Statesmen in Tokyo„ In short» one of the most difficult . 
aspects to evaluate about. It©" Hirobumi is whether or not he - 
was sincere» an opportunist, or imperialist* Moreover# it 
is very shaky to- ' state' one understands '"the. eoneeptof ;. ; 
ItF's Korean independence*.'" .

It©"s rule and his reform policy as resident-general 
showed two-fold features'— his policy was skilful and . 
expedient* The result of his reform policy» therefore# ©an . 
best be evaluated in two distinctive periods? (1) The first 
period is from the establishment of Itoffs pro-Japanese 
Korean cabinet to the abdication of the Korean emperor after 
the incident of the Hague Peace Conference of 1907# and (2) 
The second period deals with the Japanese suppression of the

19* Teigoku Ci-gaishu Shi# I896# Part XII# p, 
20* Supra#. Foot No* 39*



K©rean rebellion, movement*, fhis latter peri©d. began with 
the surrender ©f the Korean army and the gradual absorption 
of Korean sovereignity by the Japanese both de jure and de 
faeto control of Korea; in other words» annexation,'

It©" s Reform Polio vs. ■ The First Period .
It© $s Korean polioy was.not to liquidate all of 

Koreans politioal and internal organizations„ but to .pre
serve the status quo of tho structure of the Korean ruling 
oligarchy, It© did not shuffle either the traditional 
status of the Korean, emperor nor ref orm the existing. Korean 
government, He maintained all.the members of the Korean 
cabinet § he even endeavored to retain the former Korean 
premier» Han Kyu-sei, who had stubbornly refused to sign the 
protectorate treaty but resigned his post= It© maintained- • 
the most corrupted members of. the Korean cabinet and sought 
to avoid occurrence of violence of the Korean people against 
his.rule* He apparently sought to win the support-of the 
Korean elite and the court..leaders. He was chiefly eon- : 
corned with the stability- of the.Korean government and- 
maintenance of the social order, . at 'least..until Japan could 
consolidate her p o s i t i o n . T h e  Regent-General, however, 
introduced a form of most active Japanese supervisory dr. 
"advisory" polities, Japanese advisers were- attached to

21* Kim and Kim, Korea.and the Polities of ' 
Imperialism* pp. 136 and 175*



every department ©f the Korean government« This "advisory" 
body guided and directed the Japanese oriented poliey and. 
pushed the Korean ministers to. follow. It©" was neither a 
tyrant nor a utopist but a relatively moderate "gradualist" 
in dealing with the problems of Korean r e f o r m , H e  
allowed the Koreans to manage themselves but controlled the 
Korean ministers as to what to do and what not to do.

As far as the reforms programs were concerned9 
Ito's first task was the reorganization of the Korean 
judiciary and police system,. Each Japanese councilor and. 
assistant took up the task in the revision of the court9 
law, and ordinances# This revision extended to both , 
provincial and local levels. Japanese poliee^advisers were 
dispatched to each region throughout the peninsular--*t© 
police stations on provincial and local levels. In If§6 
the Japanese Advisory Police Board* which was established 
throughout thirteen provinces, took the over-all task of the 
"police reform program," The program of internal."reforms" 
also extended to the prison system, education, improvement 
of agriculture, and construction of port and transportation ,
facilities

22, Jung-ehang Moon* Gunse Ilbon ui Choson Ghimtoo- 
sa [History of Modern Japan's Plundering of. Korea| (Seouls 
Beak Moon Dang, 1964), pp, 6.34-659? Andrew J, Grajdanzev, , 
Modern Korea (lew Yorks Institute of .Pacific Relations, 
liWJT p. 41,

23, Resident-General, The Annual Report on Reform 
Program in Korea (Seouls Chosen Sotokufu, pp,: 4-5,



The Resident-General 'office* however» teek over the 
management of the postal system and telegraph lines, as they 
had.the Korean diplomatic a f f a i r s ,2^ Under the newly 
established Japanese standard, the Korean financial and 
economic affairs and the bank in Korea were completely 
monopolizedo Many intelligent Korean elite saw that the 
control of the diplomatic affairs, postal system’, telegraph 
lines and the monopolized banking system were not regarded 
as internal "reforms" or protectorate, but an act of
encroachmento25

There was practically no mass media of eommnnica- 
tionj there was only one newspaper permitted to circulate 
and it was rigidly controlled by Japanese authority* The 
rigid control of the newspaper began right after the Treaty

o£.of Protectorate of 1905° In 1906 the Advisory Police 
Board was given authority to take control of the press by 
examining every draft of the newspaper to eliminate any

31-35? Governor-General of. Chosen, (comp,..),. The- Material 
Progress of Korea for the Last Five Years.,. 1905-1910 ..
(Seoul? Chosen Sotokfu,.1911), pp. 45-50.

24„ Grajdanzev, Modern Korea, p. 40,
25, Kyong-wu Kim (ed,), Ohosun Minzok Tuzang-sa.

{A Compact History of Korean National Liberation] (Tokyo 1 
San Ichi Shobo, 1954), pp. I56-I6O,

26. The Japanese Archives in Korea, No, 194, p,
164, The Hoover Institute, Stanford,.University.,., quoted from 
Kim and Kim, Korea and the Politics of Imperialism, p..159°



comment that might cause public disorder and instability=^7 
Furthermore,, in July of - 1906, the Korean palace guards were 
replaced by Japanese policemen to eliminate outsiders 
making contact with the E m p e r o r , 8̂ Thus the Korean 
emperor was virtually under control and “was little mere
than a prisoner,"29

Concerning the Japanese protectorate policy* F,.A,
McKenzie» an English missionary and writer, witnessed to an
unofficial view of Japan's policy in Koreag

One of the most influential Japanese in Korea.put ' 
this quite frankly to me in 1906, "You must under
stand that I am not expressing official views* he 
told me. But if you ask me as an individual what . 
is to be the outcome of our policy* I only see one 
end. This will take several generations* but it 
will come. The Korean people will be observed by 
the Japanese, They will take our language* live 
our life* and be an integral part of us. There 
are only two ways of colonial administration. One 
is to rule over the people as aliens. This you 
British have done in India, , , , The second way 
is to absorb the people. This is what we will do.
We will teach them our language* establish our 
institutions* and make them one with us,"30

2?, Resident-General, The Annual Report, 1908.-1909 
(Keigos Ghosen Sotokfu* 191©)* p, 85°

28, Kanek© Kentaro et al,, Ito Hlrobumi Ben [Bio
graphy of It© Hirobumi], 3 Vols. (Tokyo* 19^0), pp. 719-725, 
quoted from Kim and Kim*"Korea and the Polities of Imperi
alism, p. 14-0. Resident-General, The Annual Report on 
Reform and Progress in Korea (Keijog Ghosen Sotokfu* 1908)* 
p. 14.

29, The United States.Foreign Relations, 1906,
Vol. II, pp. 10?2-100.

3©° McKenzie* Korea's Fight for Freedom* pp,' 107-



■ 51
The aheve personal view refleets the Resident-General9@ 
peliey @f "gradualism."

The Resident-General was smeeessfml in establishing 
a mass pre-Japanese association, namely Ilehinhea, beyond 
the pro-Japanese Korean cabinet. The Ilehinhea or Ilehin 
society was directed by Song Pyong-jmn and Yi Yong-gm, bmt 
they were supervised and assisted financially by Uehide 
ByShei, the chieftain of the Amnr society (The Black Dragon 
Society) in J a p a n .^1 The Ilchinhoe was operated nnder.a 
coercive and strong leadership* it was a mobilized society 
and grew strong, especially in the local level.^ This 
mass society was one of the outstanding anti-nationalist and 
one of the strongest activists for the Japanese cause. In 
19©®, the society claimed its membership was over a-. 
million.33 Resident-General It© utilized this mass society 
as a genuine Korean movement*

31* Kim and Kim, Korea and the Politics of

32. Ghong-won Yi, Chosen Kindai-shi [Recent Korean 
History] (Tokyo? Hakuyosha, 195®)» p. 3©8« Professor Yi 
pointed out that in recruiting members to the Ilehinhea, the 
leaders of the society "convincingly persuaded the masses 
with the promise that they would be appointed to such 
governmental positions as governors, magistrates and town
ship heads in addition to the hope of becoming rich when the 
Ilehinhea organized in the Korean government.”

33» Chi-won Kang, Gundea Ghoson Jungehi-sa [Recent 
Korean Political History/ (Seoul? Teakok Publishing Corp., 
If^?), pp. 3&G-3411 Gregory Henderson, Korea? The Politics 
of the "Tortex (Cambridge? Harvard University Press, 1968)9
pp. 61-67.



T© the K©rean emperor»' the pr©-Japanese ©abiaet and . 
the Ilehiah#e*s aetivitles" were the most traitorous "body ' 
which hindered a Korean independence movement* Neverthe
less » the Korean emperor never lost his thirst for Korean 
independence«-. When, Emperor Kohong was informed that the 
Second International Peace Conference would he held in 
Hague in the summer of 19©7s he secretly sent a Korean 
mission to the Hague Peace Conference to ask the foreign 
powers” assistance for the recoverj of Korean independence» 
The mission was composed of two eminent Koreans and one 
American delegate9 namely Homer B# Halbert» who carried the 
emperor*s credentials to the c o n f e r e n c e b u t  the Hague 
Conference refused on the ground that Korea was.under the 
Japanese protectorate«

It©*0 Rules The Second Period 
Despite the failure of the Korean mission* p e w s .©f . 

this incident certainly astonished both the Tokyo government 
and the Resident-General.in Korea, Both the first Saionji 
Cabinet and Resident-General It© decided to take
a firm measure in order to prevent further such occurence, 
Prince It© saw that the Korean emperor was the main source 
of the anti-Japanese movementi the Hague incident was an 
©pen hostility against the Japanese protectorate.

Moon* Gumse libon. ml Chosen Ohimteo-sa* pp, 
636-6t§? Kang* Gundea Oh©son Junaehi-sa, pp, 359-360°



Gensequentlyo the ineident created a political crisis in. 
K©rea§ it became a milestone for the punishment ©f the 
Kerean emperer and the adherents of anti-Japanese activists. 

On July 2%, 1907» the so-called Peace Preservation 
Law was promulgated in order to maintain peace and.order in 
Korean society* The peace law permitted the police 
authority to take an active measure in dissolving any 
assembly, meeting, gathering, or crowds which were deemed 
to be agitating against the maintenance of public peace and: 
o r d e r,35 Meanwhile, the Japanese foreign minister, Sayashi - 
Gonsuke, had arrived in Seoul for the settlement of the 
Hague incident.

An agreement was reached between the Korean govern
ment and the Resident-General on July 24, 1907* as followss ■
(1) "'All matters of Korean internal administration” are to 
be controlled completely under the Japanese Resident-General 
in Seoul, (2) "All judges and prosecutors throughout the 
country are to be appointed by the Resident-General',v (3)
The Korean army shall disband except for a battalion to 
guard the palace, and (4) Japanese nationals shall be 
appointed as vice-ministers in each department of the 
ministry of the Korean government, including the chief of 
the Police Bureau of the Ministry of Home Affairs and

35« The Annual Report, 1910-1911, pp, 85-86,



Inspector general of the Metropolitan Police Board, By 1908 
there were more Japanese officials than Koreans in the 
Japanese, protectorate governmentV

On August :27r - lf?©6 the Korean emperor was f inally 
' forced:to'abdicate,and his-feeble crown prince succeeded ■

;Y •;rhim»37'' By August 1*. 1907, the Korean army was virtually 
disbandedb all important positions in the government were, 
replaced by the. Japanese» and the Korean cabinet was 
virtually administered by Japanese vice-ministers, The 
Peace Preservation Law was still effective. All Koreans 
were under surveillance of the Japanese police* gendarme, 
and army troops. By late in 1908 all meetings or.gathering 
of a crowd* whether for the purpose of religious or educa
tion* had to be registered and approved by the authority,3®

On August 26» 1908 * the Resident-General proclaimed 
the imperial ordinance on Korean education* dealing pri- 
marily with Korean private schools and academic institu
tions, It was an introduction of a model of the centralized 
educational system under which all private schools, and 
institutes were required to register and obtain a license

36, Nihon Gaiko Bunsho * XL* pp, h8h~h85«
37, Moon* Gunse Ilbon ul Ghdson Ghimtoo-sa* pp, 

644—647§ Kang* Gundea Gheson Jungehl.--sa, pp* 460-46%s and 
Gonroy* The Japanese Seizure of Korea* pp, 36I-362, -

38, Kang * ...Gundea Choson . Jungohl-sa, pp, 460-465 § 
and Moon* Gunse Ilbon ui Ghoson Ghimtoo-sa, pp. 641-647,



from the Ministry of Education#39 As a matter of fact, the 
Korean private schools were the major hothouses through 
which Korean children were,eneomraged to learn their 
history.j CMltmral#: and national eonseionsness of Korean 
identity* M  'this time the Korean private schools were . , 
growing like - wildfire— fey .1908 it was estimated that 2 ,.$00 
private schools had been founded in Korea— these schools 
were operated by the Koreans. In 1909* the Korean educators 
published about 9@ different kinds of text books for the 
private schools*^® In short» the purpose of the proclama
tion of.the Imperial Educational Ordinance was to extinguish 
the growth of the "korean national educational movementM and 
to Japanize Korean children by introducing a centralized 
Japanese educational system,

A repercussion of the Japanese harsh policy in . 
Korea was not a small one. The abdication of the Korean 
emperor and the disbandment of the Korean army.were 
sufficient that the Korean army began to revolt
against the Japanese domination. One of the. most serious of 
all was the Wlbyong, or the "righteous army$s" revolt p-:— .tn: 
against the Japanese over-lordship* In August# 1907, when 
the Korean army was forced to disband# Major Park Sung-whan,

39* The Annual Report, 1908-1909# pp. 172-173,
40. Takahashi Hamakuchi, Ghosen Kvoikushi 

of Korean Education! (Keijos Iwanami Shoten# 1927)!*pp»
180—181e



“©©mmand-e-r ©f the seventeenth ’battalien in Seoul9 the "best
hattS.lion ©f the Korean army," committed suicide in a . 
desperate: pretest against Japanese domination,,^. ■ When this 
news spread over the peninsular,, scattered soldiers 
determined to attack the Japanese troops instead of - dis
banding <> The death casualties reached 1̂ ,566, from 19©7 to 
1908* In 19®9p about 3,000 insurgents were killed. In 
1910, when Korea was annexed, most of the rebels went to 
Manchuria and Siberia where they later paved the way for the 
foundation of the Korean Communist party#^

The Uibyong or the Mrighte©us; army” gradually became 
guerilla type fighters5 they were scattered in the 
mountaineous areas and held a strong position in remote 
villages# The insurgents, with arms, attacked the local 
police stations and smashed the Japanese settlers in remote 
areas# The Uibyong disguised themselves as farmers and ■ 
attacked a small unit of Japanese troops and then retreated 
into the mountains before Japanese reinforcements arrived#
A unit of Uibyong guerrilla normally consisted of not more 
than one hundred#^3 • The Japanese forces were still

&1. SKakuo Chbsen "K'bh#i • SAIL fRlstorv of Korean
Annexation] (Keijoa Chosen and Manchu Sha,. 1926), p, 382; 
McKenzie, The Tragedy of Korea, p, 161#

42# Sun-gun Li, Hank©ok-shat Hyundea Pyun jKorean 
History; Modern Volume] (Seouls Back Moon Dang, 19^7), pp# 
957-962i. Grajdanzev, Modern Korea, pp. 44-4-5#

43. The Annual Report, 1908-1909, pp# 106-107#



insreffieient' to exterminate1 the .’P-l’byong insrargeni; element« 
Beth Kerean and Japanese historians pointed out that, the 
total ©f'Pihyong were estimated as followsg There were 
50»000 at the end of 1907» 70,000 in 1908, 28,000 in 1909; 
and 19s>000 in 1910; the gmerrilla. aetivity lasted until 
1913.^

Despite the fact that both the Saionji Cabinet and 
Resident-General Ito brought Koreans annexation closer, on 
September 21, 1907$ Prinee Ite expressed to one of.the 
.representatives of the Assooiated.Press that "some people • 
in Japan believe it is a mistake not to annex Korea, but. I 
have steadfastly opposed annexation. Annexation is not part 
of the Emperor8s plan, unless it should prove quite unavoid
able, it was Ito8s fifth publio'pledge of guarantee of .
MKorean independence,"

In the meantime, in July, 1908, the second Katsura 
Cabinet (1908-1911) succeeded the first Sai©n.ii Cabinet, . 
The former cabinet was mainly composed of the hotspurs of 
the military clique in dealing, with the Korean question, 
Uehida .Ryllhei, the adviser to the Ilchinhoe and nqw a 
henchman of Aritomo Yamagata, the chieftain of the Japanese . 
military clique, -openly accused It®’*© policy on the ground

#4. Kamata Takuiehir©, Chosen Shinwha [New. Story of 
Korea] (Tokyog San Ichi Shobo, 1959) s> p= 278; Shakuo,
Chosen Kohei Shi, p. 424.

45, Brown, The Mastery of the Far East, p. 203»



that Ito had not been harsh enough on the settlement, of the 
Hague incidento Uehida was an ardent advocate of Korean 
annexation at the earliest possible time, Uehida made 
several plots which suggested a threat that lt5" should 
resign, and created a cleavage between It©" and the Korean 
Prime Minister Yi Wang-yong.# ®

It seemed* however, that Ito's decision to resign 
his position in June, If§9,was not primarily caused by 
Uehida’s plot and military pressure. It© admitted that his 
Korean policy had been thwarted and he now wanted to return 
to Japan and take the presidency of the Privy Council.
On April 10, 19©9». while It©" was visiting in lokyoj, Prime 
Minister Katsura'- and Foreign Minister Komura called upon .
I to to confer upon the question of Korean annexation. I to" 
was not "on the horns of a dilema"; he did not refuse it, 
neither did he agree to it. On July 6, 1909* the Katsura 
Cabinet approved the annexation proposal and the emperor’s 
sanction was immediately o b t a i n e d , I t ©  later, however, 
mentioned to one of the Meiji leaders that he thought "the 
time is still premature that Japan take the annexation of

#-6, Kim and Kim, Korea and the Politics of 
Imperialism, p. 208.

4?, Shakuo, Chosen Kohei Shi, p. 652,
48 0 Shakuo,~Chosen Kohei Shi, p. 654 5 Komatsu 

Midori, Chosen Heigo-no Rimen 8Background of the"Korean 
Annexatiog [Tokyo% Tokyo Shoten,. 1920), pp. 15-17,



Korea® « « » In faet * there is no real difference whether we 
annex Korea or not» sinoe we 'rirtmally control both domestic 
and foreign affairs of Korea*

Prince Ito* came bach to Korea.in the early part of 
Jmly$, 19f9» to take a formal farewell of the Korean emperor 
and the members of the Korean Cabinet« It'©'made a brief
speech to the members of the Korean cabinet on the-subject 
of the so-called "Japanese-Koreans, unite in one family" in 
which he suggested that the idea of Japanese-Korean . 
amalgamation would bring a far better future for the Korean 
people*.-̂ ® Finally?, Ito" obtained another agreement from the 
Korean government by which the Resident-General was 
permitted to take over completely the management of the 
administration of justice and the prisons system,, 51

On October 16? 1909s It©®s mission trip to the 
Harbin and the Kwantuna leased territory was requested, by 
Japanese Premier Katsura to confer with Russia on the 
question of Korean annexation and unfinished Manchurian . 
questions,5% The purpose of his trip was to test Russia8s- 
reaction to Japan^s annexation of Korea, The assassination

#9* Shakuo? Chosen Kohei Shi* pp, 65^-655«
50, Shakuo? Chosen Kohei Shi? pp, ^55-^56,
51, Komatsu? Chosen Helgo-n© Rimer., pp, 59^60; , 

Kihon Gaik© Bunsh©, XXIII? p, 182. .
52, Shakuo $ Chosen Kohei Shi* pp, 481-482,



of Prinee It©" by a Korean nationalist,, An Ghmng^gtang h©w-» 
ever* did not hasten the Japanese annexation of Korea, . The 
proposal for the Korean annexation was approved by the 
.Katsura■ pabinet. several months previous to the - assassination' 
of ItoV Paradoxically,, on May 30g 19109 nearly one year 
after Ito's assassination, Japan formally annexed Korea, . 
General Terauehi Masatake, then Wap Minister of the Tokyo 
government and a leading militarist, was appointed the first 
Governor-General of Korea. His first task was to carry out 
the annexation.



CHAPTER IV

THE.IDEOL0CI ©E COLONIAL EDUCATION

jBStifieati©n:::©f Japanes edueatlenal expansion, in" 
Kerea was an integral part of Japan's col©nial peliey. . 
Rationalization of the imperialistic policy required 
jmstifiahle motives<, The motives and' fundamental methods 
of Japan's colonialism were based,on-the:them® of Japan’s 
security and interest* Vindication of Japan's educational, 
policy toward Korea was "to civilize and enlighten" the 
Korean educational system, treating the Koreans who needed 
assistance as less fortunately developed people.  ̂ Para- . ■ 
doxieally, the ultimate goal1 of educational policy whs to 
make the Korean children so as to.become truly obedient and 
loyal subjects to the wishes ;of the Japanese state» The 
colonial educational policy, therefore, aimed to strengthen 
the Japanese empire and to disguise its imperialistic .goals 
In a close analysis, however $ Japan's attempt to conquer 
Korea must be considered in terms of the motives and ' , 
interests of leading groups and individuals who were 
influenced by various forces and conditions at the time:* :

1, Yasuta Hosaku, Chosen Kyoiku ni Aniu Shite [On 
Tranquility of Korean Education] (Osakag Osaka Yaho Shoten 
Japan, 1927), pp. 52-61.i and . Watana.be Manabu, Kintai . Chosen 
Kyoiku-shi; Ken%vu Study of Modern"KoreanoEducational : ; 
Rl'Se'arelfl.i (Tokyog, Yusah-Kaku, I969), pp. 48-50. .'
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The ide©l©gy ©f Japanese Q©l©nial expansien in.. 
'mederh .Asia, (the Meij,i era) was derived generally frem . 
.three sonreeSd ; <'

: Firsthistorioallyg. the ' ©higin ©f the ide©l©gy ©f 
.Japan’s expansion-grew out of its feudal tradition and not 
the Western colonialism* The feudal ideology of expan- 
siomism* however# lingered in the abstract and had never 
been translated.into specific action :under the non-expan
sionist Tokmgawa regime*. nevertheless» the numerous 
literature on colonialism during the late eighteenth and 
nineteenth century embraced explicitly the ideas of . 
territorial and Shinto cultural expansionism toward Asia,. 
Kuroda Ken’ichi points out that many writers on colonialism 
after the late eighteenth century ‘’called for expansion
both northward to .Izo# Sakhalin9 Kamchatka and southward.

2toward the Philippines# Java, and South Sea island,"
Eamekawa Tenmin championed "territorial aggrandizement so as 
to turn “Great Japan’ into “Great Great Japan’*’ and Sato 
Shin’en projected "a global imperialism in which all 
countries would come under Japan’s Shinto i n f l u e n c e ,"3

2, Kuroda Ken® ichi» Nihon Shokumin Shiso-Shi 
[History of Japanese Ideas of Colonialism] (Tokyos Kobpndo, 
19h2),# quoted from Akira Iriye.»; "Imperialism in East Asia," 
Modern rEast Asias Essays, in Interpretation (ed,) by James 
B, Crwley (San Franciscos - Hareourt, Brace & World, Inc., ' 
If?®), p, 134,

3» Akira Iriye, "Imperialism in East Asia," pp,
134-135-



Sate Nebiahir© and especially Yoshida Slk¥in.were 
influential writers ©n Japanes eelenialism in tlae pre-leiji 
Restoration, In 1809» Sat© Nobuhiro, an economist, wrote 
DcTa Keiei Ron (A Discourse on the Management of East Asia) • 
in which he advocated the "Building of a Great Japanese 
Empire61 "by conquering and acquiring continental territories 
in Asia* Sato predicted., in 1809» the possible occurence

k . •
of the Russo-Japanese War of Despite Sato's
thesis on colonialism and its abstract speculation, it 
played an important role in Influencing the mind of young 
Yoshida Shodn (1830-1859)* who became the protagonist of 
the Japanese continental expansionist, of the nineteenth 
century. In 185^, when Shoin saw that Japan was in .danger . . 
of foreign pressure after Commodore, Perry's arrival and 
China and the whole of Asia were threatened by the British 
and Western powers, he believed that the best defense 
policy for Japan rested in making Japan strong■and.rich by 
expanding into Taiwan, Korea, other parts of the mainland, \ 
and maritime China, Simultaneously,, he stressed that the. 
Japanese samurais must study. Western science and technology 
but not anything that would alter the Japanese spiriti 
Shoin also proposed that Japanese schools should adopt

4, Tadaomi Koda, Shokumin.Selsaku [Colonial Policy] 
(Tokyos Diamond Shoten, ’19^0), pp, 169-176*



Western texts in English*; American* Russian* and Duteho^
Finally* Sh&ftt laid dewn Japan’s defense policy by reen-
dorsing "the ancient foreign policy01 in the concluding
pages ©f the Yushureku (1854— 1855)$

*. * dAt the present time * it is immediately necessary 
t@ make military preparations when we have a few 
ships and the guns are sufficient we may well develop 
Ezo (Hokkaido) and assign it to several lords in 
fief; taking advantage of the right opportunity we . 
should seize Kamchatka and Okhotsk; admonishing 
Ryukyu* we should put it on exactly the same footing 
as that of the various lords within the country who 
join in paying homage to the shogun; calling Korea 
to .account * we should require it to submit hostage 
and pay tribute as in the flourishing days of old; 
in the north obtaining the cession of Manchuria* in 
the south taking Taiwan and the islands of Luzon's 
gradually* we must display the vigor of an enter
prising spirit, » , ,
For the outer barbarians to enter by force and 
press us*, angrily assuming authority - for us* on 
our part* to hang our heads and hold our breath* 
establishing communications and trade exactly on 
the terms they demand* fearing to oppose them on 
any point - this is what the craftiness of flatt.Srers 
would equate with the righteousness of our Holy 
Emperorse6

Of course * Yoshida ShiiPi was known much more as an 
ardent protagonist of the Meiji Restoration than for his 
advocation of continental expansion. Interestingly* young 
Ghoshu patriots* who later became the master architects of 
the Meiji Restoration* as well as the early leaders and

5« David Magarey Earl*. Emperor and Nation... in .Japan's 
Political Thinkers of the Tokugawa Period (Seatt1e; Univer
sity of Washington Press* 196V)*. pp, 156-158,

6, Earl* Emperor and Nation in Japan * p. 173*



tmlMer© ©f the Meiji empire» were diseiples ©f; y©shida 
ShSSn./7

A see©nd semree of rati©nall2ati©n for Japan8sex- 
pamsiom was derived from some influential advocates who 
called for. Mjingoistic11* attitmdes toward continental 
expansionism* In 1899» Dr, loshida Masayoshi,, in Japan8s 
national history test for high schools* praised and honored 
the event of “traditional Japanese continental expansion 
policy" which had been carried out by Shingo Gogols expedi
tion to Silla State in Korea in the pre-historical era and 
by foyotomi Hidey©shi1s invasion of Korea in 1592 and 1$$6 
respectively. He went on to state that Korea had been 
Japan's “ancient Domain*" and, moreover, that “Korea had 
been incapable of being an independent state", therefore, 
Japan had "a mission" to civilize not only the Korean people 
but also the whole Asian people,®

7* Hirose lotaka, Yoshida ghoin no Kenkvu [A Study 
of Yoshida Sti®$5} (Tokyos Musashi Shoten, 193©) * PP* "
225s Horace 6, (Joleman,. “fhe Life of Shoin Yoshida," Trans
actions of the Asiatic Society of Japan, Vol, XIV> Part I, 
pp* 119-188§ E« Herbert Herman said that Ito Hirobumi, Kid© 
Koin, Inoue Kaoru, Shinagawa Yajiro, Opiura Masajiro, Yamada 
Akiyo-shi and Yamagata Kyosuke were the ardent students of 
Yoshida Shoin, teacher and samurai of. Choshu Han, Japan8© 
Emergence As a Modern State (Hew Yorks Institute of Pacific 
Relations, 19^0), pp. 64-65? and Hugh Borton said that 
“Advocacy of military expansion was not new in Japan, Many 
of the leaders of the Meiji Restoration such as Kid©, It®, 
and Yamagata had been influenced in their school years by 
Yoshida Shoin* who had urged the conquest of Korea and 
Manchuria,“ Japan8s Modern Genturv (Hew Yorks fhe Ronald 
Press Company, 1955), p* 326,

8, Kozawa Yusaku, Minzoku Kvoviku-ron [a. Discourse 
on national Education] (Tokyos Meiji Shutpansha, 1967),
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. Western influenee provided. the third seuree for 

nineteenth oertiary Japanese colonial expansion# Japan1 s- 
traditional expansionism "became clothed with the Western 

. concept of Social Darwinism, with its theory of the 
survival of the fittest, and the concept of balance of 
power polities in Asia# Consequently, leaders of the 
Meiji Japan believed that Japan°s imperialistic expansion 
at the expense, of her weak neighbors in East Asia could well 
be justified in terms of national defense and interest 
Fukuzawa Yukiehi (1835-1901)» one of the most enlightened 
leaders of Japanese modernization, for example, changed his 
former support of the Chinese and Korean modernization 
program under Japan1© auspices of MPan~Asianism,61 In 1885? 
he spelled out his views on Asia in an. essay, M0h Shedding' 
Asia"s

We must not wait for neighboring countries to be
come civilized so that we can together promote 
Asia's revival# Rather we should leave their 
ranks and join forces with the civilized countries ' 
of the West. We don't have to give China and 
Korea any special treatment just because they are 
neighboring countries. We should deal with them 
as Western people do. Those who have bad friends

pp. 120-124, 12? and 129s and Tadaomi Koda, Shokumin 
Seisaku# pp. 94-96,

9* Kokusai Seiji Gakkai (ed#), Nihon Gaikoshi 
Kenkvu [Studies in Japanese Diplomatic History (Tokyos 
Yuhikaku, 1957)? pp. 186-195? quoted from Akira Iriye, 
"Imperialism in East Asia," Modern East Aslas . Essays in 
Interpretation# by James B# Crowley (ed#), pp. 136-137s 
and Hyman Kublim, "The Evolution of.Japanese Colonialism," 
Comparative Studies in Society and History, Vol. II, 1959»
pp. 67-76#



eanm©t BT©id having a "bad repmtatien. I reject the 
idea that we must eentimae te asseeiate with bad 
friends in.last Asia,10

In the 1890*s, Tamagata Aritem© (1838-1922), the
builder ©f Japan's medern army in Meiji. Japan, argued that
wK©rea is essential t© Japan’s security,M Korea would be
like "’a dagger at the heart" ©f Japan; therefore, Korea
must be free from European conquest, Yamagata then warned
that Japan had to understand the words of world powers and
be well prepared to meet any event and take advantage of
any s i t u a t i o n , A t  the time of the Boxer Rebellion of
19Q0, Yamagata said, "a man who chases two rabbits can
catch neither. Why not join the Western powers, then .
hunting in. China, and chase another in the northM--Korea? -'

In short, Japan’s colonial, expansion, policy in
Korea, which resulted in the Sino-Japanese War of 189^-1895
and the Russo-Japanese War of 190^-1905, had been closely
related to the concept of the balance of power politics in

10, Oka Yoshitake, "Kokuminteki Kokuritsu to Kokkai 
RiseiM [Rational Independence and the Reason for the State’s " 
ExistaneeJ, Klndai Nihon Shisoshi Koza [Studies in the Poli
tical Thought of Modern Japan} {"Tokyo g Ohikuma ShoyE,
1961), Vol, XIII, quoted from The Emergence of Imperial 
Japans Self-Defense or Calculated Aggression? by Marlene 
Mayo (ed,) (Lexington, Massachusettss D, C, Heath & Corp,, 
1970), p, 7,

11* Marlene May©, "Attitudes Toward Asia and the 
Beginning of Japanese Empire," Imperial Japan and Aslag - A " 
Reassessment» Grant K, Goodman (Compiler) (New Yorks Colum- 
hia University.Press, 1967), pp, 12-14,

12, Mishi, I, H,, The Anglo-Japanese Alliance 
(Londons University of London Press, 1966), pp, 378-379,



Asia*- In ©thsr words, in;the latter part ©f. the nineteenth, 
eentmryg Japan had a great desire to be recognized hy the 
Western powers* Gonseqmentlys Japanes expansionism was 
motivated by the desire to win a more favorable power 
pesiti®n— spe©if ieally f equality with the Western powerss . 
snob as Great Britain* France* and the United States*

It is the purpose of this chapter to examine the 
central ideology of Meiji Japan8s educational expansion 
policy prior to Japan8s annexation of Korea in iqi#. Four 
major influential educators and writers sought to rational
ize and justify the imposition of Japan8s educational 
system into Korea in the early Meiji era, Ike thesis of 
the essays focused upon the following two pointsg (1) the . 
Korean education of the Yi dynasty was “stagnant and 
barren" and even "non-existent*" but Korea had been a 
"culturally and historically good neighbor" of Japan* and
(2) Japan had an advanced educational system which Korea 
needed badly* therefore* the Japanese people could not 
stand by as an."on-looker" without assisting Korea,

A considerable body of literature on Korean general. 
affairs was published by many Japanese scholars in the 
early Meiji era* but little educational literature on 
Korean affairs was published by the Japanese educators at 
that time« To the best knowledge of the writer*, there are 
only four leading books and pamphlets which were available
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and written by Japanese scholars on the subjeet ©f the 
Korean Yi dynasty6s educational system. But this small 
body of literature became Japan8s most important government 
source and played an important role in the formation ©f . 
Japan's educational expansion policy in Korea prior to and 
after Japan's annexation of Korea in 1910=

The first literature regarding the Korean e due ac
tional system was published by Enomoto Takeyo* a Japanese . 
Dutch learning scholar in 1876.* Enomoto re - translate d into 
the Japanese language a Dutch translated book, L'Hlstolre 
de I'Eglise de Ooree (The Korean Ohurch-Affairs)9 originally 
written by the Reverend Abbe Charles .Dallet , a French 
Catholic missionary in Asia in 1874, Ballet described his 
observations and travel experiences on the Korean situation 
with major emphasis on the honor and early history of 
Catholicism, in Korea, In the introductory chapter, however, 
Dallet predicted and warned that Japan was ready to invade 
the hermit kingdom of Korea,-*-3

Enomoto completely revised the book, L'Hist©Ire de 
I'Eglise de Ooree, by providing his own interpretation on 
the affairs of the Kingdom of Korea, Enomoto pointed out 
that "there is not- even an elementary educational system in

13= Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku^shi Kenkym, pp« 
10-30 8 and Gregory Henderson, "Chong: Ta-sans, A. Study in. 
Korea's Intellectual History,”.The Journal of Asian Studies, 
Vol* XVI, lay, 1957, p, 381, Footnotes 8,



Korea'11 and went ©n to say that the purpose and the e©nt@nt@ 
of Korean edmeatlon had "been at a standstills . In short, 
Enomoto eoneluded that "there is no trme edtioation in 
Korea,

Enomoto es evaluation of the Korean edmoational 
system was further heightened. "by Japanese edmeaters and 
writerso As a result, in 18926 Japanese edneators estab
lished Japan's Overseas Edmoational AoMemy in Tokyos the 
academy ultimately aimed to provide a scheme of. expansion 
and to influence the Japanese educational system overseas„ 
primarily in Korea and later in China, The members of the 
academy included most of the eminent Japanese educators of 
the time, and they all not only advocated the Japanese 
expansion policy in Korea but also attempted to rationalize 
Japan's education expansion policy in Korea, -̂5

In the same year, 1892, Tanaka TSsaku, a member of 
Japan's Overseas Educational Academy in Tokyo, wrote 
Educational Conditions in Asian Countries, which included a 
brief survey of the Korean educational s i t u a t i o n , ^  Tanaka

14, Enomoto Takeye, Chosen Jii© [The Korean Affair5| 
(Tokyos Marmzen Shoten, 1878) „ pp. 20-23§ : quoted from 
Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shl Kenkyu, p, 100.

15<- Watanabe, Kintai Chosen Kyoiku-shl Kenkyu,
P. 94.

16, Tanaka Tosaku, Ajia Shokoku Kyoiku Itpan 
[Educational Conditions in Asian Countries] (Tokyos 
Bokyusha, 1892)', pp." 5-7, quoted from Watanabe Manabu,
Kintal Chosen Kyolku-shi Kenkyu, p, 95,



argmedi that the Eerean "’f eudalistie governmentM and the ; 
femndation .ef Kerean edueatien had collapsede and that the 
educational system had-"been ’'stagnant and barren” § more
over* the existence of Korea was politically and eoonemi- : 
©ally at stake because Korea had fallen to the;level of a . 
ruined country« Consequently* the Korean government had 
provided little educational facilities for the children of 
the common peoples only the Yangban (rich upper class) 
could send their children to the private schools»■*•7 Tanaka 
then stressed that the Japanese language School in Seoul* 
which had been established by the Japanese in 1891* was the 
only, educational institute■which.provided a new avenue for 
the modernization of Korean education. In short* Tanaka 
Concluded that Korea was incapable of maintaining itself as , 
an independent nations he finally appealed to the Japanese 
people calling, them to assist Korea* arguing that ’’Korea 
is a good neighbor of Japan and ancient Japan received 
cultural benefit from Korea," Tanaka maintained that, it 
was time to repay the cultural benefit received from 
ancient Korea (under the reign of King Kun Gho-ko of 
Paikehea State * 367-412 A »D>) by helping Korea; Japan 
should net stand as an on-looker without helping the ■ 
Koreans; it was Japan9s moral duty and historically

1?« Tanaka* Ajla Shekoku Shike Itpan, pp, 8-9•



inevitable that Japan assist iCerea at this time.^® fhus he 
attempted tejmstifj Japan”s penetratien into Korea as 
legitimate in view of a good neighbor polieyand the 
principle of repaying the abundant cultural benefits 
received from ancient Korea*

During the course of the Sino-Japanese War of 18$#— 
1895* Japan's superior military, power over China.enabled 
the Japanese to mahe positive expansion progress in Korea * 
Consequently^ as a result, Japan virtually controlled the 
internal affairs of Korea and immediately established a new 
pro-Japanese Korean cabinet in. Seoul. Under the. Japanese' 
auspices, the new Korean cabinet hastily launched.reform 
measures for the "modernization" of Korea* In the .summer 
of 189#$ Count Inome Kaoru, minister of home affairs of the 
foky© government, arrived in Korea to take charge of the ' 
reform project# with an education mission attached* Okakura 
Yusabur© was sent to Korea as head of the Japanese language 
program* Prior to this departure, Okakura made minute 
studies on historical and cultural aspects of Korean educa
tion and served in the foreign and cultural policy making 
for.the Tokyo government«

18. Tanaka, A.iia Shokoku Shlko Itpan, pp. 12-17*
19* Watanabe $ Kintal Chosen Kyolku-shi Kenkyu, 

pp. 6§“6l*
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In 189^» Okakmra pr©po@ed "Glosen Kektamin Kyoikm. : 

Shin™an1111 (A New Plan f©r Hatienal Edneation in Korea) 
whioli dealt mainly with a eritiqme of the Korean educational 
system and the rationalization of the transplantation of the 
advanced Japanese edneational system into Korea, First ' 
of all 9 Qkaknra pointed out that the Korean educational 
system in the past and present had heen '"retarded and 
stagnant" and that the "conditions of society and the 
political leadership in Korea had fallen "behind Japan by 
one thousand years," In short» he declared that "it is net 
extreme to conclude that there is no education in K o r e a , " 2 1  

Okakhra then emphasized that Japanese education was 
advanced and Korea needed an advanced educationg therefore9 
japan had to.transplant the advanced Japanese educational . 
system into Korea? this was Japan8s moral duty and obliga
tion, He also, argued that in the past Japan and Korea had .. 
an "intimate continuity" of similar historical and cultural

pptradition. Moreover9 the Japanese and "Korean languages

20, latanabe 9 Kintai Ghosen Kyolku-shl Kenkyu,
p, 94,

81, Watanabe» Kintal Ghosen Kyolku-shi Kenkyu, 
pp, 61-62, 97-98,

22, In the 19308sp the Japanese even drew a theory 
of a "common ancestry" of the Japanese and Koreans, In . 
1938-1942, the Governor-General in Korea officially claimed 
that both the languages and race between Japan and Korea had 
the same origin, Akira Kakatzuge, "Chosen Minzoku Woondo to 
Mihon no Chosen Shihai," [Korean National Movement and the 
Japanese Colonial Rule? Shiso9 March9 1969, pp, 333-334,
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were and, therefore? the Japanese' should first
teaeh the Koreans the Japanese language as the first and 
"basic step toward the. "'modernization" of Korea.

Despite the fact that the Inone mission for the' 
’’modernisation1”'' of Korea had failed and was recalled "by .the 
Tokyo government in 1895s the handfml of Japanese educators 
who were assisted "by the Japanese government had never 
given np their efforts to transplant the advanced Japanese 
educational system in Korea, In 1895s the Japanese Over
seas Educational Academy founded and operated the Keij0 .
(Seoul) Japanese Middle School which later "became the center
of Japan's educational activities in Korea,^ Two years., 
later» in November of 1897-1 Honda Yoiehi, then president of 
Aoyama Gakuin and the chairman of the Japanese Overseas 
Educational Academyp published a book. Chosen Kyoiku-tan 
(A Ghat on Korean Education)$ in which he professedly 
advocated Okakmra's thesis about transplantation of the 
advanced Japanese education in Korea and finally proposed 
a plan for the dissemination of the advanced' Japanese 
education into Korea,^

23, Watanabe, Kintaj Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu, 
pp, 99-1C0, "

2#, Watanabe, Kintai Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu,
pp, 60-62,

2 5, Honda YWichi, Chosen Kyoiku-tan [A Chat on 
Korean Education} (Tokyo2 . Tohyo.-kyokai.,. 1897H  quoted from 
Watanabe$, Kintai Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu, pp, 100-103.



Honda9 as president of the. Japanese Overseas Edmea-
■ tional Academy: and manager of the .Keijo (Seonl) Middle'
; Sefeoolj, eritioized ■ the traditional Korean, edneational .
■ system for its Mstagnation and "barrenness, « ew@ can see •: 
no schools in Korea except only a few in Seoulg Inchon, and 
Pusan citiese Education "between the two countries cannot 
"be compared,” Honda, however, remarked that, ’‘Although : 
the present educational system in Korea has "been extremely 
abortive and stagnated, we (Japanese) ought not forget that 
our ancestors had received abundant cultural benefits from 
ancient Korea, especially in religion, literature, crafts,. 
agriculture, e t c , H e  emphasized that Japan must help • 
work out the educational problem in Korea, .

Honda finally proposed a scheme.of five essential • 
reasons for the.dissemination, of the advanced Japanese edu
cation into Koreag •

(1) To transplant the advanced Japanese education 
into Korea was Japan's moral obligation in 
view of repaying the cultural benefits 
received .from ancient.Korea,
The Japanese educational system is less 
advanced than the Western. civilized, nations 
of the. nineteenth century but more advanced 
than Korean and superior to the Chinese 
educational system, Japanese assistance 
would be much more suitable and profitable 
for the Koreans than Westerners’ since 
Japan and Korea had shared many similar 
cultural continuity, historical, and tradi
tional backgrounds, .

26, Honda, Chosen Kyoikm-tan, pp,.62-63,



The prarp©se of the Sino-Japanese War of 1895 
was to revoke.the Chinese tribmtary status 
of Korea and to provide the indepehelenee of 
Koreae • .
Japan had launehed- a new "modernization" 
project in Korea in 1895 and the transplanta- . 
tion of advanced Japanese education into 
Korea was but to provide an avenue-for the 
foundation of Korean "social and cultural" 
independence„
The purpose of the transplantation of the 
advanced Japanese education in Korea was to 
lay a foundation for peace in East Asia,
Education would> in the long range„ pave the 
way for,the conciliation of national senti
ments between Japan and Korea, Japang there
fore s must send Japanese teachers to Korea in 
order to educate the Korean people«
To educate Korean people was not only for 
Korea’s benefit but.also for Japan’s sake, 
for the advanced Japanese educational program 
in Korea would corteet and simplify the mis- :
.understanding and growing suspicions of • 
Japanese interference in Korean affairs.
The dissemination of the advanced Japanese 
educational system in Korea would even 
provide guidance and direction for Japanese 
self-education and self-discipline,
To become "the chief of Asian nations" and 
"the elder brother" of the Asian community, . 
Japan must improve its benevolent and 
sympathetic attitudes toward Asian peoples.
It is necessary to gain mastery of.interre
lationships with foreign countries. We 
should lead our Japanese people toward this 
direction, acquiring this goal through expan
sion of the Japanese educational practice and 
activities in Korea,2?

27, Honda, Qhosen Kyolku-tan, pp, 66-67,
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In an assessment of the ideology that was laid down 

in the fomr essays stated above $ the early Mei.i i writers 
and educators, sueh as T, Enomotd# Te Tanaka., Y. Okakmra, 
and Ye Honda, seemed to eoneeive the problem of Korean . 
edneation as so simple that, the transplantation of Japan's, 
advanced edueational system womld eiyillze the Korean 
people* In order to rationalize and justify Japan's 
edmeational expansion policy into Korea, first of allj . 
Enomoto and Tanaka declared that “there .was no trme 
.education in Korea," and that the “Korean edncatiohal - 
foundation had collapsed and fallen to the level.of a 
ruined country*“ Then they emphasized that Korea had heen . 
a good neighbor of Japan and that Japan had received 
abundant cultural benefits from ancient Korea§ Japan, 
therefore, could not stand by as "an ©n-looker" without ; .
assisting Korea# In short, they concluded that to assist
Korea was not only Japan’s moral obligations but also was 
historically inevitable *

Finally,. Okakura and Honda, categorically advocated . 
the former thesis by Enomoto and Tanaka and appealed to the : 
Japanese government to send Japanese teachers to teach the 
Korean people and to carry out immediately the transplanta-.
•'ti®n~dissemination of the advanced Japanese education into 
Korea# Okakura and Honda argued that Japan and Korea had
an "intimate continuity"' and that the languages of the two .



eemtries were similar g tfeeref©re 4 Japan must teaeh the 
Japanese language t© the Kereams as the basic and first.: 
step "t© m@derni2e" ^#rea* At this juncture, it is , 
interesting, t©.:n©te; that in. the• 19300s the Japanese . leaders 
ais© advocated : “the. the©ry ,©f e.©mm©n aneest©ry ©f the 
Japanese and the K©reahs«!1 Okakura and Honda then demanded 
that Japan must act as the "elder-brother" of the Asian 
communities and become "the chief ©f the Asian nations .

On the whole, Japanese writers and educators in 
Japan at the time of the early Meiji .era made Korea appear 
as a non-educated and uncivilized nation, . They totally and 
mistakenly ignored.the, integrity and identity of the Korean 
people and their culture and made Korea only a symbol of a 
geographical concept. In other words, the Korean nation 
was converted into the geographical concept of a wild and 
uncivilized "Korean peninsular" where.Japan urged the- 
planting of her advanced educational system. It was main-; 
tained that the "stagnation and barrenness" of the Korean 
education was historically inevitable and that the Koreans 
themselves could not make progress in solving their own 
problemsi but if the Koreans were dependent upon dissemina
tion of the advanced Japanese educational policyp they 
might be able to help themselves and pave the way for the 
improvement of their education.

28, Honda, Shosern Kyoiku-tan, pp. 68-69,



Consequently, Okakura and Honda played a vital role' 
in the formation of the Japanese expansion poliey in Korea* 
It was elear that the ideology of edmeation beeame the 
major source and teaehing of the Japanese overseas ednoa- 
tional poliey. Moreoverg their theory of the transplanta- 
tiom-dissemination of the Japanese edmeation in Korea 
laid the foundation for the Japanese.official edmpational 
philosophy and poliey guidance toward Korea and Asia 
during the period of eolonial rule.

To the contrary, the post-war Japanese and Korean . 
historians, such as Watamabe lanabm, Kozawa Yusakm, Ohmn-kmk 
Oh, Sang-man Park, and Ean-kyu Lee, categorically disagreed 
with the basic ideology which claimed that Korean education 
was 01 stagnant and barren6* and even non-existent , Watanabe 
Manabu, in Kindai Chosen Kyoiku Shi Kenkym (A History of 
Modern Educational Studies), argues that the educational 
ideology of the early Meiji era was politically oriented, 
seeking the Tokyo Government8s policy making, and less 
concerned with Korean educational needs. The Okakura and 
Honda groups deliberately ignored this other side of the 
coin of the Korean educational system, Okakura, as a 
Japanese teacher in Korea, and Honda, as president of the 
Japanese Overseas Educational Academy, made "minute studiesw 
of the historical progress of Korea and paved the way for 
the advancement of Japanese penetration into Korea,



Finally,, Watanabe" ©.©neluded that the early Meiji writers and 
edueat©rs sueh as "the ©kakura and. Honda groups “lacked and 
failed to take deep analysis of historical causes'for the 
stagnant Korea.and had. not proven its stagnation as an 
inevitable consequence» fhe following chapter»■'there
fore 0 shall attempt to provide historical evidences to 
readers that the traditional Korean education system was 
not as “stagnant60 and inconsequential as pictured by 
Japanese writers of the Meiji period*

29 * Watanabe& Kintal Chosen
ppa 12-13*



CHAPTER V

THE PRE-COLONIAL EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN KOREA

As described in the preceding chapter, an abundance 
of Japanese literature.has been written ©n the Korean 
educational system. Professor Watanabe Manabu» an eminent 
post-war Japanese historian on Korean education, however, 
points out that pre-war Japanese histories of Korean educa-. 
tion were based upon one approach and one assumptions to 
glorify the logical demand for Japan's "penetration into 
the Korean peninsular,” Pre-war Japanese histories were 
based on a dogmatic and arbitrary approach that was "cut 
and paste." They disregarded the fact that Korea has 
maintained its history and cultural tradition for four 
thousand years,* Moreover, Hatada Takashi, Kozawa Yusaku, 
and other post-war Japanese historians categorically 
pointed out that the pre-war thesis for the transplantation 
of Japan's educational expansion in Korea was based upon 
inadequate research and deliberately provided a very low 
evaluation of the traditional Korean educational system

4r =' p-in order to fulfill Japan's policy making purpose,

1, Watanabe Manabu, Kintai Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu 
[A History of Modern Korean Educational Research] (Tokyo § 
Yusankaku, 1969), p. 25,

2, Hatada Takashi, "Sekaishi ni Koeru Kintai 
Ghosen-shi,” [Modern Korean History in World History] Shiso.

81



Post-war Korean and. Japanese historians „ such as Yi
• H  .

Byong-dOi, Lee Man=kyu and Hadada Takashi» . however» agreed 
that the central government of the later period of the Yi 
dynasty had been at a standstill, was corrupt, and failed to 
provide national educational facilities for the people,
They emphasized, however, that the justification of.pre-war 
Japan*s expansion in Korea was based solely on the stagnant 
and corrupted central government of the later period of the 
Yi dynasty, and they deliberately ignored the other side of 
the coin. That is to say, first, Korea had possessed a 
fairly civilized and standard Confucian educational system 
throughout its history (from 37 B,C, until 145© A,:D, )§. 
secondly, it is significant that the "modern" private 
schools emerged out of Western contact and discontentment 
with the feudalistie Yi society sinpe 1600 A.D, In short, 
the foundation of the modern,, Korean educational system was 
carried.by two separate institutionss (l).Shil-hak or Su-Hak 
(practical learning school) which emerged from' the dis
contented lower officials who,: had an opportunity to learn 
the Occidentals* scientific knowledge through contacts with 
Jesuits as early as 1786; and (2) the Western missionary 
schools which not only paved the way for the modern 
educational system but also stimulated.a new spirit and a

May, 1969, pp, 398-4031 and Kozawa Yusaku, Minzoku Kyoikuron 
O- Discourse on National Education] (Tokyo § Meiji Shutpan- 
sha, 1967), pp. 10-12,
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powerful awakening of thought among Korean Christians and
civic leaders

The purpose of this chapter is to provide readers 
with pertinent evidences of the traditional Korean educa
tional system which had been completely disregarded and 
overlooked, and, moreover, condemned by the Japanese 
educational expansionists as ‘'stagnant and barren" and even 
"non-existent*". In order to repudiate the assumptions 
which supported Japan0s justification for its educational 
expansion in Korea,tthe following three dimensional features 
of the educational system are presentedg (1) Background-- 
• early Korean educational institutions including the 
educational system of the Yi dynasty, (2) Significance of 
gM3r-f-h.dk school (practical learning) and (3) Foundation of 
modern schools—-the contribution of Missionary education in 
late nineteenth century Korea*

Backgroundg Early Korean Educational Institutions
The origin of the Korean public and private educa

tional institutions is believed to be as early as 373 A,D,, 
during the reign of King Sosurim of the Kokuryo dynasty

3* Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu* pp» 
46-48 $ So Gi-gaku (trans.,), Chosen Kyo iku-shi ' [History of 
Korean Education] (Tokyos Kuroshio Shutpan_, i960) , pp6 "103- 
115§ Byong-d© Yi, Shin Soo Kboksa Daekwan pT'Grand View!of .New 
Korean History] (Seoul § Bowusan Corp., 1955), PP« 321-322? 
and Chun-suk Oh, Hankook... Shin Kyoyuksa Q. New History of 
Korean Education] (Seoul? Hundea Kyoyuk Chulpan-sa, 1964), 
pp. 2-45.
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(37 1 oGd-=668. A 9Do)o f'he Ghinese spoken and written language .. 
was introduced into Korea at about the time of Christ* Tbe: 
Kokuryo dynasty was the first Korean native state to crush 
completely the Chinese Han and Colonies ruling northern 
Koreai including the present city of Seoul. The people in 
Kokuryo p. however „ had never been successful in diminishing 
Chinese' Han and Colonies ruling northern Korea» including 
the present city of Seoul. The people in Kokuryo * however ? 
had never been successful in diminishing Chinese cultural 
influence. The Kokuryo court first established the Taehak 
(the highest academic school in Korea) in order to provide 
the educational facilities for the youth of the noble 
aristocratic families. The principal curriculum included 
the Ghinese elassiesliterature6 history* and archery. 
Simultaneously* the (private elementary school) .
was founded by private individuals or groups in many local 
areas for the youth of the low officers. The Kyongdang is 
believed to be the forerunner of the Seo-dang (private 
schools) which flourished during the Kokuryo dynasty and 
under the late li dynasty.^

4. San-Man Park* Hankook Kvoyuk-sa [History of 
Korean Education] (Seoul8 Teahan Kyomk Yonhaphea. 1953)s 
Vol. I* pp. 60=53 s Man-kyu Lee * Chosun Kyoyuk-sa [History of 
Korean * Education} (Seoul g Ul-Yoo Munhwasa* 1-9̂ 7) * Vol. I* 
pp. 58-59s 86-8oi and'1.Hakwon-sa* Koreag " Its Land* People 
and Culture of All Ages (Seouls Hakwon-sa* Ltd.* i960)* pp. 
W-363. ' • • .



In |62 At.Do 5 the Silla court founded, the Hwarang-do 
(literally"way of the flower of manhood") during the reign 
of King Jun-hung of the Sillar dynasty (57 B.C.-917 A.D.). 
The Silla court did not establish Taehak (highest academy) : 
or any Chinese form of educational institution. The 
Hwaramg-d© academy was the educational institution in 
Silla„ and it accepted only handsome and intelligent youth ■ 
of Song-gol and Jin-gel (the highest status) of the gentry 
family. The major emphasis of the curriculum was the study 
of various forms or warlike techniques» history* and 
Chinese philosophy. The guiding principles of the 
Hwarang-do.were “loyalty, filial duty* trustworthiness* " 
valor and justice *" which were drawn up by Won-Kwang* the 
famous monk of that time. The students also practiced 
reciting pOems and singing* and made visits to beautiful 
places in order to develop Ma sense of beauty and broad
mindedness. 61 The Hwarang-do became the strong warrior 
class embracing the sacrificial spirit* to die on the 
battlefield for the nation. They led in the development of 
a greater cohesive power structure and its highest peak was 
reached during the reign of King Eoom-mu* in the seventh 
century. The Silla dynasty was originally a backward 
society ruling only the southeastern part of Korea.which 
was frequently invaded by the Japanese. The Silla. however, 
became the strongest nation of the three Korean kingdoms



and, finally nnifled Korea in 66$ A.D,, "beeeming the sole 
master of the entire pehinsnla*^

.A'eeefdiiagv. t© . the chronicle Sam-Kuk-Sagia.\ ©ne . of the • 
oldest Korean annals*, the kingdom of Pack©he (18 B.C.-663 
A.D.) enjoyed its golden age of emltnre in the late third 
. centmry and granted the first Doctorate degree .to Ko-Hiang 
. in 376:%.D« - Professor Yi pointed out that the population 
of;Paokehe was composed mainly of immigrants from the • 
northern trihes and lacked her vigorous independent spirit* 
andp therefore 9 was less powerful than the Kokury© and . 
Silla Kingdoms. The Paokehe, however, held, the most' 
fertile soil, had the densest population, was prosperous in 
arts, crafts, and culture, and ruled only the small souths , 
eastern part of Korea. Because the Kokmry© kingdom often 
invaded Paokehe, the latter made close friends of a neighbor

5. Lee, Ohosun Kyoyuk-sa", Vol. I, pp. 4f-.58$ Park-,- 
Hankook Kvovuk-sa. Vol. l", pp. 68-84; Hakwon-sa, Koreag. Its 
Land, People and Culture of All Ages, p. 362. Korean 
historians pointed out that the Hwarang-do was»,,the. indige- 
nous culture of Korea, The origin of the Hwarang-do was 
found within the aristocratic and “semi-slavery1" Silla 
society and the mentality of Hwarang-do•was derived from the 
influence of Confucianism.,.. Buddhism, .Taoism,and Shamanism. 
Similarily, the Japanese hushid© which appeared as early as 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuples was also.derived from 
the strong influence of the religious and ethical, institu
tions of Confucianism, Buddhism, and Shinto ism i,,. See, Kirn 
Chong Sun, ”A Study of Korea8s First Unifiers,' The'-Hwarang 
and Hwarang-do,” unpublished paper at the Far'^ast and 
Russian Institute (Seattleg University of Washington,.. :
June ?, i960), pp. 1-2,

6, Sam-Kuk-Sagi, Quoted from Lee,' Ohosun Kyoyook-’
sa, Vol. I, p. 59.



@ailed Mlsana (Irma)B a Japanese colony on the southern end 
: of, the -iienlnsmla., Paekche also requested Japan”s military 
assistance whenever. Kokuryo invaded her*^ It is natural,, 
.therefore.* that the kingdom of;Packehe'-should transmit her /, 
ahmadant continental culture to Japan in return•for. Japan’s 
military aosistaacee. V

In h©5» .during the reign of King Kmn-ehi-go# the 
Packehe court sent Wang Inn (called Wari by the Japanese)9 " 
a highly educated . .man, who possessed' a "Doctorate" degree in- " 
Chinese classics9 t® Japan at. the request of the Yamato 
court. Wang Inn carried, with him "The fhomsand Ideographs,81 
Chinese classics and literatures and became the .teacher of 
the prince Oh Sin*® In 552» the king of. Kea-Ros the last ... 
king of Packehes again sent calendars, medicines, a bronze . 
image of Buddha* several volumes @f Buddhist scriptures?. and 
six priests to Japan* Since then the:Packehe court fre
quently inrited Japanese priests and students to ..study / - 
continental civilization in the Packehe kingdom.^

7<> Byong-d© Yi» Kuksa-Tea Kwan 0. Grand View of 
Korean History] (Seoul? lokwang Pub..,.0orp.| Ifhf'.pp., 11- 
13s and linoue Kotel (ed,) Shiryo ni Yeru Hlppon'no A^uml. 
^ocmmental History of Japa^H (Tokyo? Kichikowa Oorp,9 
1961) * Toll, I, pp. 18-19*
, 8. lameru Higasa> Hltsen Kankel no.Shltekl Gosatzu

to .Son©. Kenkyu [Historical Consideration and Research on. ..
Japanese-Korean Relations] (Tokyo? Yonkai-shob© s 193©)» pp» 
#7-48. .

9<> Howha Suematzu, Koboshi llmana [History' of the 
Rise and Pall of.Mimana] (Tokyo? Taihotshu Company, If#!)* / 
pp. 2?01 Park * Hankook Kyoyuk-sa. Vol. I. pp. 11#-11|..



Unquestionably,, these reeords indicate that tki, kingdom of 
Paekehe must hare had the highest educational institutions„ ■ 
which not emly granted Doctorate degrees in Chinese ©lassies 
and literature9 hut'also transmitted her abundant culture, 
to Japan«

The Kokuryo dynasty (fl8-1392),? whieh succeeded . the 
Silla, demolished the well established “bone rank" system$ 
and erected a. new aristeorati© society by adopting the : 
centralized bureaucratic governmental system of the Tang 
(Chinese) dynasty. In 985» the Kokury© court adopted the 
Chinese public civil service examination system which 
stimulated the study of the Confuoian classics and litera-? 
ture d Buddhism became the national religion and the 
Buddhist monasteries became one of the most powerful forces . 
throughout the dynasty* In 9929 the court founded the . 
Kukjakum (the highest learning center of the land) in the 
capital city* The institutions offered curricula in the, 
Chinese classics and literature exclusively for the youth of 
noble families so they might pass the public civil examina
tions, For youth of the low ranking officials, the Tong-Soe’ 
Hakdang (the secondary school) was established in the 
capital city mainly to teach the Confuoian ethical codes and 
l i t e r a t u r e T h e  Hvanggyo (secondary provincial school)

Ki-ong Man, Hank00k Kyoyuk-sa [History of ' 
Korean EducationJ. \Se©mls Park-Yongsa, 1963) * pp. ~
Lee 0. C ho sun Kyoyuk-sa8 Vol. I, pp.. 109-11 g and Park« Hankook 
Kyoyuk-sa. Vol. I, pp. 114— 115.



was femia&ed "by the state in the provincial areas in, ©rder to 
offer faeilities for the youth of low ranking ©ffieials,'
Good students,: however, at the' Hyanggyo (secondary provin- . 
cial sohool) were allowed opportunities to take the public 
eivil examinations

The eentral government also established the bulk of .V. 
.the' teohnieal .and professional sehoels in the capital oity»• 
in the fields of law,, medicine, astronomy, meteorology, .and 
mathematics« As a result of these educational activities, 
the Kokury© society accomplished.mucks (1) In teohnieal 
inventi©ns~~made a good quality of paper, metal, typography, 
gunpowder, salt refining, and the famous Kokury© porcelain? 
and (2) In cultural achievement-^Buddhist arts, painting, 
and architecture, constructing magnifies ant. BuddhiSt temples, 
pagodas, and i m a g e s , I n  addition, the central government, 
had success in printing the Taejang-kvung, which consisted 
of w80,00© volumes1' of Buddhist texts, These texts were 
printed in Chinese on good quality paper? the volumes are

11, Han, Hankook Kvovuk-sa,'pp, 67-68 s Park,
Hankook Kvovuk-sa, Vol, I, p., 117? and Lee, Ohosun Kyovuk- 
sa, Yol, I, p0 111,

12, Chang-whan Oh, MQon~-Wha’~sa ^istory of Korean 
Culture] (Seoul g Zonum-sa', 195©), pp, 9^-95» Park, Hankook. 
Kyoyuk-sa, Yol* I, pp* 116^117* Professor Cornelius Osgood 
pointed out that the quality of the Korean paper was 
recognized as early as the T8ang dynasty and.China imported 
it for "the printing of the imperial records," The Korean 
paper was "white, smooth,• and., tough," made from .the bark of 
the mulberry trees. The Koreans and Their Culture (New 
Yorks The Ronald Press Company, 1951), p. 237,



still preserves at the Hea-in-sa; (tempie) in Hopehon-’Gmn' in. 
Kyengpeok previnee in K©rea» Simultaneously? Ei-ehmm, the- ■■ 
head monk at the feagak Kiaksa (temple )i compiled 4-:;,74#
'volumes of the Buddhist ■ scripture8 = ̂ 3 The Samkook-sagio 
the oldest Korean ohrenicle»' was. ' eomplet#d' by Kim; Boo-shik. . . 
in 1145= . ..

The Kokuryo court9 however9 suffered from bitter 
power struggles within the,ruling king!s family for right ,
.of successions The central government further suffered, . 
from the invasion of northern.tribes and the corruption,of 
the Buddhist monasteries and aristocratic bureaucracies,-- ;
By 105©» the court virtually failed to pay attention to the . . 
affairs of the state schools,!^ As a result* prominent 
private, scholars and teachers took over: the responsibility: 
of education— -thus private schools- were-•founded by many . 
prominent individual Sohfucian scholars in almost every 
provincial areas." The Sahak (private sohooi) flourished in.. 
the latter dynasty* The Shlb-Be-Bo (the twelve private, 
schools), which held the. highest national scholarship in the 
Gonfueian classics and literature, produced the most .success-, 
ful candidates in the. civil service examinations, .B'ecause'

' 13 * Ghun-suk 0h= Hankook Shin Kyoyuksa [Recent
History of Korean. Edueationj (S'eouTT Hundea Kyoyuk -
Ghulpan-sa, 1964), pp. 96-97,

. 14, latada Takashl* Ghosem-Shl [History .of Kore,a| 
(Tokyos .Iwamami-shotem, . 1 $0) „ pp* 76-81. -



©f the eieeellenee ©f the private ^oheolg and the de©line ©f 
the national edmeati©n systemg the most talejitei y©mg 
stmdehts at the K©©k-Ja-Gam (the highest state 0©nfmeiah 
©©liege) in the>©apital eltyv gave up their studies and. 
entered ©he of the Shih^Ee-D© (the twelve private schools). 
Many of the private school teachers became the examiners of 
the .civil service* Oh©e Chmng (? — 1068), for exampley 
founder of the Kn.ie Haktang. (nine, faomlty school) which was 
one of the twelve private schools* became prime minister of 
the dynasty*1-’ . In shortj, ”the progressive private” educa
tional institutions. from this early. time greatly :■ undermined 
the traditional prestige of the Kook><Ia-Gam* the state 
'highest":Gbnfmeian college> in the latter part of the 
Kokmry© dynasty* To make matters worse» after the Mongols 
invasion of.Korea* during the.period 1231-51s the central 
government was virtually incapable of taking care of 
state education* Consequently* the way was paved for the 
important role of private schools as the chief source of 
educational culture in the end of the Kokuryo dynasty*1 '̂'.

15* Oh* Hankook Shin Kvovuksa.*,.n.«■ 91.I-; Eark.* Hankook
Kyoyuk-sa*:Vol. I, pp. 118-121; Lee« Ohosun Kyoyuk-sa. Vol. . 
I* pp. 112-114.

16. Lee# Obosun Kyoyuk-sa*no. 127-129? Hung Jin 
YoOj, 61 The Rise and Decline of the Su.-:Won'"System-iPrivate, 
Educational Institutions, in Korea/' Shuk-myong Yo.ja Teahak 
Ronmoon.iin [Theses Collection ,of Shuk-myong Women’s 
University] (Seouls 1961), pp. 33~35»



Education In The First-Half Of Ihe.Dynastys 
Emergence of Gonfmoian Sekoolg '

Yi Sung-kea, or Jea-jo, who overthrew the Kokuryo 
dynasty in 1392, founded a highly centralized bureauoratio 
state# To maintain this new centralized state system, , : 
Tea-jo had abolished the Jeonsl-gwa (the traditional instil 
tmtions ■ of land ownership) and, set up the Gwa jeon-bob 
(state controlled institution of land ownership). The - 
former (Jeomsi-gwa) was the major souroe of the eoonemie . 
power of the Kokuryo court» the warrior-soholar autocracies* 
and the Buddhist monasteries# The latter (Gwa.ieon-bob) was 
controlled by the centralized government and evolved into 
the institution of "feudalistie" land ownership during the 
Yi dynasty# Yi Sung-kea accepted Neo-Confucianism as the 
guiding principles of the state and the orthodox philosophy 
of the dynasty. The Yi dynasty succeeded the public civil 
service examination system of the former dynasty, and the 
Ghu-Hsi commentaries and doctrine became the basic text for 
the civil service examinations as well as the basic curric
ulum of all the educational institutions# . Oonsefuently, . 
Ghu-Hsi teaching, unlike China and Japan, was not -a- branch • 
of Confucianism but became the monopolistic and monastic 
teaching of the Yi dynasty. This, monastic dogmatism 
finally crushed the powerful.Buddhist monasteries of the



former dynasty and any other ideas that eonflifted with
it.17 ^ , ; : ' ' ' . '  -'''' ':' v - - : ' . .  Y

The government, of the Yi dynasty maintained almost . 
the same pattern as. the edmo.atio.nal inotitmtions of the: 
Kokuryo . dynasty. The. Seonggymn-rgwan (the highest state 
eollege ) which sueeeeded. the Kook-.ia-gam of the. Kokuryo 
society was opened by the. first kingV. Ii Song-iye (Tae|o) ?. 
in 139®° The purpose of the Chuja educational system was / 
to train able and talented men to assist the kings of the . 
new dynasty. The students were limited to not mere than 200 
and most of them were supported by.the king’s scholarships. 
In 1443, King Taejong, the third king, established five 
additional state secondary institutions in the capital oity, 
but the five schools were reduced to four by the fourth 
king, Se-jong. The four schools were called Sahak (four . 
learning centers). During the reign of the third king,
Tae-jong, a little over 100,000 volumes of books were . 
published--encyelopedias, geographies, Qonfueian elassics. 
and literature, and commentaries and analyses of the 
Chu-Shi philosophy. The library of Seonggyun-gwan was 
filled with these books for research and reference.

17° Hatada, Ohosen-Sbi, pp. 111-116; Yi. Kuksa-Tea 
Kwan. pp. 4-25-^26 § and Gregory..Bender9©n, ”Chong Ta-Sana ' S 
Study in Korea’s Intellectual History." The Journal of Asian 
Studies. Vol. XVI, lay, 1953s pp. 3®3, 386.

18. Han, Hankook Kyoyuk-sa, pp. 102-120. In , 
foreign relations Sung-kea Yi established the. strong pro-. 
Ming policy and officially sought the ling emperor’s .



Bey©m& theee vast volumes of publications, scholar- 
ship, and literary activities,, one of the most remarkable ■ 
intelleetual accomplishments of the Yi dynasty, was the 
invention of the phometie system for writing the Korean 
language. The system was invented in 1 k-k-6 ■under the . 
auspices of King Se jong ) 5 it was. originally.
called On-mun or "venaoular writing," but it is known today 
as Han-gul (meaning literally, 11 Korean letter" ), ■ The Han- - 
gal was officially adopted as the Korean language by royal 
decree in 1446„ Moreover, during the reign of King Seiong? 
there were a few technical inventions,, such as, a rain 
guage and certain .astronomical, instruments, In 1451» the . .
Kokurvo-sa (History of Kokuryo), the: official account of the 
national history of the preceding dynasty, . was compiled' for 
the first tlme»^9 Simultaneously, the central government 
established Hyamg-gyos (the state seeemdarv schools) in each 
of eight provinces in order to teach Sonfueian ethics and 
classics to the sons of the lew,ranking officials and the 
landlords

recognition of his.rule* The Yi dynasty thus beeame the...'
vassal state of China, for the.;first-time.^in Korean...history* '
.M* Frederick Nelson* Korea and the Old Orders in Eastern
'Asia (Eaton Rouges   Louis iana.~.Sfat e University Press, lf46),
. pp. 70-71 p» Park * Hank.oIk.:,..Kyoyuk - sa * To 1 * 1.7 pp. .149-163 ?
and Lee, Chosun Kyoyuk-sa. Vol. I * on. ’154-164.

19, Oh, Hankook Bhin Kyoyuksa, on* 136-137; Han.
II.Jung. I Boonwha Qhimtoo-sa* pp7ff3fl27s and Park, Hankook 
Kvoyuk-sa* Vol. I, pp.'182-1877

20. Park, Hankook Kyovuk-sa. Vol. I, no * 169-173, .



The fifteenth eent'ary ©£ the Yi saeiety. was ene ©f - 
the greatest periods of scholarship and literary activities 
in all Korean history* The Yi dynasty, however, deterio
rated to a sorry state fellowing the sixteenth century t© 
the end of the dynasty in 1910o. The royal institutions had 
suffered from the highly excessive and continuous power 
struggle within the factional divisions of the scholar^ 
bureaucratic hierarchy0 In 1498, King Yun^-San-Gun, the 
most despotic and uncultured Korean king, carried on a 
great purge„ executing about ten of the newly rising 
Confucian intelligentsia and the best, known young scholar- 
politic ians including Kim Ghong-Jik;, who was a young and 
nationally respected scholar» Purges were continued in.

1519, and 1545 in which several hundred scholar- 
bureaucrats were executed* All victims were newly ascended 
scholar-offieials and nationally .reputed and regarded as 
"puritan" by the Meo-ConfucianistSe^

The great purges» however$ had never stopped the 
power struggle„ The party struggle continued in the form 
of "Seo-In and Bong-In" or "Ro-ron and So-ron", There were 
three major reform movementss (1) In 1575? Lee Yul-kok, the 
Korean "sage" of the time? proposed an arbitration plan...

210 Heng^hyol Ryu? Choser~n.l Pkeru Sholn no 
Selritsu {Establishment of the gob-Won in KoreQ (Tokyos 
Seikyoo.-Gakus©? 1937) ? Tol? XXX? pp* 83-84? and Hatada„ 
Ghosen-Shi, pp» 126-129,



; wh,iek tkawede at least temporarily^ tke factional differ* fte 
.:en©eSji k«t tke death of the “sage" made the effort vain®:
(2) In l?2h. King Yong-jo^s Tangpyong-jme1 (hi-partisan 
policy) attempted to settle, the factional strife hat served 
little more than lip service or moral appeal to the party 
s t r u g g l e (3) Finally* the regent Tea Won-geon cleaned 
up the party strife in the 18&©°s* hmt.he himself failed to 
escape from the power struggle with his daughter-in-lawP 
Queen Ein* Moreover* his seclusion policy in regard to 
foreign relations left a shameful record in nineteenth 
century Korean history. In shorty five centuries, of the 
Ti dynasty had suffered from the highly, intensive power 
struggle and deteriorated into an even mere.sorry state
than any dynasty in China*^

King Yun San-gun'ss brutal executions of. the fine 
scholar-administrators in the sixteenth century and the 
continuous power struggle, within the hier.archial bureaucracy 
definitely affected the state educational system of the Yi 
dynastye. The corrupted and conservative central government, 
virtually ignored the educational facilities for the eduea-. 
tion of the youth of low officials and the landlords. As a

22, Chi-won Kang,_6undea■0h©soh Jungchl-sa [Politi
cal History of Modern Korea) (Seouli Teakok Sengwhal-sa* 
1947), pp. 57-38,

23, Kang, Gundea Chosen Jungehi-sa, no, 78-82§ and 
Yi* Kuksa-Tea Kwan, on, 437-4-38*



result, the remaining ©ffielal-sehelars wh© harely eseaped 
the severe suppression retired 'fr@rn.the center of the 
political world and. decided to reside in provincial rmral 
areas, These groups gradually formed the so-called Sarim' ■ 
class which was known economically as "’feudalistic” land
lords and socially as Gonfueian intelligentsia or "Yangkan". 
Inder the guidance of this Sarim-Yangban class, the first 
Su-Wen (Private temple-secondary school) was founded in 
15^3, by Ghoo Se-hpng to fill the gap of the deterioration 

- of the state, local schools, '
found learning and was then governor.of Poog-Gee county in

ph,Kyongnam province.
Since then the Sm-Won temple schools established by 

the Yangban-Sarim of the Neo-Gonfueian scholars averaged 
almost two or three schools in every province $ The Sarim 
scholars included the two greatest scholarss Lee Huang or 
Tea-gea (pen name) (IjGl-lg^G) and Lee Ee or Yulgok (pen . 
name) (1536-1584)e These two great Neo-Gonfucian scholars 
founded two different educational schools of the middle era 
of the Yi dynasty. The school emphasized primarily the 
following two areas of studys (1) "The accomplishment of 
ethical self-cultureM and (2) ^Preparation for the state

24, Yoo* "The Rise and Decline of the Su-Won 
System@ Private Educational Institutions in Korea,".Shuk- 
myong Yo.ja Teahak Rohmoon.iip, pp» 41-437 and Watanab©, , 
Kintal Chosen Kyoikm-shl Kenkyu, pp, 27-30 and 203-20|,

mailto:fr@rn.the


eivil:service examination," The school further aimed to 
mold, and train the joath of the Yangban class to influence 
and correct the party strife and power strugglea In short, 
the Su-Wom education not only replaced the vacuum of the 
state educational activities but also enjoyed the growing 
role of founding autonomous rural education*^

The Su-Won educational system, however,.declined 
rapidly with the death of the two greatest scholars, Le 
Tae-gea and Lee-Yul-gok, in 157© and 1584 respectively.
The Su-Won monopolized the central government's grants and 
took advantage of the duty-free school manors and the 
school serfs. Worst of all, Su-Wom gradually evolved into 
ritualistic ceremonials rather than true academic institu
tions. The Su-Wom further developed into not only a power
ful local aristocracy— the. ritualistic monasteries--but 
was also involved in the party strife and power struggle in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries» To make matters' 
worse, Hideyoshi's invasions (1592-1598) and Manehu's 
invasions in 1627 and 1637 utterly devastated the Korean 
wealth, draining the government treasury, and resulted in 
the most disastrous situations ever faced by the Yi society, 
ioth the central government.and the local Yangbam-Sarlm 
class collapsed economically and were unable to take; care

25. Han, Hankook Kyoyuk-sa, pp.""193^2©46 219-230g - 
Park, Hankook. Kvoyak-sa,. Yol. I , no, 273-286. 3©-5"317l 
Watamabe, Kintal ^nos.en Kvoiku-shi Kenkvm, pp. 31-33? and 
Hatada, Ghosen^Shr* pp. 132-133« '



of the .ediaeational problem. In short» the Sm-Won and other 
sehools virtmally lost their original ideals for the 
1 ̂ aeeomplishment of ethical self-culture1" and the "puritan” 
elements of the ISeo-Gonfueian teaching in K o r e a T h e  Yi 
government and the.local Yangban aristeoraey thus failed to 
meet the requirements and real needs of the people»

Education In The .Latter Period Of. The. Yi. Bvmastvs 
■ Emergence Of. Shil-hak And. Contribution 

Of Missionary Sohools
, The Imjin-Wearan or Hideyoshi frs invasion (l§92~i598). 

and the lanohu attacks in 162? and 1637 marked a turning 
point in the new educational movement in Koreae Leaders of 
"Bi-hame-Im" (third class movement among the common intelli
gentsia,, commercial agriculturists„ and lower officials) 
criticized the negligence of the government policy, and the 
abstract methods of the Ghu Hsi teaching which had been 
practiced domihajntly by the Yi intellectuals „ ̂  The 
wPi-hang-Inf intelligentsia was influenced primarily by the 
Kojmng-Kak (practical school) which followed the Chinese 
learning of the Gh'mg practical.school and the succeeding 
"pragmatic” school of Shif-hak,

The "Ui-hang^In" advocated the improvement of the 
rural provincial-local educational system through revising

26o Watanabe 6 Kintal. ..GEosen Kyoika-shi Kenkyu0 pp0 
164—169, 33» and Hatada8 Ghosen-Shi, pp. 135”14’3«

27o Watanabe9 Kintai Chosen Kyoikm-shi Kenkyu. pp. 
33-34. '



100
existing seheel eurriemlw® facilitiess and teaching 
methedsa fhey champicned the slogan ”« = 9 learning that 
dees not help the people i^ no learning* • « , They also 
advocated the reformation of the stagnated government and 
economic system in order to help the mass of the people who 
were suffering from the war wreckage P famine $ disease» and 
other disturbanceso In the year 167 1.approximately one 
million Koreans were said to have died from famine and
diseaseo^9

Siramltaneomsly* stmdents deviated from the Sm-Won 
(private temple school) and the Hvanggy© (state secondary 
school) in the provinces» not heeamse of the war wreckage 
and corrupted government» but the very nature of the school 
had become ritualistic9 ceremonial* and meaningless* arguing 
rather than pursuing true academic instruction, fhe major-' 
ity of students were said to have felt shame if they had to 
enter these Su-Won and Hyanggyo ritualistic“Ceremonial 
schools? In 1632* students of the Su-Won and Hyanggyo 
burned.their schools and the ancestral tablets of the “edu
cational shrine EunmyeM in Ghulwon city* Kangwon province» '
This type of student revolt occurred all over the provinces

28, Hakwon-sa • Korea g Its Land* People and Culture 
of All Ages* pp* 60-62®

29, latada* Chosen-Shl, pp® 145-160; and Park* 
Hankook Kyovuk-sa* fol® I* pp® 251^252®

. 30» Watanabe* Kintal Chosen Kvoiku-shi Kenkvu* p®
120® ; — i ■
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fhe seventeenth ©entmry of the Yi dynasty laidl. the 

seeds for a dynamle rejmTenation meTement or a drastic 
reform movement to solve the existing catastrophic misery, 
Seither the corrupted central.government nor tHe do-nothing 
local gentry-Yanghan dared to carry out any.forward looking 
policy, They were still hmsily engaged in the party.strife 
and power struggle„. ignoring the siomnting socio-economic 
problems of society, There was virtually no adequate edu
cational system operating* The Su-W©n and Hyanggyo had 
severely declined and had become the ritualistic-ceremonial 
center: for the local aristocracy, not a truly academic 
learning institution. Under these circumstances, the 
MUl-hang-In^% or the intellectuals among the common people, 
assumed responsibility to take care of the unprecedented 
problems in the socio-economic situation, especially the 
local educational system.

The Emergence of Shil-hak (Practical Learning School)
In 163-5» Yu Hyong-won, or Ban-geav (pen name), wrote 

Ban-gea Surok (A Collection of Ban-gae6s Essays) which con
sisted of twenty-six bundles (volumes) presenting a critical 
survey of the socio-economic problem of the ineffective Yi 
government policy, Yu Ban-gea was the pioneer and the 
founder of the practical Kojung-Hak (evidence learning of 
the Chinese Ob'img school) opposing the Ghu-Hsl school in 
Korea,
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. The thesis- ef. the' Ban-gea-Starok .was "based upon a 

eritibal analysis ©f the real .eondition of the existing 
.problems<, The major emphasis of the hooks dealt with the 
. following a ■ (1)A : land reform ..polley must he earried out in 
order to alleviate the condition of the mass peasants„ (2) 
The:hierarohy of the hureauerats1 should pay more attention 
to the real problems:of the people instead of maintaining 
the rigid and meaningless Ghu-Hsi formalism and ritual oere- 
• monies» (3) The Korean language9 ©ulture, and history were .. 
to be given a large plaee in the ourrieuluag. and (#-) The 
ritual oeremomies in the ourrieulum must be omitted and true 
aeademie instruetion revived* On the whole» the major 
thesis of the books dealt with the problems of the eoonemie 
salvation policy of the time in Korea,31

Lee Shik (1384— 164-7) g or Tak-dang (pen name) , wrote 
Tak-damg Sunsang-jib (A Collection of Tak-danges Essays) 
comprising seventeen volumes* The books primarily contained 
Takdanges poems. In the poems he repeatedly expressed his. - 
disapproval of the formalistio teaching of the Chu Hsi 
school in Korea and the policies of the central government, 
and the upper-Jangban class, who deliberately ignored the " 
existing curriculum of the Sohaks© (an elementary text of 
the government)§ Lee pointed out that the text was designed

31 * Park, Hankook Kyovuk-sa„ Vol, I#, pp.* 253-254-g 
Hakwon-sa, Koreag Its, Land * People,. and. .Culture . of All Ages, 
p. 62$ and Watanabe0 Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shl Kenkyu, pp*



' primarily for the children of the ".upper Yangban class arid - 
. that the .:@@mt.eht8 dealt with the Oonfueian abstract and 
ethical teaehirig* Lee drew 135 difficult Ghinese words from 
the text and condemned it as being one of the most inade™ 
qmate and difficult curriculum texts for the elementary 
schoole3^ He called for the revisien of the existing-textx 
in that the curriculum must stimulate and guide for the 
improvement of the individual character and activities and 
not as a tool of the state» Lee also opposed the Mfeuda~ 
listic” stratification of the Yi society and called for 
social mobility to be based upon ability and e due at ion»3 3 
Finally9 in order to make an easier curriculum* Lee set 
forth the illustration and illumination of the meaning Of 
the abstract characters of Ghinese words which connotated 
multiple meaningso He maintained that the student of the 
elementary school must correctly and clearly grasp the 
meaning of each Chinese character,^

In 16^2*. Jo-guk-sun (1595“d^5®)s or Ghigok (pen 
name)9 wrote Sam Gwan-gi (An Account of Three Senses) in • 
which he suggested that all human knowledge must be obtained 
and arranged through and according to the sense organs^-eye*

32» Watanabe* Kintal Ghosen Kyoiku-shl Kenkyu* pp. 
#10-411* 427* 430-43%. .

33= Watanabe* Kintal.Ghosen Kyoiku-shl Kenkyu» pp. 
435p 449=

34. Watanabe* Kintal Ghosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu„ pp.



earv the proeess ©f feelings and e©msei©msness ©f the train* 
J© ©hjeeted t© the traditional teaehing methed of pemoriza- 
tion of the aneient ©lassies? he set up a device or teaching 
method which attempted to guide one to understand and per- 
eeive the real conditions ©f the problems where he liveda 
J© also condemned both the state and do-nothing local 
Yangban class and devoted his whole life to the improvement 
of the villagers» especially the local-villagers* educa
tional facilities which were known as Su-dang or the "hall
of learning o 5

It was about this time that some Western books and 
Ghristianity were introduced in Korea through the Korean 
tributary mission to Peking, China* In 1631» Yi Sung-wan, 
a Korean envoy to Peking*, brought ..back with him a world map 
and some astronomical writings* Roman Catholic Bibles were 
introduced by the famous Jesuits^ Matte© Ricci and Adam 
Schall* in the last years of Ming China# In 1635s many 
Bibles* Western books, and calendars reached Korean academic 
circles# These Western Books and Bibles were spread widely, 
especially among the discontented i-bang-In" or the 
"third class" intelligentsia wh© already spoke for realistic 
"Han Learning" of the Kojung-hak (the "empirical research" , 
of ...the Ghiing. school) # The combination of the Kojung-hak

35>> Watanabe, Kintai Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkvu, pp.40-41, 302, 312-313.



and, the. “Western Learning1" (Seta-hak) was known as tlie ' ' 
emergence of the Shil-hak (practical learning) in the late
Yi dynasty636 .

Yi Ik (1682-1764) p. ©r Snng-h© (pen name) $ was a 
pioneer and ©ne ©f the eminent Shil-hak scholars ©f the late 
Yi dynasty« Smngh© was "believed t© have read m©st ©f the 
Western "beoks circmlated in Korea at the time« Yi Ik 
published mmmerows hookss hmt his best known works are. 
entitled Smg-h® Sa-sol (Smng-h© ” s Essays) and Sung~ho 
Kong-sa Rokohlls® (An Account of Snng-h©9© Modern Ideas)0 
In the booksp he opposed the monastic and severe teaching of 
the Shm-Hsi school and laid down a policy for the 111 in©rease
ment of prodmction0* and "promotion of social (pmblie) wel
faresM He condemned the malpractice of the government 
policy concerning the ©misting socio-economic problems of 
the time o37

According to Yi Ik, the purpose of edmcation is to. 
improve each individual and not to serve as a blind tool of 
the state* He encouraged -his stadents to approach learning 
with an imqmisitive attitmde* Yi Ik rejected impractical
learning that did not help the real life of each individual.

:
36* Hakwon-sa» Koreas Its Land„ People and Gnltmre 

of All Agesn pp. 6§-6la
37. Hakwon-sa*...Korea.#.,.. Its... Land.*:.People and Gmlture

of All Ages* p« 62s Lee* Ghosln Ky.oyak-san Tol* ' 17 pp. 383" '
384? and Park* Hankook Kvovmk-sa* Yol* I, pp. 3@4-3©5«
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He 'believed that education should liberate the rigid seeial 
grade system and allew seeial mobility on the basis of 
ability& Yi Ik bluntly disapproved the purpose ef the 
existing education system which aimed to make people 
obedient and loyal to the higher authority. He called for 
the abolition of the Kwa~gua (the government examination 
system), for it fostered the social caste system and 
regional-seetional cleavage which did not allow the examina
tion to be taken to the common people and people in northern 
Korea* He also encouraged the education of women,38 Above 
all, Yi Ik was highly admired by many "Ui-hang-lh” intelli
gentsia and was the most influential scholar to the Shil-hak 
students who followed him, such as Ahn jumg-bok, Hong fea- 
yong. Park Chi-won, and Chung Yak-san, in the latter part 
of the Yi dynasty*

Park Chi-won (1737-1805) ©r Yun-am (pen name) was 
another leading Shil-hak scholar. When Park was born. 
Western books and Christian Bibles had penetrated Koreag 
many maleontented low officials and "Hi—hang-In" began to 
embrace Christianity, It is noted that about two thousand 
farmer-peasants were already converted to Christianity in

38» Park, Hankook Kvovuk-sa, Vol, I, pp@ 308-307-$ 
Lee., Chosmn Kvovuk-sa« Vol, I, pp. "‘385-3911 Han$ et gJL. II 
Jung I loonwha Chimtoo-sa, pp, 2§5-210g and Ypung-Ha Choo,., 
Yiio Gunsea II Kyoyuk rfeducatlon in.,the Yi..Dynast£J"'"(Seoulg 
The Soodo Women*# Teacher's College, 1961), pp, 148-139*



the Hwanghea-d© and Kangw©nd© prerineeB.# In 1758» the 
©entral government forbade the teaehing of Christianity, 
eondemning it as smbversive, that it discredited the G©n- 
fmeian concept ©f loyalty and ©bedienee to high amtherity#^^ 
Park Ghi-won was not converted to Catholicism, but he was an 
ardent admirer of Christianity and of Western knowledge#
Park went t© Peking in order to study Western philosophy and 
scientific knowledge# Upon his return, he brought with him 
a more accurate map of the world and convinced his friends 
of the Copemican system that the earth turned around daily 
on its axis and that the planets rotate around the sun.^G 

Park wrote numerous books| the following two ape 
outstanding? Yun-am Ilgi (fhe Diary.of Yun-am) and •
Mvonbang-nai (Effective Study Method)» In the former. Park 
presented a critical view of the daily life of the upper 
Yangban class, pointing out that they lived in luxury and 
spent much of their time brushing up and reading nothing 
but Chinese poems and classics# Park felt because the 
daily life of the Yangban class was to© far beyond that of 
the farmer-peasants, they could not understand the real 
conditions of those suffering from famine and disease # The 
latter book dealt mainly with the importance of the educa
tion of children and presented a critical analysis of the'

39 o lee, C ho sun Kyoyuk-sa# Yol# II, p«. 16#
4-0# Lee, Chosun Kyeyuk-sa, Yol# II, pp. 6-7, 15#
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geveriment11 s elementarj sehool text and. eallei. for its 
reTisioao^1

Park disapproved ©f the existing instrmetienal 
method "based on memorization of the Chinese oharaeters 
without knowing the main meaning of eaeh word. . He stressed 
that the “ourrioalmm must present many omltmral aspects .of 
Korea s. humanitarian ideas? and logical-psychological data 
so that children were to he stimulated in their process of 
learning.Accordingly? he rejected the Ohu-Hsi ' \
influenced curriculum of Tong-Qanm Jul-yo (the government8 s 
text for children) which included many abstract statements 
and was very difficult for children, fhe purpose of educa
tion? according to Park? was not the eonsefuenee.but the.
factual process®: . .He advocated, the active process of ' ' . . . 
learning. He also advocated an effective study method 
derived from consideration of the present conditions of 
society.^ Finally? Park set forth a plan for the estab
lishment of the indigenous and autonomous schools in each 
prefecture which could be maintained by. the economic 
ability of the local people.

tie Watanabeg Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu, pp.50 -̂505. •
ti. Watanabe? Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu, p.. 515. —  ~
43. Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu» pp.505, 507.
44. Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu, p.

25.



Ohong Yaq_»yong (1762-1836)» or Ta-san (per name) „ 
warn the last Shll-hak seholar "bmt perhaps the most well: ■. 
knewB pragmatie and soelal eenselems thliaker in the Korean 
intelleetmal histery of the late Yi dynasty» Unlike other 
Shil-hak .seholar8.5: ■ Ta~san..held' a nnmher of highest .goTern- ■ 
meiit posts, dmring his life time, yet he had abandoned his 
Meo^Gonfmeian belief, espeeially. the Nendless philosophioal 
speemlationsM of the Yi era, and heeame the foremost 
Shil-hak (Western pragmatie learning) scholar of the time..
His moral standing was also very high and he; was respected; • 
by many other members of the intelligentsia# Ya-san was an 
admirer of Yi Ik (Smng-ho), the pioneer of Koinng-hak (the 
Gh8in school of Han learning) , and at the age of twenty» 
three, began to stmdy Inropean learning# He seems to hare 
read most of the Western bpoks eireulated in Korea at that 
time1 he was also closely connected with the mndergronnd 
Christian missionaries# In his early twenties * ■ fâ san.-' 
passed a number of state civil examinations including Jin-sa■ 
and Ghana-won degrees. He also successfully passed the 
highest civil examination for the Ghen-si degree: which was • 
conducted in the presence of King Ghomg-ehomg, and the king 
was very impressed by Ya-san’s original exposition in the 
examination# Accordingly, Ya-san was favored by the king., 
and while he was holding the post of Sa-Hyon-bob (Chairman 
of the Consultative Institution for Political and Social
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Affairs)„ he laid down the plan for the Sm-wom (Sn-woh ©ity 
is loeated near Seoul) defense system whioh still remains 
todayo In addition* Ta-san endeavored to work out a plan 
for a elinid for the dissemination, of knowledge Qone.efnihg 
how t© eonstruet bridges and military f©rtifieations.0.̂'5 .

la-san was not a revolutionist hut a reformer. He 
believed that he eould carry-out a plan for modernization of 
Korea and.improve the widespread and ©pen corruption of the 
government*' But Ta-sanls "modernization^ and reform plans 
were suspended by the incident of the "Sin-vu81 purge of 
Catholicism in 1801. He was trapped in this purge by his 
political opponent group* Consequently* he lost his 
government post and finally was deported to Can"jin island 
.where he was confined for nineteen years* Ia~san°s two. 
Christian brothers were included in the purge p his one 
brother was emeouted and the other brother was sentenced and 
confined to prison at.HmK-San-d©* There is no evidence* 
however * that Ta-san was converted to Christianity,^^

Ta-san wrote numerous books during his exile years-—  
230 fascicles (Kwon or bundles) dealing with polities* 
economics*, poetry* geography* medicine.* and other subjects,

4-3, Gregory Henderson* "Chong Ta-sang AIStudy. in 
Koreans Intellectual History*" The Journal of Asian Studies * 
Vol. XVI*. No, 31* May* 1957* p, 3# ;  and Choo* Yi.io Gunsea 
Ei Kvovuk, p* 142*

46, Henderson* "Chong Ta-sans A Study in Korea1s . 
Intellectual History*" p, 382? and Choo * Yi.io Gunsea Ei 
Kvovuk» pp. 143-144,
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Mong-Mln-Slalin-so (A frtie 5mifle t© Goveraing the People) and • ■ 
Yq-Jong-ga (A Thesis ©h Land Ownership and Operation System) 
were the most outstanding achievements among his works. The 
former b©©k» which eensisted ©f f©rty-six handles,.primarily 
spelled oat his experiences as t© how t© correct the mal- 
.practice of the central administration of the Yi dynasty* .- 
The latter called for a scheme of e’a collective farm . •.:
system o'"1 aiming not only to eliminate the. inequity of rmral 
land ownership hat also to increase prodmetiom and improve.
.the riaral eommmnity social welfare» Incidentally, '
present Oommnnist regime, in North Korea claimed Ta!”san8s. 
Yo-Jong-ga was a pre-commnnist social discoarse* According 
to Professor Gregory Henderson’s research, Ta-san was .

* * the greatest of the grass-root protestors” of Koreh.? 
his writing has M« * * an immediacy, objective * * . inci
sive and fecmndity * «- » his modern thought was not typical 
of Yi thought *

Foundation of Modern Schoolsi ;
Contribution of Missionary Schools

The first Western missionary, a Homan Catholic 
priest,, entered Korea as early as 1835, but real missioh'' :;' / 
work including.the field of education was not established 
until after 1882 when the Treaty of Amity was signed

47* Henderson, MGhong'Ta-sam A Study in Korea’s 
Intellectual History,” pp» 313-384,
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"between the United States and Korea«, Because the mission
aries were faverably protected by King Ko-jong and'the 
Korean, royali /court family, the mission's expanding activi
ties throughout the country.was not challenged by the 
leading Gonfueian elite (Yangban) groups,.^ Simultaneously, 
the mass of Korean people for the first time observed and 
had contact with Western cultural and educational ideas 
introduced by the missionaries. Before long the mission
aries „ especially American protestants, paid great attention 
to the development of churches and schools in order to win 
converts and introduce Western culture to the Korean youth. 
As a result 9 the missionaries stimulated a "new spirit and 
power of awakening thought" among- the Christian leaders in 
late nineteenth century Korea,^

The Western mission, mainly American Protestants, 
introduced the first knowledge of modern educational insti
tutions to the Korean people, In August of 1885, Dr, H, G, 
Appenzeller, a Methodist missionary, founded the Bai-jai 
Haktang (School for the Training of Useful Men) in the • 
oapitel city of Seoul, The name of the school was given by 
King Ko-jong and the Bal-jai Haktang was the oldest mission

.48, leng-man Oho, et al, ft .Ilchung Ha I Moonwha 
Woondong-sa [A History of Cultural Movement under Japanese. 
Domination] (Seouls Minjoong Sukwan, 1969)9 pp." 4lT42j . 
Horace H, Underwood, Modern Education in Korea (Hew Yorks 
International Press, 192$), pp. 8-9»

49, Lee, Ghosun-.Kvoyuk-sa., Vol. II, pp. 20-24§ and 
Underwood, Modern Education in Korea, p, 98,
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high s©h©©l in Korea„ ;fhe.seh©©l prodmeed the most powerful' 
inte 11©ethals and leaders in Korea, men sueh as S.yngman 
Rhee,. Ghang-h© Ahn and Dr.: Kyu-sik Kim, to name only a few. 
In May of the following year,Mrs? M, E, Soranton, a 
Methodist missionaryfounded the Ewha Haktang■ (learning • 
Hall for Hsefial Women) in Seoral i'the name was given hy 
Qmeen Min, Ihe Ewha Haktang was the first women’s educa
tional institute in Korean history* Traditionally, like 
the Chinese, Koreans did-not regard the education of women 
necessarye. T h e o f  women's education,- there
fore hy a missionary was an unknown and revolutionary 
idea; the Ewha Haktang produced many outstanding women edu
cators and leaders in K o r e a *5®

In 1887, the so called Bokyo Yo-kwan (Women's 
Hursing Hall) was founded hy Methodist missionaries. Misses - 
Ross, lller and Howard, who taught and trained: the hulk of 
Korean nurses. The Methodist missionaries also founded a 
school for blind and dumb boys and girls in Pyong Yang in 
1898; indeed the introduction to special education for the 
blind and dumb was a significant event throughout the 
history of Korean education* The Women's Foreign Missionary 
Society of the United States also established several pro
fessional schools in order to train Korean nurses and teach

50* Underwood, Modern Education in Korea,, pp, 1-7-r-
20; and M, F* Scranton, "Women's Work In Korea," The Korean
Repository, Vol, III, No, 1, January, 1896, pp* 3-^7



Bible for womeng the women’s society also supported 
financially the special education for the blind and dumb in 
Pyong Yang city0 Simultaneously* the Horth American 
Presbyterian Missionary Society founded the following 
educational institutionsi (1) The Jung Shin girl’s high 
school in Seoul in'ISgSs (2) the Union Presbyterian.Theolog
ical Seminary and the Union Presbyterian College in Seoul in 
Pyong Yang city in 1902* (3) the Chosun Christian College in 
Seoul in 19®7 (This Christian college not only produced the 
bulk of future educators and leaders but maintained then 
and today the finest scholarship and educational facilities 
in Korea) and (4) Severance Medical College in Seoul* 1903» 
and two nurses’ training schools affiliated with if. The 
Young Men’s Christian Association in Korea founded many day 
schools for the children of all ages in rural communities 
and provided financial assistance to establish hundreds of 
might schools in order to eliminate illiteracy*51

Hot only Western missionaries established schools 
and colleges but provided the first modern textbooks in the 
Korean language. Traditionally* the old school primarily 
taught the Chinese classics and failed to offer new sub
jects* such as arithmetic * t,geography* natural science *

510 Underwood,,."Modern Education in"Korea* pp. 15©- 
15̂ 1 Lee* Chosun Kyoyuk-sa. Vol. II* pp. 28-38§ and George 
H» -.Jones * "Christian Education in Korea*” Korean Quarter-. 
Centennial Documents. The Board of Foreign.Missions of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church* lew- York* 1910* pp. 10-16.



English language and. even Korean hist©ry--©nly Chinese his-» 
t©rye fhese modern siabjeots were all introduced through the 
Christian schools* and moreover* for the first time these 
subjects were carefully arranged to be written in the'
Korean language, by Korean Christians and missionaries. The 
Bible and most of the Christian literature were published 
in the Korean language,5^ One of the greatest contributions 
to Korean society by the missionaries was the "populariza
tion of the Korean alphabet" which had been neglected and 
little used among the Korean people» It was American 
missionaries who caused the Korean Christians to esteem and 
use the Korean native writing made of an alphabet of twenty- 
five lettefs*. As a result* both Korean Christians- and 
intellectuals began to de-emphasize the dominant usage of • 
the Chinese ideographic language* and the usage, of the 
Hangulo the Korean native language* was encouraged,- Many 
missionaries actively engaged in the translation of the 
Bible into the Korean native language; the Reverend John 
Ross and Dr, J* C» Hepburn had published the gospel of Luke 
in Korean script in 1892* and the Hew Testament was trans
lated into the Korean script by 1895

■ ”52, -Jones*. "Christian Education in Korea*" Korean -
Quarter-Centennial. .Documents, .pp*"" 6-7; and .Underwood*
Modern Education in Korea* pp, 23-26,

53« Underwood* Modern Education in Korea, pp, 25*



Christian edmeatian hy the missionaries fmrther pro
vided the Korean stmdents with a new teaching method--"reei- 
.tati©nw ,©r'"fmestien and answer#“ It seemed the Korean 
edueatersand stmdents "began awakening themselves, partioi- " 
pating in the process of learning* ̂  It is no exaggeration 
to say that Korean edmcators began to discard the tradi
tional method of "leefare-drill and memorization,M Althomgh 
it■©an be said that the majority of social classes were far 
beyond the reach of the new teaching method introdmeed to 
the small nmmbers of missionary schools» it was the.era when 
the Korean edmcators and intellectuals began to be aware of 
the'saperierlty of Western education in comparison with the 
Gonfmeian edmeational system* Simnltaneomsly,, it is 
interesting to note 'that the missionary schools were swamped 
with the most talented Korean yonth for their education at: 
that time» and those graduates became not only the fmtmre 
Christian leaders bmt also fmtmre ©mtstanding educational 
leaders.

Furthermoreo Ko-Jomg, the King of Korea, was very 
impressed with the Western educational system and in 1383 ■ 
req.mested the United States government to send an ednca-' 
tional advisory mission for the modernization of the Korean

5h, G* L, Paik, The History of Protestant Missions "■ 
in Korea (Pyong Tangs Union Christian College Press, 192fT, 
pp. 8-11 § and. B,;. L, Gifford,.. "'Education in the Capital, of 
Korea," fhe Korean Repository, June, 1.896, pp. 282-283,



. .edmeational system., In 1886 9 with Ameriean edmeatienal .' . • •
. a^yisWs assistanee j,, the Kerean. royal government estab

lished. several new schools0 During the Ga-Bo reform of 
18t5» K#”Jengfr the kingw also voluntarily initiated a 
irastieeimoational reform whieh ealled for the'populariza
tion ©f the spoken and written Korean'language» abolution 
of the feudalist!© institution, and the foundation of the 
Ministry of Education in the royal government»55

In short, it can be said that the Christian messages, 
and education opened the doors of Korean minds to the 
Western Christian civilization* The ehmreh and mission 
schools served as sources of the mew ideas and.enlightened' 
the Korean peoples who began to learn the ideas of "human 
rights, equality, freedom, and responsibility.,M Unlike 
China and Japan, most Koreans weloomed Christianity and 
mission schools, and the number of converts was relatively 
large--very well over five percent of the national popula-. 
tiom in the late nineteenth.oentury,^^ Christianity in 
Korea thus provided equal opportunities of education to 
students without social discrimination. Above all, the 
most significant fact was that long before Korea was annexed

55‘ Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kvoiku-shi Kenkvu, p,
48; Underwood, Modern Education in Korea,, pn, 28-29% and .
Homer B, Hulbert» “The Korean Reform,“ Korehn Repository,.
Vol, II (Seouls Address Publishing Company, 18$$), pp, 7-9,

560 Jones, “Christian Education in Korea,“ Korean 
Quarter-Centennial Documents, pp, 44-46,
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by Japang the Western missienaries had net ©nly well founded 
the modern educational institutions but had also given a 
great impetus t© the Korean people; to make their own reform 
movement for the modernization of eduoation.



CHAPTER VI

THE PROTECTORATE EDUCATIONAL POLICY (1905-1909)

The year 1905 marked the- beginning of a drastic 
turning point in the course of recent history of Korean 
education. The Treaty Protectorate (lisa Boho.loyak) of 1905 
provided for the protectorate educational policy through 
which Japan assumed her legal responsibility to supervise 
and control the entire Korean educational field.

The Meiji leaders prepared very well for-the objec
tives of the protectorate policy. The cabinet of the 
Tokyo government laid down its basic initial policy in 
October of 1905s just a month prior to the Treaty of 
Protectorate of 1905, The basic directive and policy set 
forth by the cabinet concerned mainly the "’modernization8' 
of politics, economics, especially an expansion plan on 
railroads, and education in Korea. Great emphasis was 
placed on the "modernization of Korean education," The 
modernization of education meant that Korea must transplant 
the Japanese imperial educational system through which all 
Korean children were to be "modernized" and indoctrinated 
so as to become obedient to the wishes of the Japanese 
emperor. In short, the assimilation policy thus '
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beeame the fundamental ■' educational polley - of ■'■the' 'protector
ate oA

In 19060 Ito Hirdbumii,. then the best informed 
Japanese on Korean affairs of the time: and "the ablest and 
coolest of all of the Meiji oligarchs]11! came to Korea in 
order to assume the first Besidenoy-Generalship of the 
protectorate.^

Ito8 s philosophy regarding the educational policy 
was not confined to education alone but had more far 
reaching implications 0 His protectorate educational 
policy9 therefore, consisted of the following broader 
objectivesg (1) A firm foundation for the establishment of 
the Japanese educational system in Korea through the re
education of the Korean children— Ito believed this would 
pave the way for denationalization of the Korean people.
He did not believe that a harsh military method of forced - . 
education and immediate reform would be successful in the 
denationalization of the Korean people» but rather advocated 
a sound long-range process of re-education which would break

1. Kozawa YusakUp: Minzoku Kyeiku-foh Discourse ' 
on National Education} (Tokyo § ...Meiji, Shut^pan Sha, I9.67), 
p. 61 and Watanabe Manabu, Kintai Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu 
[A History of Modern Korean Educational Research] (Tokyo s 
Yusankaku9 1969)9 pp. 276-2776 "

2. Hilary Conroy, The Japanese Seizure of Korea, 
1868-1910 (Philadelphiaa University of Pennsylvania, 1960)9 
pp. 33^9 339-3̂ 0•>
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the Korean national spirit and. Independent Movement§5 (2) 
Maintenance of the Korean social stability and order by 
continuing the status quo system— ItS did not carry out any 
drastic reform but.wanted the cooperation of the ruling 
Korean elite in order to maintain the social order and 
achieve the gradual and long term process of denationaliza- 
• t.ien— in" short # the Resident-General was committed to 
carrying out the assimilation policy and used the educa
tional policy as a tool, in the fulfillment of this protec
torate policy, that is, the gradual Japanizafion of the . 
Korean children into obedient Japanese s u b j e c t s (3) • ..
Development of good relations with Western, especially 
American missionaries— he not only supported the Western 
missionary activities but was also generous to them. One 
American missionary stated, "Prince It# gave us Pyongyang 
church and last year we were given a plot of land at Dairen 
that is worth fully 100,000 yen. In many other ways we have 
been treated most kindly and generously.”5 Prince ItS hired

3. Takahashi Hamakuehi, Chosen Kvoiku Shiko [A 
Study of Korean Educational History] (Kei.joa Chosen" 
Kyoikukai, 192?), p. 128§ and Kozawa» Mjnzoku Kvoiku-fon, 
pp. 66=67,

4-. George I. Ladd, In Korea with Marquis Ito"(Hew 
York: Charles Scribner *s Sons, 1908-) ̂ pp. 337.-338.$ and '
Sang-man Park, Hankook Kvovmk-sa [history of Korean Eduoa- , 
tibnj Vol. II (Seoul: Teahan Kyoyuk Yon-hap-Hea, 1953")» PP =
74-75.

5. In fact, Professor Ladd wrote a book. In Korea 
with Marquis Ito» which presented.one of"the best accounts 
protecting ItS11 s policy in Korea, pp. 39-40,
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Drs Geerge T» Ladd„ who was then Professor of Philosophy at 
Yale Dmiversity, as his personal advisor» It© wanted to 
acquire Western support for Japan9® protectorate policyt 
having come to Korea in order to ’"modernize1' it and make a 
permanent "peace in the Far East#"

Prince It© recognized the status of Korea which was 
still nominally an independent nation? he, therefore $ per
mitted the pro-Japanese Korean cabinet in Seoul to manage 
Korean educational affairs by itself* In other words, the 
Japanese authorities administered its policy indirectly 
through the existing Korean governmental machinery and 
agencies? thus the basic structure of the Korean government 
was not changed drastically*. Article 5^ ©f the decree on 
the protectorate ministry of education, however, which was 
delineated by the Office of Residency-General in 1907, 
stipulated that the organization of the Ministry of Educa
tion of the Korean Government should be composed of both 
Korean and Japanese officials# By June of If©9, the Japanese 
officials numbered 37 out of 78 employees, or nearly half 
the total employees of the ministry of education*^ Simul
taneously, fawara Sonichi, a disciplined bureaucrat, became 
the vice-minister of the Korean ministry of education* 7

6* Minister of Education, Kangkoku Kyoiku-shi [His
tory of Korean Education] (Keijos Ministry of Education, 
1909)* P.-16o

7# Minister of Education, Kangkoku Kyoiku-shi, pp»
16-1?*
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gromp under the leadership ef Tawara beeame mere powerful 
than the minister of edmeation of the Korean government, and - 
thus Japan"s “advisory1" polities virtmally eontroiled the 
fundamental edueational policy behind the scenes.-

How did the “advisory" group control, the trans
planting of the Japanese imperial educational system into 
Korean soil? At the outset the Japanese authorities did 
not openly attempt to carry out the “assimilation" policy 
which was drawn up at the cabinet meeting of the Tokyo 
government a month prior, to the establishment of the Treaty 
of Protectorate of 1905« ' The “advisory", group urged.the 
Korean civic and educational leaders to adjust the so-called 
"civilized and enlightened educational system of Japan*"
They argued that this was the best method to pave the 
foundation.for the modernization of Korean educational 
system.® The Japanese authorities condemned the traditional , 
Korean educational system saying it was entirely based upon 
the Gonfueian ideology and lacked the modern elements, of 
education* It©" Hirobumi» however, did not hit hard on the 
stagnancy of the traditional Korean educational system. • In 
1907, he explained the responsibility of the Japanese 
teachers at the Annual Conference of Japanese Teachers 
which was held in Keijo (Seoul)* His statement in part 
follows 8

8. Kozawa, Mlnzoku Kyoiku-ron, pp. 65-66.



* , , Yom earn't say tlait Kerea. las had no edmeational 
system at all; Korea borrowed Its edTaoational system 
from ancient China which was wholly composed of the . 
ideology of ConfHeian doctrine». . . . Howeverp it is . 
trme that most of the Koreans do not understand the; 
meaning of normal (elementary) edmoatien. There- 
fOre 9: the Korean must he treated Tike a kindergarten 

; child* ; * e The effect @f Japanese education in 
Korea will not become complete within a day. You 
must devote all your energy and kindly educate them, 
Consequently* your constant effort will bring about
a good consequence,9

Tawara Sonichi* then the. vice-minister of the Korean 
ministry of education under the protectorate rule, on the 
other hand* reproached the Korean educational system which 

.. "taught nothing but . Chinese: characters ■ and lacked in 
practical study which related to every day life*" and 
affirmed that "the Korean people little understand the real 
meaning of education,"^® Tawara enlarged and strengthened, 
the concept of "enlightened and civilized educational, 
system" which was to be much more superior to the existing 
traditional Korean education. The concept of "enlightmemt" 
thus became the basic policy guidance and direction for the 
modernization of Korean education,H Consequently* the 
Japanese "advisory" group assumed the leadership, and 
rationalized the transplantation of the Japanese imperial :

9« Takahashi* Chosen Kyolku Shiko, pp, 125-126,
10, Tawara Sonieh* Kangkoku Kyolku no Kendo '[Pre

sent Status of Korean Education] (Keijos Ministry of Edu
cation* 1910)» pp* 2-3,

11, Tawara Sonichi, Kangkoku Kyolku no Sokju.to . 
Ken.i© gast and Present of Korean Education/ iKei Jo § 
Ministry of Education* 191©)* pp. 3* 9•



edhacati©nal system int© Korea- as the best model to ''enllglit-’ 
en and civilize1- ther educational:: system in Korea

Matsuehi Tasao# the Viee-Besident-General of the 
preteetorate* hammered out. in eonere.te terms, the new edmea^. 
tiomal poliey at the Seoond Annual Conference of the
Japanese Superintendent of Public Normal Schools, July 28»

. - *1908j, in Koreag
It is my regret to point put that most of. the Korean . 
people utter more political talk than considerthe 
promotion of social welfare. Koreans are fair-*, 
spoken and argumentative, but they are really infan
tile in regard to industry which will promote their, 
own and their national interest and prosperity.
This is the primary origin of the Korean disease.
Cur re-education effort must correct the disease.
In order to exterminate the social evil, first of 
all, polities and education must be. clearly separa
ted. The School regulations must check the evil 
practice of mixing polities and education in a 
class* * * . Consequently, the rise or fall-of our 
educational poliey in Korea is entirely dependent 
upon your effort and the effective method of in-. 
struetional supervision, . , » It is very 
important to train the Korean children to become 
practical minded, not conventional, so that they 
can help their daily life, , , , Once again, I 
would like to advise you that the great emphasis 
must be placed on the elimination of political 
talk among the Korean children. A good dietium is 
to train them practically so as to have easy 
access to and engage in agriculture, technical, 
and commercial fields and to eliminate those who 
raise a mere chopping of logic, We ought to . .
exercise this course for about thirty years at .... • 
least. By doing this way, all Koreans, as well as 
the nation, can acquire their profit, and be 
prosperous,12

The ideas expressed in the above statement were manifested 
in the notion of practical utility, and the extermination of-

12, Takahashi, Chosen Kyoiku Shiko* pp. 1^0-145.



political talk became the underlying premise and guiding 
norm of curriculum reforme

In order to exterminate all political activities of 
the Korean students» the Ministry of Education proclaimed 
an ordinance on the "Regulation of School Supervision" in 
December1905« The first article of the Ordinance 
stipulated that "All school principals9 instructors? 
teachersand students must neither participate in politics . 
nor unite together to make a school strike. In ease of 
violations they are subject, to punishment„" Furthermore, 
the Ministry of.Justice proclaimed laws and ordinances on 
the "preservation of peace law" which basically aimed to 
maintain social order and stability. Article II of the Law 
and Decree stipulated that "laws prohibit freedom of stu
dents and teachers* affiliation with political aetivi-' 
ties,

On August 27» 1906, Article 44 of the Ordinance, of 
the Protectorate Ministry of l.dmcati©n abolished all decrees 
relating to Korean education which had been practiced since 
1894' when the Korean Court Government had carried out a 
modernised educational reform. This educational reform was 
modeled after the American type in primary, middle, teacher, 
medical, and technical schools, but it had not. yet been

13« Hvun Hoang. Hankook Bupohnn ■ fOodif ication ~ of 
Present Korea], quoted from Chosen Kvdiku Shi ^istory of . 
Korean Education] translated by So Gi-gagu, (Tokyos 
Kuroshio Corp,, 1963), p, 98,



fully Implemented. On August 31?.a month later, the .Minis
try ©f Education issued a series of ordinances and general 
regulations which attempted to reorganize the Korean educa
tional system. The ordinances and regulations9 however, 
neither proposed to enlarge schools in quantitative terms 
nor to promote a high level of scholarship, hut rather to . 
regulate specifically the school system and prescribe text
books, curriculum, teaching certificate,, and the size ©f the 
class in all levels of the schools. Ironically, however, 
neither Western nor Korean private schools were subject to 
the decrees and regulations until 190?. In essence, the 
new ordinances placed an emphasis on Japanese language and 
"practical" teaching in the curriculum and consequently

i Jhhired more Japanese teachers in public schools in Korea.
An important aspect of the educational reform taken 

during the year 1906 was the reorganization of the Korean 
educational system. The protectorate educational system was 
divided into two major types of schoolsg (1) General, educa
tion, consisting of primary and middle schools, and (2) 
specialized education--consisting of teachers, vocational, 
and foreign language schools. The ultimate object of the: 
two types of schools, however, was not substantially

l^o Minister of Education, The Annual Report .1907 
(Keijos Ministry of Education, 1907), pp. 96-97? Minister 
of Education,. Kangkokm Kvoiku-shiV p. 3s and Tawara,
Kangkoku Kyeiku no Ken.ib, pp. 350“351»
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different at all for the goal of the two types of eshools 
was te train Korean children to be obedient smbjects of the 
state e ̂-5 The systemp however j laid stress on vocational . 
training in order to meet "the reg.niremen.ts .for their daily 
life and to prddnee lower level employees in business, 
agriemlture „ and technical fields,8’ and the elite training 
program was totally.. ignored»^^

The important aspects of.the educational reform 
during, the year 1906 were 8 (1) Dispatched a Japanese
superintendent (Hakkam) to each of the ’’normal" schools and 
a Japanese superintendent (Kyokam) to each secondary school . 
in order to supervise» direct, and improve the new manage
ment of the schools, (2) Ohanged the name of the existing 
primary school to "normal" schools fpr the purpose of estab
lishing a single channel for the elementary school, systemj,
(3) Shortened the length of primary school from six t© four 
years on the grounds that the long length of schooling for 
Korean children was a waste of time and not necessary, 
Changed the name of the existing public middle school to 
"high” school, in order to signify "the idea of the highest

15° Man-kyu Lee-, Chosun Kyovuk-sa [History of 
Korean Education} (Seouls Ulym eonwha-sa„ ISh?), Vol, II, 
ppa 102, 1231 and Sang-man Park, Hankook K̂yoyuk-sa "fHlstory 
of Korean Education} (Seouls Teahan Kyo-yuk Yonhap-hea, 
1953), Vel. II, pp» 89, 92-

I60 Lee8 Ghosun Kyoyuk-sa,. Vol. II, pp8 130-145; 
and Chun-suk Oh, Hamkook Shin.Kyovuksa flecent History of • > 
Korean Education! (Seoul'V''" Hundea Kyoyuk Ohulpan-sa, 1964), L 
pp 0 145—146 * •••



mame“-©r Kerean.eduoational institmtiono The length of 
"high" school was shortened'from four years to three years* ' 
The term "middle" school in Korean society connoted the . 
possible foundation of college system in the-near future, ' 
hut the protectorate office bluntly rejected the future 
foundation of a college in Koreag (5) Established new re
quirements for a teaching certificate to teach in a 
"normal" schools,. (6) Adopted Japan’s national school holi
days „ (7) Gave the Ministry of Education and Office of the 
Resident-General, authority to prescribe all textbooks, and 
(8) Provided for intensive instruction of. the Japanese 
language to be taught in all levels of schools,

Needless to say, the Korean civic leaders objected 
to the basic aims of the educational reform, especially the 
idea of intensive instruction of Korean schools. The Korean 
leaders believed that the intensive and compulsory language 
training in all levels of Korean schools was apparently the 
idea of the wholesale Japanization of the Korean children.
In response to the Korean criticism, the Office of the 
Resident-General immediately explained that Japanese 
language training .would provide the Korean children with the 
highest value and utility. Simultaneously, litzushi Ohuzo, 
the chief editor of the textbooks section of the Ministry of

I?, Kl-ona Han,. Hankook Kyoyuk-sa [History of"
Korean Education] (Seouli Park-yongas, 19631» pp, 282-283? 
Oh, Hankook Shin Kvovuksa, pp, 138-139? and Takahashi,
Chosen Kyoiku Shlko, pp, 175-178,
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Educationo further emphasized “the significance of the in
tensive Japanese language training” at the Annual Conference 
for the Public Teachers in Chosen (Korea) which was held in' 
Keijo. (Seoul) in June of 1908 and explained as follows:

o d o The era marks the close relationship between 
Japan and Koreag the facilities of communication 
which is highly developed today further makes close 
. contact with each other, and the two nations appear 
to rely heavily on each other in private and in 
public matters* Under this circumstance, if a 
Korean does net speak Japanese that would be of 
great concern to the interest of struggle for 
existence * That is to say, those Koreans who can 
speak Japanese would have a better opportunity of,, 
promotion in the Korean government and have a good 
possibility of becoming an influential person*'
Also, in the fields of commerce and trade, his 
ability to speak Japanese would bring out a great 
profit for his business*
Therefore, the language handicap must be eliminated 
both in official and non-official contact between 
the two countries, . * , It is apparently clear 
that the degree of contact between the two nations 
has risen increasingly day after day* Under this 
situation, the intensive instruction of the.
Japanese language at all school levels, especially 
the “normal” (Primary) schools is significant and 
inevitable* Moreover, mastering the Japanese 
language will bring great happiness to the Korean 
children in the near future. * . * Finally, I 
feel that it would be wise to invite more Japanese 
teachers who can successfully carry out the lan
guage teaching program* * . . That is the reason 
why the authorities of the Minister of Education 
of the Korean Government has already proposed .the 
six hours language course per week in the four- 
year school system, and the proposal was immedi
ately and unanimously approved by the .cabinet 
members of the Tokyo Government, * * . I heard 
that some Korean leaders blamed the intensive 
language training program which aimed the wholesale 
Japanizatlon of the Korean children* I believe



those Koreans know nothing of the validity of the 
utilitarian value of the Japanese language018

As far as the eduoatienal expansion plan was con
cerned p It© Hirohumi made a temporary loan ©f 500,©0© yen 
from the Nihon (Japan)'Bank of Tokyo at the outset of 1906 
and appropriated 4-10,775 yen out of the 500,000 yen for the 
renovation of the 9 existing Korean primary schools and 13 
new provincial "normal" schools* These schools were able 
to take a total enrollment ©f 1,924 students,. The second 
plan launched in 1907 with the appropriation of 561,000 yen 
provided 28 new provincial schools ih 1908, Finally the 
fourth plan founded only two provisional schools in Pusan,
In short, 9 renovated Korean schools and $1 new provincial 
•public •'normal" schools were. established with , a total ennoll--
ment of 12,494 students,-*-9

The development of faculties for higher education,...
however, was stagnated and ignored. Tawara Sonichi, the
chief architect and the Vice-Minister of the Ministry of
Education, stated at-the chief,Secretary Meeting of the
Provincial Government in November, 1909 that*

The purpose of the normal, schoolis net to provide 
the preparatory, stage for higher education, but 
rather to train them so as to meet' the requirement :

18 o Mitzushi. Ghm-zo.,, Kakka Kwatei Oyobi Kyokasho 
Hensan Shujl Ni Gansurm Setzumel ^Explanation of the .Gurri- 
culum and Textbook EditioiT] - (Kei J©* Kyeikukai, June , 1908), 
quoted from Takahashi, Chosen Kyoiku Shiko, pp. 172-174.

19» Minister of Education,Kangkoku,Kyoiku-shi, 
pp, 19-2©! and Tawara, Kangkoku. Kyoiku mo Kendo.* p, 28,



for their daily life0 fhat i@» the schooling is to 
provide a narrow and introdmetory vocational edmca- 
tien* Moreover0.©nr task is t© indoctrinate the 
Korean children so as to be obedient subjects to 

. the wishes of:the Japanese empireo. We, Japanese,
■ have no plan for higher edmcatlon for the- Korean 
children*20 ' '' . .

By 1909» the Ministry of Education had established 
the following four high (middle) schools; (1) The Hansung 
(Seoml) Pmbli© High School, originally fomnded by the 
Korean Gomrt Governmentrepaired and enlarged by the 
Japanese, had a total enrollment of 232 stmdents; (2) 
Pyongyang Japanese Sehodl, changed to Phyonyang Public High 
School with a total enrollment of 13& students5 (3) The 
Hansung Public Teacher School was repaired and e n l a r g e d $ 2 1  

and (4) The Hansung Public Girls School, newly established. . 
There were already private secondary girls6 schools in. 
Korea—-six were American missionary and four were Korean 
s c h o o l s , 22 Unfortunately, the major part of the curriculum 
of the public high schools was devoted to intensive training 
in Japanese, Korean, Chinese, and vocational courses, and

20, So, Chosen Kyoiku Shi* p, 99? and Oh, Hank©ok 
Shin Kvovuksa* p, 139*,

21, Tawara, Kangkoku Kyoiku no^Ken.jo* p. 231 and 
Takahashi, Chosen Kyoiku Shiko, pp. 231-232.

22, Western Missionary Schools were % (1) Eiwha 
Hak-tang in 189©, (2) Sangshin Girls School in 1895, (3) 
Beawha Haktang in 1898, (4) Sung-Ei Girls School in 19.03, (5) 
Hostong Girls School in 1804, (6) Bo-Sung Girls School in 
1906, and (?) Ki-Jun Girls School in 1907. The Korean in-., 
stitutions were (1) Shookmyong Girls,School, Jinmyong Girls 
School and langkyu Eishook in If@6, and (2) Tongduk Girls



speeial training to safeguard the Gonfueian traditional 
valnes ef the people. There was.-indeed an absence of 
emphasis on mathematics„ sciences, natural sciences, 
.philosophy, and academic' societies.^3 . fhrns, the emrrlemlnm' 
of the public higher education was not modeled on American 
or Japanese educational currloulums. The .Ministry of Educa
tion made impressive gains in its program of vocational . 
schools. On July 7$ 1909» 1 public and 14 provincial voca^ 
tional schools were established/placing one in nearly each - 
capital city of the provinces* The majority.of the voca
tional schools, however, were three-year agricultural 
schools* ̂  Practical studies received heavy emphasis in the 
curriculum but neglected advanced training in technology 
and research* Nevertheless, it was indeed an impressive 
achievement in comparison to the achievement of the Korean 
.Qourt Government which was then virtually bankrupt finan
cially and., therefore, unable to .appropriate towards the 
expansion of secondary vocational schools in that turbulent 
society* Unfortunately, however, the enrollment of the 
students in the vocational schools failed to show signifi
cant gains * The total enrollment of the 15 vocational .

School in 1908. For details see Ohosun Kyoyuksa {History of : 
Korean Education] Vol. II, by lan-kyu lee, p, 144,

23* Park, Hankook Kyoyuk-sa* Vol. II, p. 93*
2h, So, Chosen Kyoiku Shi, p* 101.



sefeools was not more than 670 stmdents in 1 9 0 9 This 
means that'student input in public secondary (higher) 
schools represented not more than.0.2 percent of the total 
number of . eligible. Korean boySa '

Furthermore$ the proportion of the educational 
expenditure on the public school- system allotted in the 
fiscal year budget - was extremely-lowB' The- figures suggest 
that the protectorate authorities deliberately paid little 
attention to public educatione The following figures 
indicate the percentage of the national expenditure on 
public educations ' (1) one percent for the year 1906, (2) 
two percent for the year 190?r (3). 0»6 percent for the 
year 1908> and (4) S»9 percent for the year 1 9 0 9 In 
Japan9 the percentage of the educational :expenditure on the 
public schools was approximately 12 percent in 1885 and 
rose to over 20 percent in 196©

250 Park. Hankook Kyoyuk-saB Vol, II* pB 41,
26, As to the reason for the lower percentage of 

the student output in the secondary education, it is pointed 
out that* (1) the protectorate authorities prescribed the 
size of the enrollment, (2) majority of the upper-class 
families sent their sons to the private schools„ and (3) the 
poor families were unable to send their sons even to the 
elementary schools,.- See, -Tae-shl -Shung,. “Yesterday' of Korean 
Education*'Korean Journal (April 1, 1963), pp, 171^192,

27, Figures are from statistics in Takahashi,
Chosen Kyolku Shiko, pp, 158-159,

280 Japang Minister of Education, Japan^s Growth 
and Education (Tokyo * Ministry, of Ed.uc.at.ion,, - 1962), p, 113 , 
Quoted from Education and Modernllation in Asia by .Eon.Adams, 
(Reading, Massachusetts* Addison-Wesley Publishing Com
pany, 1970), p» 42,



Gemparative statisties ©n, the student ©mtpiat between 
the Japanese and Korean publie sehoels indieates the con
trasting policy objectives of the protectorate educational 
policy» Since the establishment of the Protectorate in 
1904 the Japanese residents in Korea had newly established 
13 primary schools inelmdimg a girls high school with the 
financial assistance of the office of Resident-General in 
1§06e. GonsecmtiTe educational expansion was then carried 
©mti (1) 79 schools^ including 2 girls high schools* were 
established in 1907$ (2) 102 schools in 1909$ and (3) 12# 
schools in 1910o In spite of the fact that the total 
resident Japanese population in Korea in 1910 was less than 
1 percent of the total Korean population* the Japanese 
enjoyed its rapidly growing educational.expansion^ By Ifl# 
the total Japanese public schools in Korea numbered twice 
the total number of Korean pmblic S c h o o l s T h e .  following 
table compares the growth of Korean and Japanese schools 
during the years 19#o-191#s

29e Minister of Education* Chosen Shisei Ni-Jooneng 
Shi [history of 20 Years of Korean Administration] .(Keijoi 
Ministry of Education* 1912).* pp» 2h7-2%@; and So* Chosen 
Kroiku Shi* pp» 97-98,



TABLE 1
©@MPARATI¥E SBGITH 0F K©REA|i. AID JAPA1ESE SCHOOLS

Korean Sohools

■ "Type of Sehools

- • ’• -'...'X-.'1 v:Norma2.: Sehools . High Schools .

Year
Emmher of Number of 
Schools Students

Number 0 
... . Schools

f Number of 
. Students

1906 22 1,924 566 .
1907 50 - 4,734 6 889
1908 59 • 7,743 7 1,069
1909 60 10,914 . 9 1,397
1910 60 12,732 9 - 1,862

Japanese and Korean Seho<)ls in. Korea

Year Korean Schools Japanese Schools

1907 ■ 56 . 45
1908 66 79
1909 69 102
1910 69 120

Somreess Minister of Ednoatjom* Ohosen Shlsei' Ni-J#@neng- 
Shi [History of 20 Years of Korean AdministrationJ (Keijo: 
Ministry of. Edmeati©nP IfBl), pp. 247-248; and So Gi-gaku» 
Ohosen Kyoiku Shi flistory of Korean EdueationJ (Tokyo; 
Karoshi© Shatpam, 1963), pp0 97-f8=



CHAPTER VII

THE RISE OF THE NATIONAL.EDUCATIOM FOR 
INDEPENDENOE.MOVEMENT ■ (1905-1910)'

The Korean National Edmoation for Independence Move
ment under the protectorate rule» 1905"19iO, did not emerge 
all of a sudden* It was the continuation of a decade of 
attempts at the modernization of the Korean educational 
system* .Simultaneously» it was the response to the 
accumulated severe pressure from outside and internal 
political turmoil which arose after the establishment of : 
the Kangwha Ohojak (The Japan-Korea, Treaty of Comity of 
I876)*: The object of the National Education for Independ
ence Movement, therefore, was to meet the eminent crisis of 
Japan’s annexation of Korea through the modernization of . 
the educational system for the Korean children. The 
national-patriotic leaders believed that a sound educational 
program for the. Korean children was the only way to save the 
Korean independence for the future since the royal court 
government was powerless and the pro-Japanese Korean Govern
ment was dominated by reactionary, conservative and

1corrupted bureaucrats»
  , ' .

1« Man-kyu Lee, Chosun Kyoyuk-sa {History of Korean 
Education] (Seouls Ulyoo Mo©nwha'-sa-, 19̂ 7),' Vel, II ,. pp. 
78-801 Watanabe Manabu, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu



By the Treaty of Kangwah of T8?6»'Japan forced Korea 
to conclmde the uneqnal treaty* and major Western powers 
also enjoyed the same treaty rights in Korea the following 
years„ The mmeqnal,/treaties and the eontinning intrusion 
of foreign powers* however*, affected no small impact upon 
the Korean intellectuals„ First of all* a good percentage 
of Korean Shil-hak scholars (practical study group) opened 
their minds.* especially awaking to the Japanese and .
Western technology and civilization which were superior to 
the Koreans0 o Consequently* they became increasingly aware. 
of the' backwardness- of the Korean society as well as the; 
necessity to preserve the national consciousness.^ Second
ly* but foremost* the Treaty of Amity between the United 
States and Korea in 1882 opened the way for the most dynamic 
stimulus to the Korean civic and educational leaders. That
was the role of the American missionaries who founded a new
school system and converted the bulk of Korean youth to 
©hristianity in the 1880's* Dr* So Ghas-pil (Philip 
Jaisohm) and Yun Ohi-ho* a Christian* for example, later

History of Modern Korean Educational Research]. (Tokyo?. 
Yusan-kaku, 1969)* p,,%-8; and Ghun-suk Oh, Hank©ok Shin 
Kvovuksa [Recent History of Korean Education] (Seoul?
Hundea Kyoyuk Ghulpan-sa* 1964), pp* 184-185*

2, So Gi-gaku (trams,) Ohosen Kyolkm Shi [History 
of Korean Education] (Tokyo? Kuroshio Shutpan, 19o3)» PP*" 
103-104, In general* the leading "Progressive" intellectu
als were divided into two groups? (1) the practical study 
groups led by Ji-hyum Chang and Un-sik Park* to name,-. only a 
few* and (2) the Christian leaders led by Chi-h© Yun and , ,
Chang-ho Aim* r h



"became the most e@nseient.ioms leaders actively campaigning 
in the latter part of the nineteenth eentmry for the 
modernization of the Korean government» s.eeiety, and the 
edmeational system,-^

Ko-Jon* the King of the Hermit Kingdom (Korea), was 
impressed and interested in western seienoe and technology 
and opened his mind to it. In 1883» the Korean King re
quested the United States government to send an edmeational 
mission to Korea in order to assist and advise the program 
for the modernization of the school system. The King.*s 
request was assisted by the recommendation of H. H. Allen, 
who was then the first Presbyterian missionary and minister 
Plenipotentiary of the United States of Korea. The American 
government had arranged to send an edmeational mission to 
Korea in 1886 in order "to support His Majesty, in his 
measures of progress," The mission was headed by three 
competent young men, H*. B, Hmlbert, D, A, Bunker, and G„ 1, 
Gilmore, who were graduates of Union Theological Seminary 
in New York. With the mission's assistance, the Korean 
royal government established new schools--! public elemen
tary school, 1 Hansung (Seoul) teacher training school, and 
1 foreign language school. In spite of the King's effort 
for the modernization of the Korean educational system^ the

3 = Ohong-sik Lee, The Polities of Korean National
ism (Berkeleys University of California Press, 19^3), pp.



pelitical disturbances and eorruptien in the Korean govern
ment finally hindered the fulfillment 'of the American edm^ . 
eatienal mission*^ ■

The King of Korea„ who was known to be "progressive 
minded)'? once again launched the so-called Qa-bo Reform 
Movement in order to modernize Korea, The reform movement, 
however, was supervised and directed by Inoua Kaoru of the 
voluntary Japanese mission during the course ©f the Sino- 
Japamese War ©f.1895> during which time the- city of Seoul 
was- virtually controlled by the Japanese troops« The Ga-bo 
reform, however, to a large extent, was initiated by the 
King*s own voluntary action,5 The reform movement enacted 
the following polieys (1) to establish the principle of 
/'the identity of the spoken and written Korean language/i 
(2) to abolish the feudalist!© institution of social dis
crimination, (3) to abolish the traditional state civil 
service examination system (Guageo)9 (4) to set up a

Horace E, Wnderwoed, Modern Education in Korea 
(lew York8 International Press, 1926), pp. 11-13% Sang-man 
Park* Hankook Kvovuk-sa Qistbry of Korean Education] ' '
(Seouls Teahan Kyoyuk Yonhap-hea., 1953) » Vol. II., pp. 28- 
29i and Arthur J, Brown, The Mastery.of the Far East (New 
Yorks Go Scribner’s Sons,. 1919)0 PP« 78-79,

5« Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shl Kenkyu, p, . 
48* G* M* Gilmore, a member of the American Educational 
■Mission, observed that the Korean King."was not.a radical 
but believed in progressism. The King, however, was 
surrounded by men who believed in Chinese dogmatism and oon^ 
servatism*" See, Korea From Its Capital (Philadelphias The 
Presbyterial Board of Publication, 1892) ,: p. 12 and p., 228.
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Ministry ©f Education t© Initiate new educational system# ■ : 
and (5) t© expand public schools.^

At this time Ghi-h© Yun, a Ghristian and an.American 
©allege graduate # was appointed as the Yi@@-Minister of the 
newly established Ministry ©f Education t© reform the public 
educational system# The Reverend H# .1., Hulbert.# a member of 
the American educational mission of 1886» also actively 
participated in the improvement of the public school 
curriculum# It is interesting# however#‘to note that the 
reformed Korean educational system was structured more after 
the Japanese school than the American or Western school 
system# The curriculum of the public school was drawn up by 
an American# H#'B« Halbert# According to him# all levels of 
public schools were bound to use the modern curriculum# 
which primarily consisted of the following subjectsi (1) 
arithmetic# geography# and Korean history, in addition to the 
Chinese characters for the public elementary school# and (2) 
chemistry# physics# botany# physiology# general history# 
geography# algebra# and geometry, besides the traditional 
Chinese classics for the higher (secondary) school#^

6# Homer B. Hulbert# "Korean Reform#" Korean 
Repository# II (Seoul8 Address Publishing Company# 1895)# 
pp» 1-9-

7# Homer B, Hulbert# The Passing of, Korea (New 
York: Doubleday Page Gorp## 1903) # p# 338# and Oh#
Hankook Shim Kyoyuksa# p# 90"



One signifieant effect ©f. the edmeatienal reform was 
an ambitions plan for the expansion of the public schoolsa 
By the 1895 pnblie school ordinance, the government ordered 
every mmicipality or ©omnty to establish elementary 
schools and even to enact compulsory school attendance of

O
school-age children*. The ordinance provided for the 
expansion in the number of schools§. (1) to set mp public 
elementary schools in Seoul, (I) , to set tap 1 high school in 
Seoul, (3) reorganize the Hansm (Seoml) Teacher School 
which was established in 1884, (4) to set tap 1 medical 
school in Seoml, (5) to set mp 1 commercial and 1 mining 
school in Seoml, and (6) to set mp abomt §0 provincial 
elementary schools in the thirteen provinces*^

It appears that the Ga-bo Reform ardently advocated 
the changing educational goal, rejecting the traditional 
Chinese educational system in Korea* Nevertheless, the 
whole progress of the expansion of public schools and the 
implementation of new curriculum did not materialize. The 
lack of fundamental resources in regard to the .new educa
tional system was the primary cause for its failure, There .

8, Governor-General of Ghosen, A General Summary of 
Korean Education (Keijoa Bureau of Education, 1929), p. 8§ 
and Gun© Keiiehi, Chosen Kvoviku Mondai Ganken g n  Outlook 
of Korean Educational. Problems} (Keijoi Chosen Kyoyiku Kai, 
1936), pp, 6-7,

9= Lee,. Ohosun Kyovuk-sa, Vol. II, pp, 58-68g Oh, 
Hankook Shin. Kyoymksa, pp, 100-1091 and Takahashi Hamaguchi, 
Chosen Kyoiku Shiko T% Study of Korean Educational History] 
(Keij©1 Chosen Kyoikukai, 192?), p, 196,



was shortage of appropriation for the expansion of piahlie 
sehoolsB there was laek of well trained se.hool administra^ 
tors and trained teaehers. The majority of the Korean 
people understood little of the trme. meaning of the modern 
edneational system. Above all* the majority of the cabinet 
ministers did not whole heartedly support the reform pro- ' 
grams» Furthermore9 the reaetionary and eonservative 
factions blamed the new educational system, charged that it . 
was ■ "radieal; ?. and condemned the progressive groups in the . 
power struggle = Thus the shortage of resources gradually \ 
and finally resulted in "sinking the boat" of the moderniza
tion of the educational system in the latter part of the Yi 
dynasty.^

- ■ levertheless9 it seemed that the sentiment for the 
modernization of the Korean schools was climaxed at the 
close of the Yi dynasty. Dr. So Ghae-pil (Philip jaisohn) 
returned to Korea as a here in 1895 in order to "Prevent the. 
impending foreign menace to Korea and to save the Korean 

• independence.M He had been involved in an unsuccessful 
coup to reform the Korean government in 1884 and forced into 
exile* He was the highest educated, among the Koreans having ■ 
received his education in America. He wrote in his autobio
graphy that the main purpose of his returning to Korea was

■ 10. Lee, Ghosun Kyoyuk-sa., Vol. II. pp. 58-68s and 
Minister of Education* Kamgkoku Kvoiku-shi [History of 
Korean Education^ (Keijos Ministry of Education, 19^9)f P*



“t©. educate the pe©ple and to train leadership to make a 
completely independent Korea.preventing all foreign meanaoe. 
to Korea,61 . He " hoped to establish a democratic government.
in terms of a constitutional monarchy, maintaining the Yi 
dynastyo First of all, he organized the Independence Glub, 
a political party, and then published the first. English 
and Korean newspaper* He was a Mthorough believer in 
democracy" and was a strongly Puritan minded leader* The 
editorials of the Independence presented a multiple program 
for the modernization of Korea, but, in general, emphasized 
the following points s (1) to clean out the corrupt 
practices and oppressive measures of the officials; (2) to 
use solely the Korean onmun, the alphabet of phonetic 
symbols which was invented by King Sejong in 1443, and to 
abolish the use of the Chinese characters? (3) to elect
government officials through popular election? (4) that the

V
officials are met only subject to the King but also servants 
of the people? (5) to elect honest men in government posi
tions, and (6) to provide equal opportunity of education for 
all Koreans and to teach them the new knowledge of the .
West

11« To-tai Kim (ed*") .S© Jea-pil Paksa Chaso-.ion 
[Autobiography of Dr* So Oha^pilQ .(Seoul s. Smsonsa, 1968),. 
p* 1981 and Ohanning Liem, America's., Finest Gift to Korea? 
The Life of Philip Jaishon (New Yorks The, William Frederick 
Press, 1952), pp* 43-47*

12* The main points are drawn up from"The Polities 
of Korean Nationalism by Ohong-sik Lee, pp. 60-6l? and '
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Dro So gave the greatest attention to the practical 

mass education program in his reform movement. Besides his 
chief managing editorship, and to maintain the party leader
ship, he often gave lectures to the members of the'Independ
ence Glub concerning the following subjebtss "The rights 
and obligations of man, the origin and nature of govern
ments, and the ideas of Thomas Jefferson, John Locke, Jean 
Rousseau, and Charles Montesquieu.#'13 Dr. So also became a 
lecturer at Pal Chai Haktang, one of the oldest educational, 
schools in Korea which had been founded by an American 
Methodist missionary in 1885* Many students, who were in
fluenced by his discipline, came not only to the United 
States for further education, but also became leading civic 
and national leaders in Korea several decades later

The editorials of the Independent on September 18# 
1896, July 16, 1897, and May 9,.1897, further highlighted 
the significance of a mass educational programs

Ghanning Liem, Americans Finest Gift to Koreas The Life of 
Philip Jaishon, pp. 48-51.

13« Liem, America's Finest Gift to Koreag The Life
of Philip Jaishon, pp. 50-5i» "

14. Students influenced by Ghea-pil So, to name 
only a few, were the late Dr. Syngman Rhee, the former" 
president of the Republic of Korea; the late Ahn Ghang-ho, 
one of the most respected patriotic statesmen in the 20th 
century of Korea; the late Dr. Kimm Kiusie, the former head
of the Legislative Assembly in South Korea; and the late
Hugh H. Oynn, the former General Security of the National 
Council of Y.M.C.A. in Korea,
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» o e Befere reforming a e©untry» job have to edm- 
oafe the masseB » *. » the yomth mnst be tanght the 
history of their own oountry . * » the permanent 
remedy for the evil in Korea is to educate the 
people in the idea that earning rice and kimehi by 
the sweat of their toiler is far more honorable 
than receiving the unmerited 'pensioners

A passage of his street campaign speech before crowds in
Seoul is instructives

o o e Korea , your country and mine * is in trouble . 
now. The nations around us are licking their lips, 
so as to speak,, to swallow up this country of ©ursl 
The King alone cannot stop them,, as no .one; Individ-^ 
ual is capable of doing any such thing. His 
Ministers cannot stop them, for they themselves are 
but a group,of people as this group here. Neither •

■ 'is: there a man with .a .magic power to stop them.
The only ones who are capable of stepping them are 
the whole people of Korea, of whom you are a part,, 
oi-. You must get busy studying what Korea must 
do and demanding that your,government' carry out 
your wishes. You must work, and work hard, so that 
you can educate your children in the knowledge of 
their duties as Korean citizens and pay your taxes 
to the government whereby it may strengthen our 
country's defense,Id

Dr, So°s democratic movement appeared to be success
ful, energetic, and popular. But the reform.movement became 
too bold and too radical to be implemented in Korean 
society. The ’'pointed criticism” became more severe, and 
this annoyed the Qonfucian literati, .Moreover, the under
lying principles of the reform movement was too ideal to be

15, The Newspaper Independence was issued three 
times weekly, quoted from "What Korea Needs Most," by.
Philip Jaishon, Korean Repository,""III (Seoulg Address 
Publishing Company, 1897), pp. 169-110,

16, Diem, America's Finest Gift to Koreag The Dife 
of Philip Jaishon, p« 53<>



materialized in the society and most.©f the members of the 
cabinets of the government had little confidence in the 
reform* The bold and radical movement ousted him? the 
majority of Gonfmcian leaders rejected his plans? the 
majority of the common people were still behind him, but 
understood little of the true meaning of the democratic 
modernization program* Before very long, he found strong . 
opposition forces rising from almost every sector except 
the common people. Most of the Korean politicians wished 
to get him out of Korea as he had been forced to take exile 
a decade before when he unsuccessfully carried out the coup 
of 1884 in an effort to reform the Korean government„ Mr. , 
Komura, then the Japanese minister to Korea, called on him 
one day and warned, ”1 fear you are wasting your time. The 
Koreans are not ready for the American brand of democracy,81 
Even American missionaries with sympathy advised him that 
"You are alone and too far ahead of your countrymen.8'̂ ?
When the Royal government began to arrest the members of 
the Independence Glub, Dr. So was the victim? he was left 
alone. He had to choose exile again, and eons@c|uently the 
two-year-old reform movement thus disappeared like the "100 
days of Reform9' by K°ang Yu-wai and Liang Ohi-eha© in that 
turbulent, era of the late Gh9n Dynasty of China* Dr, So

1?, Diem, America's Finest Gift to Korea*. The Life 
of Philip Jaishon,.up. 55-36; and Lee, The Polities of 
Korean Nationalism, pp. 67-69. .



and the ref orm movement were gene $ but the legacy ef the 
spirit ef Korean independence movement did net ge® What is 
mere, the independent movement became mere popular and 
decisive under the continuing foreign menace® Dr® So's 
reform movements in this sense, laid a remarkable legacy and 
impetus to many young Korean intellectuals who resolutely 
continued their activities for the Korean national 
Independent movement in the following generations®

When Japan defeated the giant Kingdom of China at 
the Sin©-Japanese War of 1895o it had not brought about 
Asian peace® Russia immediately encountered, Japan and 
engaged in a Par Eastern power struggle for the domination 
of East Asia® Japan finally opened fire at Russia on the 
conflicting issues of the Manchurian and Korean problems®
In the meantime, Japan# by the protocol of February 23#
1904, acquired Korea's pledge to support Japan's advice on 
the Korean reform programs in the future g simultaneously# 
the Japanese Imperial Government pledged the Korean Royal 
Government to guarantee definitely the independence and 
territorial integrity of the Korean Empire®^ Japan broke 
her plighted word when she was overcome in the Russo-Japa
nese War of 19#5% and on November Ifg 1905» Korea was

18® Articles II and III of the Treaty specifically 
guaranteed the Korean territorial integrity and independ
ence® Minister of Foreign Affairs (ed-») Nihon Gaiko Bunsho 
[Japanese Diplomatic Document£3 (Tokyos Nihon.Kokusai 
lengo Kyokai# 19.49), Vol. XXXVIIIg pp®' 345-346® ..Also,# .
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace# Korea8 Treaties



forced to conclude the Treaty of Protectorate@ which inter
nationally recognized the establishment of Resident-General 
and Japan’s predominant position in Korea.

During these crucial years the response of the 
Korean people was not small. They demonstrated the deepest 
and strongest anti-Japanese movement* It was indeed an un
precedented mass resistance* The movement was not only 
from the intellectuals but also from all classes of Koreans* 
The people’s anti-Japanese sentiment$ therefore* revealed 
multiple characteristics. First of all, the anti-resistance 
movement began setting fire to the residences of pro- 
Japanese Korean premier and ministers, the Japanese news 
buildings 2 and many Japanese houses,19 All stores in, Seoul 
closed their doors in protest* and students shouted slogans 
calling, "expell the traitors” who signed the- Treaty of 
Protectorate of 19©5 and, "renounce the treaty,” Many civic 
leaders delivered heated speeches and distributed leaflets 
accusing the Korean traitors and Japan’s encroachment 
in K o r e a , S e v e r a l  high ranking Korean officials

and Agreements (Washington* B.C.* 1921), Pamphlet No, 
pp.’ 36~37»

19* Kye Chong* Hanguk Kvenvongas plistory of the 
Last Years of the Yi Korea} ("Seouls KuksaTPyonchan Wiwonboe* 
IPS?)? pp. 272-273* quoted' from Lee$ The Politics of. Korean.,. 
Nationalism, p, 79i and George T, Ladd, In Korea with Marquis 
I to (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sonsg, 19 08 j", pp. 323-327.

20, Kyong-wu Kim (ed«) Chosun Minzok Tuzang-sa [A 
Combat History of Korean NationaljLiberationl Trekyos San 
lohi Shoten* 195^)* PP* 136-137. '



•eemmltted suieide» leaving grievons letters in erder to in
crease popular resentment. Many revolutionary activities 
continued under various names. Significantly, the Korean 
emperor also secretly sent three Korean emmissaries to the 
Hague Peace Qonferenee of 190? in order to denounce- Japan’s ' 
.protectorate position and to acquire foreign assistance for 
the restoration of Korean independence*^ The mission* 
however*.. failed.*, and that cost him the crown. Finally» on 
July 20 * 190?* when the news of forced abdication of the 
Korean emperor was proclaimed* the Korean armies (Uibvongs 
righteous armies) on a large, scale opened fire at the 
Japanese troops who were stationed in many important. 
strategic areas * The rebellion spread throughout the 
country in the form of skirmishes, employing a type of 
guerrilla warfare which lasted nearly two and a half years* 
Without the farmer’s mass support and association this 
revolutionary movement by the "righteous army" could not

p Ohave lasted that long*
The leaders of the rebellion, however * were.mainly 

Yangban and former high ranking officials who lost their. -

21* Donald G, Tewksbury (comp,) Source Materials on 
Korean Politics and Ideologies (New Yorks International 
.Secretariat* Institute of Pacific Relations, 1950). » PP« 3^™ 
35; and Kim (ed») Ohosun Minmok Tuzang-sa* pp. 1#3-1%5°

22, For details see * Kim (ed*) Chosun Minzok 
Tuzang-sa, pp. 162-169; also G* I, Eugene Kim. and Hankyo 
Kim* Korea and the Politics of Imperialism* 1876-1910 
(Berkeleys University, of Gal if ornia* 1.96 ?)., pp. 196-206 § 
and Lee * The Politics of Korean Nationalism,, pp. 52-53 •



positions and privileges %. rnif©rtmiately»• they di# not
:assoeiate with the "’progressivew intelleetnals* Ifonethe- • 
less^ it was elear that the participants of the rehellioms 
armies, by firing upon the enemy in order to rescue their 
fatherlandp were conservative in outlook and merely hoped to 
restore the Yi dynasty and had not called for a new leader
ship and ideology*^

At this time noted Korean intellectuals also parti
cipated in the mass anti-Japanese movement* but they mani
fested a new force of movement* They firmly believed that 
a sound educational program for the Korean children was the 
only way to meet the imminent crisis' of Japan's annexation 
of Korea and to save Korean independence for the future*
In short, the rise of the National Education for Korean 
Independence Movement became the key focusing activities of 
the intellectuals* Moreover, a significant feature of the
new force was' that it was not only the rise of the ‘educa
tional nationalism movement but also a new leadership and 
ideology0 The leaders of the national educational movement,
therefore, neither looked for the Japanese, Russian or
Chinese blessings nor the traditional feudalistie Yi 
dynasty but to form a sound Korean national educational 
system* It was obviously clear from-the outset that the

23* Hatada Takashi, Chosen Shi [History of Korea] 
(Tokyog Iwanami shoten, 1951), p* 199$ and Kim (ed*) Chosun 
Minzok Tuzang-sa* pp* 166-169,



national leaders never "believed that Japan’s edmeational 
poliej would provide the so-oalled 111 enlightened and 
modernized edmeational sehools” for the Korean ohildren, 
Gonsefnentljj the objeotive of the edneational endeavor 
was to modernize and enlighten the Korean youth so that 
Koreans themselves could preserve not only their own 
national consciousness for 'the future self-independence 
movement "but also to meet the anticipated crisis of Japan's 
.annexation of Korea,^

Who were the major leaders of the national educa
tional movement? .The composition of the new leaders can "be 
classified under the following three groups § (1) Shilhak
(practical study) nationalists groups, such as Qhang Ghi-t 
yon. Park Un-sik and Shin Ghae-ho, who were mainly of 
Yanghan origin "but rejected the femdalistie. ideology and its 

, leadership, and called for the superiority of practical 
study§ (2) Christian and Western influenced "progressive■ 
minded" leaders, of whom a few were Yum Chi-O, Ahn Chang-ho, 
Chung In-hok, and Oh Sae-ehang, who were 'primarily in
fluenced "by both the western missionaries and the Independ
ence Club of that "modern nationalist" movement of

2h0 So (transa) Chosen Kvoiku Shi'n pp,
Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi9 up. 48-49g and Lee, The 
Politics of Korean Nationalism* p. $1* It should be, pointed 
out that the new national leaders were not Marxian or 
radically oriented, but rather open minded to the Western 
modernized ideas and institutions.
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1896-18975^ and (3) the young army officers of the late 
Yi dynasty? such as Yi Tong-hwi? Lee Kap? and 1® Baik-rim? 
who lost their faith in the traditional leadership and 
looked for modern ideology and leadership®^ The first 
group was known to he the editorial leaders who dedicated 
their lives for the nationalistic cause through editorial 
critics® The second and third groups were action leaders? 
who stressed their direct participation for the patriotic 
societies and private schools® Generally speaking? these 
leaders were not identified with the Yanghan forces al
though the majority of them were sons of the former 
Yanghan family® Now they rejected the feudalistie values 
and institutions and sincerely looked for the establishment 
of a modernised Korean society® These leaders also 
attacked the conservative-reactionary groups who sought 
Self-aggrandizement in power® Under this situation it is 
understandable that the new leaders for the independence 
movement did have some different philosophical ideas? 
methods of appreaehg and technique as to how and what 
priority should he placed first? hut they were surprisingly 
and, remarkably well united in rallying behind the national

25® Kim (ed.®.) Oho sun linzok Tuzang-sa® pp. 156-1575 
and Hatada? Ghosen-Shi® p® 199®

26® Y©ng-lan Oho et al® 11-Ohungha Ie Moonwha-Sah 
[A Cultural History Under the Japanese Rule] ""TSeoul s 
Minjoong Su-kwan? 1969)? pe 16 and 23®



eimeational n©veiaento^^ It w@mld .be no surprise that their 
oommon enemy was the Japanese eneroaehment and not their, 
different ideas and views* Unqmestienably, they shared the 
eommen need for. the united movement for patriotie and 
national solidarity in order to found a ^self-independent1" 
movement in Korea by enlightening and awakening the self- 
oonsoiousness of the mass of Koreans,

Park Un-sikj, one of the Shilhak (praetioal study) 
scholarso reformer, and outstanding oritio, wrote numerous 
articles. He was critical of. the traditional feudalistie 
system of Korean education as well as Japan*8 regulated 
educational system. Park firmly believed that the best 
educational system for Korean youth was■the.“modern and 
national educational system11 which was to be based on 
Korean national culture absorbing some key elements of the 
Western type educational system. He also believed that 
only "the mass educational program" could bring about 
national consciousness, of Korean identity so that they 
themselves could prevent the imminent crisis of Japan's

27, The . Hymn-Jung Yunkyu Hoe [The Association "for 
Constitutional ReseareKJ, which was founded by some pro
gressive leaders in lay, 1905s for example, advocated some
what naive views demanding that Korean independent movement 
must be based on "true spirit of freedom and American model 
of democratic principle," and also eompaigned for "civil 
right" movement, Consequently,, these groups acted as ah 
anti-Japanese movement and united with other Korean 
patriotic leaders without any lib ©logical,, cleavage-factions 
movement. See, Kim (@i,) Chosuli Minzok Tuzang-sa, p* 157,
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plundering. Park wrote one noted article in the Yae Rea 
(Night Thunder) Journal of February, 190?, in which he 
presented the following two mottos: (1) Naesu Oihak
( ) • This meant "let us establish the educational
spirit at home and absorb the civilization and academic 
fruit from the outside ?" and (2) Kyoyook Bulnung Saeng.jon 
Bulnung (&)Cjp5' • This meant "no survival without
educational development." Park went on to argue that "the 
most urgent task of Korea today is to educate the mass 
people who are sound asleep; we must awake them through the 
expansion of educational enlightenment." To him, this was 
the only way to meet the requirements for the extinction of 
the stigma of backwardness of Korean society and for the 
national and economic self-independence movement.

At this time the appreciation of the national 
venacular movement was also launched by many linguistic 
scholars. One of the noted scholars was Chu Si-kyong, 
whose Korean grammar became the standard for the modern 
Korean language. His research on Korean grammar was 
approached, for the first time in modern Korean history, by 
a modern research method. Chu called for the uniformity 
and simplification of the Korean language. He advocated 
that a language or a word must be clearly defined so as to 
function as a tool for scholarly as well as all other

28. So (trans.) Chosen Kyoiku Shi, pp. 104-106; 
Watanabe, Kintai Chosen Kyoiku Shi Kenkyu, pp. 48-49,
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eemmaleation purposes* He went on t© recommend pBbliely 
that the Korean language must he widely learned by both 
males and females and that the Korean vernacular must be 
written in all textbooks replacing all the Shines® 
oharaeters? Chu further added that many outstanding 
foreign books were to be translated into the Korean 
vernacular^ not into the Ohinese characters,

Since then the vernacular usage for both females 
and mass illiterate people has become much easier to under
stand and to write? the exclusive Yangban usage of the 
Chinese characters, therefore, began to alienate not only 
the female circles but also the mass people * It was also 
the viewpoint of the Korean nationalists that the learning 
of the vernacular by the mass illiterate gradually brought 
about their self-respect and their national consciousness. 
Thus the popular usage of the vernacular was publicly en
couraged and strengthened throughout the society. Conse
quently p this uniformity and simplicity movement of the 
vernacular was spread widely, not only among the intellec
tuals $ but also mass illiterate people. In fact* the 
popular usage of uniformity of the Korean grammar became the 
revered movement,

29, Oho, .jgj; ale.'| 11-Ohungha ,le Moonwha-Eha* p»h52 
and 152, In ifiO, Kwang-soo:fi, an eminent writer* pub
lished a novel of Mu .long (Heartlessness) which was written 
entirely in the Korean vernacular for the first time in 
modern Korean history.,. It was one of the best sellers for nearly two decadeS'-'in-Korean-■society* See * Oho* et al* * Il-Ohungha le Moonwha-Sha# p, 22,
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While this ©mthurst in a stream ©f enlightment

thr©mgh the mass edmeatienal and Korean vernacmlar move
ments, the hulk ©f nationalist leaders had formed various 
aeademie and civie soeieties hoping that it was the "best 
way to serve toward the. enlightment of the mass Korean 
people« It may "be argued that the, establishment of the 
societies was the "beginning step toward the solidification 
of the national movement which gradually evolved into a 
form of institutional activities, but it was limited only 
to a small percentage of the Korean populations neverthe
less* it played an important role in the new leadership and 
ideology in the turbulent era of the late Yi dynasty.

this time was the Taehan Cha-.gan loe (Great Korean Self- 
strengthening Society) which was organized in Seoul on 
April 2, 19©6, by several prominent Shilhak scholars and 
civic leaders, such as ©hang Chi-hyun, Yun Hyo-jung,, Sum 
Ui-song, Kim Sang-bum and Yun Chi-ho, Although the central 
purpose of the society was to guide Korean people to make a 
strong and rich nation of Korea, the major emphasis of the 
society was placed upon the following three goals8 (1 )■ :f© 
expand educational institutions^ (2) to encourage national 
productivity, and (3) to research and put into practice the 
topics on the expansion of education and productivity,3©

One of the outstanding societies which emerged at



The society provided enormous stimulative activities 
and programs for the Korean people* Some of the outstanding 
achievements can he summarized as followss (1) The Society 
provided 38 lecture meetings for the general public § the 
central topics of the lectmpes dealt mainly with the educa
tional# industrial# and how to guide the. Korean people in 
order to make them strong and rich Koreans; (2) provided a 
detailed program for a compulsory educational plan# but•the 
lack of financial resources hindered the plan;•(3) provided 
educational advisory opinions for the management."‘of the 
Korean private school^# and (M-) finally made strong and 
numerous protests against the rigidly controlled and 
centralized education system# such ass (1) the curriculum# 
textbooks# and the intensive Japanese language training 
program for all levels of Korean public schools# and (2) 
the dispatch of a Japanese Kvo-kam (superintendent) to each 
of the high (secondary) schools in order to supervise and 
direct the management of all public schoolse31

The society also launched an enlightenment campaign 
for the general public by publishing its own monthly Tahan 
0ha-gang Chronicle which was widely circulated and welcomed 
by the. Korean intellectuals» Moreover.# some radical members

31* The society made about two dozen protests 
against the protectorate policy in regard to economic# edu
cational and political, matters*, . Eon details, protest# Che# 
et ale * Il-Chungha le Moonwha-sha* pp, 18-19*



©f the society directly participated in anti“Japanese street 
speech campaigns and even attacked several .police stations, 
Japanese properties^ and the "building of the Kung~Mln 
Shinho (Citizens18 Hews, the official paper of the pro-

« a o  ••• • •Japanese Ilohine-hee)^  The Tahan Oha-gang Association 
had its provincial and local branches in various provinces$ 
such as $-ju, Koryorig, Nam-yang? Tongraeand even in
Hawaii633

In July5. 1907i the Tahan Gha-gang society was 
forced to dissolve by the newly enacted Japanese peace 
preservation law. The protectorate government condemned 
the society as the source for instigating disturbance and 
inducing and encouraging the anti*-Japanese government 
policy. The society’s activities# however* were not ended® 
On leve.mber 1®, 1907$ bhang Chi-hytm* one of the noted 
Shilhak (Practical Study) scholars and editor of the 
Hwangsong Shinmnn (The Imperial Capital News) founded 
another patriotic society which was known as Talhan 
Mvnp-hoe (“Great Korean Association"). Although the pre
amble of the association itself claimed to be for the

32# Ilohinhoe was founded in, August# 186$ by 
Japanese sponsorship* It was the most ardent pro-Japanese 
Korean society* The leaders of ilohinhoe* therefore* 
closely collaborated.with the Resident-General and .the 
ohauvinlsibie Kokurvukai jjh® Amur soeiet£f" in Japan* It is 
estimated that the society had approximately 91?Bf6 
members with 10® local branches*



promotion of friendship and sooial reform, it was. actually '• 
devoted to anti-Japanese movement by enlightening the 
Korean people about their national oonseiousness and 
identity. Unlike the dissolved soeiety, the new assooiatlori 
seemed to aet more vigorously and aggressively for the 
restoration of the Korean independence.movement. In short, 
the assoeiation gave special attention to the followings .
(1) lecture meetings for the general public, especially, in. 
provincial and rural areas $ (2) criticism of the policy of 
Japanization of Korean children, and (3) encouragement of 
the -.expansion of- educational institutions by publishing its 
own Taehan Minb© ("Great Korean People 0 s News”) and a weekly 
magazine in which the subjects on education, industry, law, 
geography, history, and other necessary opinions and 
comments were regularly presented. It is estimated that 
the association had a membership of approximately 20,289• 
with 55 provincial and local branches. The association 
continued its activities until 1910 when Japan net only \ 
annexed Korea but destroyed all kind of Korean social 
organization,^

Meanwhile, more than a dozen academic and civic 
societies emerged. The objectives of the societies,

34* Kim (ed,) Ghosun Minzok Tuzang-sa.,. pp., 158-159; 
The Yomiuri Shinbun, August ff, 191©-, in Mei.ii' Shimbun 
Shmsei XIV, quoted from Korea and the Polities of Imperial-' -. 
ism, 896-191©, by G> I, Kim and Hankyo Kim,■p,.180,



generally speaking* . like. the alseve stated seeieties* palled 
ekiefly for the expaiisien of edmoational faeilities and . 
increase of national productivity* This outburst and 
spectacular number of academic societies and the activities . 
seemed to reflect the birth of genius of the Korean, 
nationalistic movement» The intellectuals* definitely 
conscious of Korean identity* were convinced that the 
Korean national movement must be based on mass participation 
through the mass educational programs« The following list* 
though not complete*; provides a brief sketch of the stream 
of intellectual activities of the societies at that time;
(1) Ahn Chang-ho* one of the eminent patriotic leaders and 
.wGhristian‘converti|'and Lee Kap, a former army officer of . 
the Yi dynasty# established the Su Yu Hak-hoe (West-"Friend 
Academic society) ip. .19@6» (S) In the same year* Yi Tong-.:
hwi* a former army colonel of the Yi dynasty* and Li Jun* 
a former court judge of the Yi. dynasty* founded the Ham 
Peek Hung Hak-hoe (Ham-Horth Prosperous Academic Society)». 
The above two societies campaigned for the necessity of 
the mass enlightenment through the expansion of educational 
facilities. In 1908*; the two societies united and formed 
the Su Hak-hoe (West-North Academic Society) which was 
estimated to have a membership Wf approximately 15*000 and, 
numerous local agencies. The society published its own 
monthly magazine presenting mainly the necessity of mass



edmeati©n as well as the increase of national proSnotivitye 
The activities of the society eontinned nntil 1916« (3)
Lee Kwang-eheng and Yu Kyum:established the Ki Ho Hung 
Hah-hoe (0entral lake Prosperous Academic Society) in 1907 
and published a monthly magazine*, The society had about 
Ej000 members and served chiefly for the mass enlightenment. 
The activities of the society were dissolved in 1910<, 35 
(4) The Tae Han Hung Hak-hoe (’’Great Korean Prosperous 
Academic Society”) was established in 1905 and engaged 
chiefly in the promotion.of industry and education* The 
society also published a monthly magazine and. its member-* 
ship numbered about 1,000; it was dissolved in 191©* After 
1910 5 the new foundation of Tongkyung Yuhakseang Hakya-hoe • 
(Tokyo Students Friendship Association), which had a 
membership of about 800, became the successor of the 
dissolved Tae Han Hung Hak-hoe* The Tokyo Students Friend
ship Association not only continued its promotion of 
friendship among Korean students in Japan but also devoted 
itself to help the cause of the Korean national independence 
movement * (5) In 1906, several civic leaders established
the Hansung Bu Min-hoe (Seoul People's Civic Association) . 
which called mainly for social reform self-independence.

35* Lee, Ohosun Kyoyuk-sa, Vol* II, pp, 81-82; Kim 
(edo) Chosun Minzok .Tuzang-sa, p0 160; Ki-ong Han, et,'. al,
II Jung I Moonwha Ghimtoo-sa [History of Japan's Cultural 
••Invasiorf? (Seoul; Min jo on Kwan, 1970), pp* 331-332; and 
Sang-man Park, Hankook Kyoyuk-sa [History of Korean Eduea- 
ti.ô f (Seoul; Teahan Kyoyuk Yonhap-hea, 1953), Vol, II, p» 61 *



movement9 and expansion of schools» (6) In 1908$ 0 Sea-
ehang and Ahn Ohang-e founded the Hung Sa-tang (Prosperous 
Friends Association) which was,to he known as the leading 
patriotic society and it had a membership of about 190000 
The association has its branches even today in Hawaii9 Los . 
Angeles„ and San Franciscoe (?) Le Jea and Le Gun estab
lished the Ho Nam Hak-hoe (North-South Academic Society) in. 
1908§ the society had a membership of about ^00 and 
published a monthly magazine calling mainly for educational 
and industrial promotion; the society was dissolved in ■
1910 6 (8) The Tea Tong Hak-hoe (The Great Eastern Academic
Society) was organized in Seoul by Kim Yun-shik, Shin Ki- 
sun9 and Le To-zea in 19086 The society was dedicated 
mainly to the propagation of education for the youths (9) 
The following year„ the Chung Nyan Hak Yu-hoe (Youth Friend 
Academic Association) was established in Seoul by Yu Ki-kyum 
and others» The youth association had a membership of 
about 800 and was devoted to the promotion of education and 
cultivation of the youth, but it was dissolved in 1910,
(10) In 19©9» Han Kyo-hak and Lira Kyu-yong founded the Kea 
Sung Hak-hoe (Kea Sung Academic Society) which also promoted 
the expansion of schools, but it was dissolved- in 1910,
(11) In the same year, Nam Kyong-ok and Chung Bong-shi 
founded the Kwan Tong Hak-hoe (Kwan Tong Academic Society) . 
which had a membership of about 300; it was dissolved in



iflOo In additionp there were mamerons soeieties., sueh. as . 
the Kook Min K^oymk-hoe' (People 's Edmeatiohal Assooiation) i, 
the long'Ah Kfea.iin Kyoynk-hoe (East Asian Progress Educa
tional Association), the Tae Dong Qlmho and several 
Christian organizations„ Although these societies and 
associations seemed to he "busily and actively striving for . 
the expansion of schools and increase of national pro
ductivity, their activities were altogether dissolved in 
1910 when Japan annexed Korea=3^ . ■ ,

The bulk of the various academic and civic societies . 
sponsored, raised funds, and erected a spectacular number 
of private schools« Although it is difficult to acquire 
data and to explain the process of growth of the private 
schools, it should be pointed out that the increase of the 
educational institutions was not the result of mere chance 
or emotional revulsion but the consequence of dedicated .
activities of the enlightened leaders of the numerous

• • . ' ’ -

academic and civic associations. These leaders were sincere 
and enthusiastic about the increase of private institutions,

36, Park, Hankook Kvevuk-sa, Vol, II, pp, 61-62,
In addition to the educational societies,, there were 'two'---' 
major political organizationss (a) The Hyun Jung Yunkyu-hoe 
[The Association for Constitutional Research] which founded 
in 1905? it advocated the “civil right’* expansion, movements 
and (b) the Kong Jinhoe [The Association for Public Pro- • 
gressTJ which was established in 19C7? it advocated the . 
formation of political organization and one of, strong anti?, 
Japanese movement. See, Hakwen-sa, Koreag Its Land, People 
and Culture of All Ages (Seoulg Hakwen-sa# Ltd,, i960), p.



"believing that the Korean independence movement could "be 
materialized only through the enlightenment of the mass. 
peoplee Moreover® it is not exaggerating to say that there 
was indeed a constant cry for the enlargement of educational 
institutions among the intellectuals® there was also a- 
great enthusiasm for study by all members of classes in
cluding young and old® rich and poor. A bulk of the labor 
.. groups® who worked as water carriers in the city of Seoul® -■ 
for a typical example® even donated their small sum of 
money to the Su Pook Hak-ho.e (The West and Hor.th Academic ' 
Society) in order to assist the cause of the increment - 
of schools® These laborers appealed to the Society to 
establish a night school while maintaining their daily job* 
Interestingly enough® at this time even many local wealthy 
landlords® who used to be selfish and stingy, now donated 
a great amount of funds for the establishment of new 
private sohoolsa^?

Furthermore® it is very interesting to note that 
whenever Yi Tong-whi® one of the great national leaders in 
the late Yi dynasty® made a campaign in his home neighbor- . 
hood province of Hamkyong (the province links to Vladivostok 
in North Korea) and put emphasis on the necessity for the 
expansion of schools® "there mushroomed nearly one hundred

37® So (transo) Chosen Kyoiku Shi® pp* 110-11; and 
Lee® Chosun Kyoyuk-sa® Vol, II® pp, 152-153®



s@h@®ls per dayi it spread like a wild fire in a hay field,." 
Unquestionablyg the people in rural communities seemed t®- 
cooperate and respond well to the establishment of new 
private schools^® Simultaneouslyp leaders of Korean ; 
Christians also worked hard and busily for the expansion of 
mission schools under the guidance of American missionaries0 
It has been pointed out that private institutions were 
established almost every day from one village to another 
through the countrye American missionary and Korean 
Christian activities were much stronger in the northern part 
of Korea than in southern Korea» This was due mainly to the 
nationalist leaders of northern Korea who were ©pen minded , 
and welcomed Christianity and awakened, the Korean society 
from its backwardness, while the majority leaders of 
southern Korea were of Yangban origin (gentry) and conserva^ 
tive* and, therefore, slower to respond to the Western 
learning of this particular time. In short, the Pyongnan- 
Namdo (the capital city of North Korea today is located in 
this province) " h a d ' ' . a p p r o x i m a t e l y ' : t % . . 
miscellaneous private institutions*" In Sun-ohun County, 
Phongan Pookdo came to be known as the strongest center for 
Christian activities of the time throughout Korea; the 
Pyongan Pook province links to the Yalu river in Manchuria

38= Oh, Hankook Shin Kvovuksa« p= 187; and Park 
Hankook Kyovuk-sa, Vol. II, pp* 151-156*
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and' Mhad more than one hundred miscellaneous private 
soho©Is6”39 it should be pointed'©ut at this juncture that 

y the majority of the newly established private schools were 
transformed primarily from Su-dang* or village schools,. 
which prevailed widelf~-almost one or two in every village/, 
throughout the country*^

The widespread movement for Korean private educa
tional activities from 1905 to 191© was observed and de
scribed by the Reverend George H»: Jones, one of the 
Methodist missionaries in Koreag

0 0 , At least four million children and young . 
people are turning eagerly to the new education,
» , 0 There is at the present time a wide-spread . 
movement for the new learning in Korea amounting 
practically to an educational revolution. This 
has been going on for some time, Three years ago 
it became a sort of Korean fad to start a school 
and everybody-— governors, magistrates, town, 
officials, noblemen of wealth, and -middle-class

39« Watanabe*. Kintal. Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu., p,
48 § See, Tea Han Mea-11 Shinbo ^Great Korean Daily Hew^j . 
March 18, 1 9 0 6 quoted from Oh, Hank ©ok .Shin Kyoyuksa, p, 
18?? Lee, Oh©sun Kyovuk-sa, Vol, II, pp. 83-84 and 153, It 
is interesting that 62 percent of the missionary .and native ■ 
private schools were locates in the five northwest provinces 
of Korea,

40, Watanabe, Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu, n, . 
49, Matsu lyiya Harm Ichiro, one of the leading Japanese . . 
educators of the time, came to Korea in 1905 and surveyed 
Su-dang and concluded that tie total number of Su-dang 
reached approximately 30,£)0.0--at least one or two in every 
village, throughout 13 provinces in .Korea, See.j Watanabe, 
Kintal Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkyu, p. 184, The Su-dang was. 
similar to the Japanese Terakoya school or temple school 
which prevailed throughout the villages in Tokugawa feudal 
society.



men--went te heavy sacrifices to bring the "blessings 
of eduoation to their children

©me of the outstanding phenomena which ©ce.mrred 
during the era was the rapidly growing number of textbooks, 
which were widely adopted and.used by private schools0 It 
is pointed out that there, had been approximately ;!!^-• 
different textbooks widely circulated among.the Korean 
private schools. These books were written primarily by 
noted patriotic leaders and intellectual scholars, .The., 
texts dealt mainly with the following five fields g (1) 
Korean History *.Biography of Admiral Yi Sunshin (one of the 
outstanding Korean heros of Japan0 s Hideyoshi wars of 1592 . 
and 1597)9 Biography of French Revolution, History of 
American Independence Movement *. History of General Ulchi 
Mooduk (one of Koreans great heros who had twice crushed the 
Chinese campaign against Kogur© in 613 and 614 A.D.), and 
Korean Geography3 (2) Texts on Morals (Shisin) for elemen
tary and high schools, (3) Texts on Korean vernacular for 
elementary and high schools, (4) Records on Liberty Bell, 
Spiritual Education and Story on laughing, and (5) Texts on 
Kindergarten, name, only a few,^

41* George H, Jones, ’‘Education in Korea,01 Korea 
Quarter-Centennial Documents (New Yorks The Board of ' 
Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal. Church, N.Y., 
1910)9 pp, 4-5;

42, Minister of Education,. Kyokayo Tosho Ichirah 
G1 impose on List of Texts] (Keijos Ministry of E.dueâ . 

tion, I9I0), pp* 27-31 and 33-34, quoted from Ch., Hankook 
Shim Kvovuksa, p, 166-169; and.Park, Hankook Kyoyuk-sa, '
Vol, II, pp, 111-113,



The purpose of the above texts was■to. awaken in . . 
Korean youth a sense of their ;bwh identity and guide them 
toward their own independenoe movement« Consequently, as 
far as the eentral emphasis on teaohing was oonoerned, 
eeurses on soienee, mathematies* and the adoption of.
Western type of objective lessons seemed to be regarded as 
a secondary problem. It is, then, proper to point out that 
the..newly emerging private schools were basically oriented. 
to make Korean youth patriotic and nationalistic, and . 
improve the teaching method, etc. Unquestionably, the 
curriculum of the schools heavily emphasized intensive 
lectures on Korean history^ the causes and success of the 
American Independence, debate and speeches, special, lectures 
on how to become a patriotic leader, and Intensive military.

Kim Yong-shik, one of the graduates of the Tea Sung
■ Boy®s Middle School in Pyongyang; for.example, described
his recollection of his daily school works

, . « Because the school aimed to produce trustful ■ 
patriotic students, a special emphasis was placed 
upon the regular morning meeting in that principal;' " 
Ahn CShang-ho regularly presented a brief admohi'- . 
tory message on how. to become a sincere patriotic 
student. At the end of the meeting, all students 
sang the Korean national anthem loudly and praise- 
fully. The entire students thanked the•principal; 
for the message and regarded the regular morning 
meeting as a sacred.gathering. Moreover, the 
eirriemlum stressed gymnastic drill which was 
conducted by the instructor CShung In-mok, who 
was an ex-army officer, and imposed an army type 

. of drill twice a week which took place even on



the snow field, in severe eeld winter season* Be" 
also presented-lectures on warfare* He even fre
quently called an emergency meeting..at midnight 
in order to carry out student march# In marching 
students sang the students’ march songs ®The 
hrave student walks like a soldier and marches' 
vigorously and rigorously like a real soldier,*̂ 3

Equally significant at this time were the amalgam
ated student activities for the national or regional levels 
drill and sport games* In 19®8» there were approximately 
"four thousand students from all provinees" gathered in the 
city of Pyongyang for their national sport games. This 
gathering for sport games not only provided the opportunity 
of fostering their sport spirit but also stimulated their 
nationalistic consciousness. In other words $ the young 
Korean youth had the chance of listening to an admonitory 
message on national consciousness at the ceremony of the 
national game meeting and then sang the national anthem 
loudly and praisefully. After the game & all students 
marched in the street singing the students9 march song,
"The brave student walks like a soldier and marches 
vigorously and rigorously like a real soldier,

Under this situation it is no surprise that students 
at the Tea Sung, Oh San,, Hi Moon, and Po Sung schools, to

43* Yong-shik Kim, "Pyongyang Tea Sung Hakkyo Wa 
Ahn Qhang-ho," jShn Ghang-ho and the Tea Sung Boy"s Middle 
School] Sam Ghun-Ri9 January, 1932, quoted from Oho, et al., 
Il-Qhungha le Moonwha-sha» p* 8%

44* Jones, "Christian Education in Korea," Korean 
Quarter-Centennial Documents, p* 37®
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name enly a few, for example, frequently skowed, their anti- 
Japanese sentiment and n©n-G0©perati©n with the protectorate 
rule. The students openly refused, for examplei to earry’ 
Japanese flags in spite of the fact that the Japanese 
authority instructed them to'do^serontthe occasions of a' 
welcoming meeting to some important Japanese leaders. This 
growing anti-Japanese student movement not only created 
deterioration.between the. two groups but also the Japanese 
authority finally, became alarmed and frightened of the 
unprecedented growth of the mass students uprising.

As a result, Itl?s protectorate government ■
promulgated the . ’'ordinance for private schoolsM on August 
26, 1908, in order to check and curb the growing anti- 
Japanese students movement. This ordinance authorized the 
licensing of private schools and even prescribed textbooks 
for the private schools. In other words, "a school may be 
closed by the order of the Minister of Education in case of■ 
violating laws or ordinances or injuring peace or order. 
Article X," Article VII authorized supervision In the 
selection of teachers in private schools and restricted, 
textbooks to those approved by the Ministry of Education,^,

45, Minister of Education,. The Annual Report, 1908- 
1909 (Keijo8 Ministry of Education, . 1910), pp# 203-205§ 
Minister, of .Education*, Ordinanc© for Private 'Schools . 
[Shiritzu Kakko ni Okeru~Jokurei](Keijos Ministry of Edu
cation, 190877"PP<> 1-4, quoted from Oh, Hankook Shin 
Kvovuksa.fr pp, 219-224.



On September 1» 1908» the enforcement ©f. the textbeeks 
regulation was earried out by condemning the existing text
books wkieh inspire# anti-Japanese movement, and free 
textbooks were distributed for the Korean students in. 
private seheels* Bj the end ©f Beeemberp 1 9 0 # the enferee- 
ment ©f s@h©©l license required all Korean private sehools 
(ineluding Ameriean missionary schools) to register for the 
sanction ©f the Ministrj ©f ldmeati©n* 0@nse%uentlya 2 
high seh@©lSo 3 industrial seh©©lsg and 2S%5® miscellaneous 
sehools received government ree©gniti©na The 2,230 schools 
were composed of 825 mission schools, and 1,425 Korean 
miscellaneous private sehoolsv . The total enrollment of the 
private schools at that time was estimated at about 33»000 
students

Thus the Korean private schools began to face 
severe restriction under the Japanese authority® When 
Korea was annexed by Japan in 1910, all the Korean private 
schools were forced to convert to public schools or were 
oppressed and compelled to close. Nevertheless, it should . 
be pointed out that the rise,of the Korean sehools 
definitely and positively demonstrated their vigorous and

46 o Minister of Education* The Annual,, Report... 1909- . 
191©, 1900» p» 153s also Tawara Sonlchr. Kangkoku Kv.olku no 
K-en.1© jjast and Present of Korean. Education] . (Kei jo s 
Ministry of Education, 1910), pp.. 235“240» It was estimated 
that several thousands of other private schools attempted to 
acquire government sanction but were rejected due mainly to 
the lack of funds, facilities, and disqualified .teachers.



streng enthusiasm for study and their nationalistic senti- . 
memto Indeed» the educational movement was ’'progressive and 
revolutionary" in character and demonstrated that the 
patriotic leaders firmly believed that a sound educational 
program for the Korean children was the only way to meet: 
the imminent crisis of Japan”s annexation of Korea and t© 
save the Korean independence movement* But this campaign 
for the rise of patriotic educational movement for Korean 
independence failed to pave•a - sound foundation for the 
political and military unity due chiefly to Japan8s 
oppression* It was significant that the implementation of 
the theory of Japan8s Edict on Imperial Education under the 
leadership of It©9s protectorate regime was not honored 
and;■ It©9s . effort to win acquiescence from, the' Korean 
people was far less successful* .Most Koreans remained 
hostile to the Japanese rule* Finally? one of the most 
significant phenomenon was that most patriotic educational 
leaders dishonored neither the traditional value and 
leadership nor the Japanese protectorate leaders, hut looked 
for a new dynamic leadership through the enlightenment of 
Korean children and mass people* In short? Korean . 
patriotic educational movement was launched ironically 
under It©"s protectorate regime*



CHAPTER VIII

TERAHCHIeS EDUCATieML POHGY AID,THE 
KOREAN INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT OF 1919

In 1910„ Koread one of the oldest nations in the Far 
East0 lost her sovereignty:through the final political aet 
of Japan’s annexation. As a result* Japan eompletely 
exeluded from Korea the two decades of international rival 
forces 0 such as Russia and China, and finally acquired that 
strategically important peninsula.

Late in 19®9o both the military-civic leaders and 
the cabinet of the Tokyo government headed by General 
Katsura Taro decided to set up a "military administration1’ 
in order to maintain Korean social order and to control 
Korean military and civil affairs, The military leaders 
knew that Ito' Hirobumi’s civil protectorate policy was not 
strong enough to overcome and prevent Korean opposition and 
its nationalistic movement, Accordingly, General Terauehi 
Masatake» then War Minister since 1902, and a protege of 
Yamagata Aritomo, who was the father of Japan’s modern 
army, was appointed in May of 1910 as the first Governor- 
General, General Terauehi skilfully arranged the Korean 
government to sign the annexation pn August 22, 1910, He 
was appointed by the Emperor and was directly responsible
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• ■ 1 te the Emperor i, not to the Premier of the Tokyo ■ government..

Thus he was entrusted with autooratio power in ruling the
Korean people.

It was General Terauohi who founded the se-ealled 
"‘military administration"' which was called “Budan-Sei.1 i“ or 
"'Gendarme Diotorial Government,"* "by Korean historians* In 
otherwords,, it was he who united the military police 
(kempei) and regular police together and appointed heads of 
military police as chief of police affairs,not only in 
Keijo (Seoul) "but also in every province in order to main
tain social security and order. Under this arrangement it . 
was decreed that a Governor-General in Korea must be a 
uniformed general or admiral. Because Japan anticipated a 
Korean opposition movement, the military regime in Korea 
ruthlessly abolished all societies and associations and 
even prohibited meetings of any large groups of people 
outside their homes. Furthermore» all publication of'books, 
magazines, and newspapers on Korean history were forbidden. 
Papers and magazines published in Japan were not allowed to 
enter Korea if they contained an article that criticized 
Japan’s colonial policy in Korea,^

1, Shaku© Shunjo, Chosen Kohei Shi (History of 
Korean Annexation] (Keijo % Chosen, and lanehu Sha, 1926), 
pp, 573-593 = and Hatada Takashi, Chosen Shi [X'~History of ; 
KoreaJ (Tokyo% Iwanami Shoten, 1956) * pp, 203-204-,

2, Hatada, Chosen Shi, p, 204, Shakuo, Chosen 
Kohei Shi, pp, 593-610§ Henry Chung pointed out that one of 
the first things the Terauchi regime did after the



As far as ferauehi"s eduoatlanal policy was con
cerned 9 the military government transplanted the philosophy 
underlying Japan's. Imperial"Rescription Ednoation which was 
promulgated on October 30» 189©» in Japan. In other words» 
a special emphasis was placed upon Sonfueian ethics and an 
emperor-centered nationalism that served as an essential 
unifying force in the implementation of Japan's educational 
policy in the Meiji state.-̂  Thus the concept of Japan's 
Imperial Rescription Education of 189© became the corner
stone of the system for Korean colonial education.

The year following annexation, the basic educational 
policy of the first colonial regime was laid down in the 
“Chosen (Korea) Educational Ordinance” which was enacted in 
accordance with Imperial Ordinance No. 229 on August 23,- 
19110 The ordinance thus became the fundamental principle 
of the educational policy for Korea, Article II of the 
Ordinance statess “The essential principles of education 
in Qhesen (Korea) shall be the making of loyal and good

annexation was to collect all books on Korean history and 
biographies from schools, libraries, and private homes and 
burn them. See, Henry Ghung, The Case of Korea (New Yorks 
F* H, Revell Gompany, 1921)9 pp. 125-1217 -

3fc Ishida Takeshi, Kindai Nihon Seiji Kuzo no 
Kenkvu Research on Recent Japan's Political Structure^ 
(Tokyos Kuroshio Shutpan, 1956), p, 23, quoted in R, P, 
Dore, “Educations ..Japan”, in Robert E, Ward and. Dankwart A. 
Rustow (ed,) Political Modernization in Japan and Turkey - 
(Princeton University Press, 1964), p. 1931 and Man-kyu" Lee, 
Chosun Kyoyuk-sa history of Korean Education] (Seouls 
Ulyoo Moonwha-sa, 19^7), Vol. II, pp. 206-207,
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Japanese subjeets thretagh instrnetien based ©n the Imperial 
Rescript on E d u c a t i o n * A s  far as the provisions of the 
Ordinance were concerned, the main emphasis was placed on 
elementary and vocational education, not higher education 
or even the training of an elite.

The Terauchi administration abolished the existing 
native Ministry of Education system and established the . 
Bureau of Education which was supervised .by the Ministry of • 
Home Affairs. Thus the educational administration was 
controlled under the direct rule of the Ministry of Home 
Affairs § the director of the Bureau of Education was 
responsible in regard to the public and private schools 
system in Korea. The bureau, however, rigidly controlled 
the issuing of teaching certificates, curriculum, and 
textbooks #bieh were printed in Japanese under official 
Japanese supervision.^

Education in liberal arts, science, and higher edu
cation was regarded as secondary in importance, and "'practi
cal education0' in vocational training and special

4-, Bureau of Education, Manual of Education in 
Chosen (Keijos Governor-General, 1912)., Appendix, p. 1? 
Horace H, Underwood, Modern.Education in Korea. (New "forks 
International Press, 1926), p. 192; and Takahashi Hamaguehi, 
Chosen Kyoiku Shiko01 History of Korean Education] (Keijos 
Chosen Kyoikukai, 192?), pp. 19G-195 =

5. Bureau of Education,...The Annual Report on 
Administration on Chosen, 1912-1913 (Keijog" Governor- 
General of Chosen, 1914?, p. 209; and Heung-wo Ohnn* The. 
Rebirth of Korea (New Yorks Abingdon Press, 1920), p. 109*



(agrieultmral) soh©©ls were emphatically stressed in the 
name ©f greater „e©©n©mie betterment for the Korean peoplev 
General feramehi himself repeatedly pointed ©mt that the 
Korean people shomld be aware, of the superiority of “bread . 
brer onltnre'd *. He even warned that higher liberal edmea^

Z
tion for Koreans womld resmlt in dangeroms thomght.
Simmltane®nsly» M, Wsami# Sireeter of the Internal Affairs
Department» hammered ©mt in eonerete terms the aim of the
colonial edm©ati®nal policy at the Meeting of.Principals of
Common Schools in 1911s . ’

The aim of a common school is net to prepare^Korean 
pmpils for higher edmcation, but to turn out good 
and loyal citizens» who will be useful to the > . 
society6, and able to engage in practical business.
The pupil must be faithful, honest, diligent, and 
a hard worker g must be well versed in the national 
(Japanese) language and equipped with practical and 
useful knowledge and art. You should never forget 
/that the aim of a common school is not to provide. 
the Korean children for higher education but to 
make them into good and loyal citizens of the 
Japanese Empiree 7

6, Lee, Chosun Kyovuk-rsa, Yol," II, pp„ 206-207; and 
Takahashi, Chosen Kyoiku Shiko, ppe 363-364 and 3d-0-341,

7« Bureau of Education, .Manual of Education in 
Chosen (Keijos Governor-General, I913), Appendix I, p, 3'2, 
It is interesting to note that General Terauehi also indi-” 
eated the aim of the colonial education policy at the Meet
ing. of Directors and Educational Bureau., and. Ministry of Home. 
Affairs which was held on February 6, 1913s **• « „ Korea of
today has not reached the stage of development for which 
higher education, is either necessary or proper. Our atten
tion, therefore, should be focused upon developing the basic 
talents of the common men who may serve as guides and 
leaders in their communities, , Also, professional vocational 
training schools should be encouraged. Consequently, the 
task of the government is to expand the public eommon 
schools so as to train good and loyal citizens of the



The reorganization of the sehool system after the . 
annexation of Korea was divided into two major types: (1)
Common edmoation, eonsisting of primary elementary soheols 
and middle sohoels to some extenty and (2) Industrial or 
vocational schools which were emphasized by the Teramehi 
regime, even,at the elementary level. The colonial school 
system* however *, was not basically: different from the' 
school system mnder It© Hir©bmml8s protectorate regime. In 
other words* General Teramehi ©f the first colonial regime 
endorsed and strengthened the transplantation of Japan^s 
advanced educational system into Korea mnder ito°s 
protectorate regime. That is to say* the Teramehi regime 
carried out varioms measures-for the denationalization of 
Korean people so as to make them loyal and good subjects

Oof Japan*s empire. General Teramehi * however* stressed 
more than Prince It© the viewpoint that Koreans were back
ward and lower mentally and that the educational system 
for the Korean people was to be adapted to the Tokmshm Jiao 
(the need of the times and the conditions of the people), 
Consequently.!, General Teramehi expanded vocational and

Japanese Emperor in accordance with the Chosen Educational 
©rdiman©e of See* Takahashi» Chosen Kvolkm Shiko,
p, 365.

8, Ymge Kotaro, Chosen no Kvolkm [Education in 
Korea] (Keijos^ Jijm Tokm-sha* 1923).* p« 2055 and Chmn-smk 
Oh* Hank©ok Shim Kyovmksa [Recent History of Korean .Edmea- 
tion] (Seomls Hmndea Kyoymk Chmlpan-sa* 1964)* pp, 235-



teelmieal schools fer Korean ekildren s© as t© meet the 
refmiremeats of their daily life in simple 'business#' 
agriemltare ahd l®wer level teehnieal fields.^

Beeause the Koreans were regarded as an.inferior 
raoe, the puhlie elementary schools in Korea were divided 
into a separate and different edmeational system for 
Koreans in Korea and Japanese in Korea, The sohool for 
Korean ehildrem was ©ailed "ordinary," and the sohool for 
Japanese children was ©ailed "primary6" The sohool system, 
was a dtaal system in that the length of the "ordinary", 
sohool for Korean children was four years and the "primary" 
school for Japanese ehildrea was six years„ Of ©ourse, 
this discriminating educational system "between Korean and 
Japanese ©hildren in Korea was net new; it was found under .. 
Ito's Protectorate government* On August 23, 1911» the . 
first colonial government, however, enacted the educational 
system in the Chosen Educational Ordinance (Article IX.) in 
accordance with Imperial Ordinance No* 229* The eduoational 
system shortened the length of years of Korean high (hoys 
and girls) and vocational schools (agricultural, commercial 
and teehnioal)0 In fact, the Terauohi regime sought to 
prohibit higher eduoation for Koreans; as a result, the 
Hansung (Seoul.) Teachers Sohool, whieh was founded in 1895

9* Underwood, Modern .Education in..Korea* pe 192; 
and Oh, Hankook Shin Kvovuksa* pp. 239-2^?,
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"by the Korean eourt and modernized by ItW’s Proteetorate 
regime». was abolished on the .ground .that "Kbrea does not 
need its own teachers*"10

The teaching enrriomlnm was prescribed by the ' 
centralized Educational Buream? intensive Japanese language 
and morals (Shushin) teaching occupied more than half- of 
the total teaching hours in both elementary and vocational 
schools* In addition* the Korean children had to learn 
both the Korean language and Chinese ideographs beside the 
regular requirements, in arithmetic, nature study, singing* . 
and physieal educ ation*The teaching methods .were» 
however:g of poor quality* relying heavily on drill and rote 
-memory* The majority of the teachers were Japanese males
wearing military uniform and swords; references are made to
children being frequently beaten* slapped or "hit on the 
head with a small stick" for being lazy in their school
work or giving incorrect answers * In more severe eases,
teachers ordered children to stand outside in the sun for 
several hours as punishment for not working hard enough eh

10„ Governor-General of Chosen, Instruction* 
Regulations and Remarks Goneerring Schools (KeijolT Chosen. 
Sotokufu* 1915) * pp. 1-2; Lee, Chosun -Kyoyuk-sa,, Vol. II* 
pp. 188-189; and Sang-man Park* Hank00k Kyoyuk-sa [History 
of Korean Education] (Seoul; Teahan Kyoyuk Yonhap-hea* 
1953)* Yolo II* pp. 153-15^.

lie Bureau of Education, Manual of Education in 
Chosen (Keijog Governor-General* 1912)* pp. 76 and 99; and 
Gil-soo Kang* Kyoyuk Hang-lung Administration of Educatio^ 

'" (Seouls Poong-kook, Hak won-sha* 1957) * p. 166 § and Oh*
Hank©ok Shin Kyoyuksa, pp. ^49-250,
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their, sehool work„ Consequentlyr the Korean children 'were - ■ 
filled, with fear» hegan. t© stay home 9 and hot attend the 
vpmhlie'Sehoelo’1'®.

... The restalt was that most ©f the Korean parents sent 
their children t© privately operated.schools, dme chiefly 
to two reasonsg (1) The Korean civic leaders boycotted the ; . 
Japanese colonial system9 and (2) teachers of the Western 
missionary and Korean private schools treated the Korean 
children very kindly. It is interesting t© note that@ as a 
resmlts the Japanese officials provided free textbooks, 
stationeryo. and even lunches in order to increase their.' 
enrollmentso The Japanese officials even held the parents 
of Korean children Min custody as a means of forcing,them to 
send their children to pmblio Schools,"13 In this period,
.So^tang (Gonfmcian village schools, similar to the Japanese 
Terakova school) increased, from 16,5^0 in 1912 to 23,'55̂ ' in- 
1919 with an enrollment of 141,604 in 1912 to 268,607 
sindents in 1919» These numbers, however, did not ineliade 
Korean private schools which rapidly, increased daring the •

12, Yasata Hosaka* Ghosen Kyoika Hi Ansai Site 
[Tran%aility of Korean'Edmoation] (Osaka% Osaka Yaho : -'- 'v. 
Shoton, 1927)9 pp» 287-289§ also the writer’s late: father
and elder coasin ased to tell the story that Japanese 
teachers beat children in classes,

13, Tae-shi Chang, "Yesterday of Korean Education, "I 
Korean Joarnal, April 1, 1963» p, 19? Kya-wahn Lees-.-l’Ednea- 
tion and Korean Indastrial Development," Stady..on Korean V
Gmltare (Seoals Ewha Women’s University Press, I967T 9 pp= 
171-192? and Park, Hank00k Kyovak-sa, Vol. II, p., 155*



period from 1905 to 1910 tmder ltBes Protectorate regime.
In 191#,, there were 2 9 £25 miseellaneoias prirate sehoole-- 
823 missionary schools and 1*402 Korean national schools 
which were established hy Western missionaries and Korean .. 
patriotic leaders. -

From the Japanese point of view* the private 
schools "became the major conflicting eddp&tienal center for 
colonial education; therefore* it was inevitable that the 
Teramchi colonial regime somght to prevent the growth of 
both .Western missionary and Korean private schools* More
over* the colonial leaders firmly believed that education 
should be a state*- not a private, function. Consequently* 
the feramehi regime promulgated the "Regulation for Private 
Schools” on Qctober £©* 1911* which provided for the 
“minute” control and "supervision1" of private, schools? ̂ 5 in 
1915» 'the colonial government revised the "Regulation ©f: 
Private Schools" and it was promulgated as Ordinance He. 2̂ - 
©f the Government-General of Ghosen* The purpose of the 
revision of the "Regulation for Private Schools" was to 
bring the government close supervision of the private 
schools0 This revision of regulation was especially 
directed to the missionary schools 3 (1) Teachers of all

14. Takahashi* Chosen Kyoiku Ehiko* pp. 458-4591 ■ 
and Oh* lank©ok Shin Kyoyuksa. pp. £52-2556"

.15= Lee,* Chosun Kyoyuk-sa. Vol. .II*. pp. "216-219? 
and Underwood* Modern Education in Korea* pp. 206-207.



private s@h©©ls must have sufficient Japanese to teach the 
curriculum subjects in the Japanese language (Article X# 
t)? (2) Directors of all private schools were required to 
make reports to the Governor-General of Chosen concerning ' 
names of faculty» curriculum, numbers of pupils registered,. 
etc<, (Article XVI), and (3) All private schools were "not 
allowed to add any subject of study other than these set 
forth in the regulations*” (Article VI, 2)» In other words, 
the government regulation prohibited Western missionary 
schools to give religious instruction or hold religious 
ceremonies in the c u r r i c u l u m O n  larch 24, 1915$ 
Governor-General ferauchi issued Instruction Mo* 16 in 
which the colonial government claimed that Japanese 
Shintoism was not a religion, but a system ©f state and 
national ceremonies, a cult of patriotism*^

In response to the revised “Regulation of Private ' 
Schools” which especially forbade religious instruction in 
the missionary schools, the Federal Council of Missions., at 
its annual meeting in 1915® passed the following “Resolution 
Be Revised Educational Ordinance *" A passage of the 
resolution is as followsg

16* Gun© Keiiehi, Ghosen Kyolku Yoran- [An Outlook
of Korean Educational Problems] (Keijo% Chosen Kyoikukai,
1926), pp* 67-68; O h p Hankook Shin Kyovuksa* 261-268# Korean 
Educational Library, Chosen Ky©1km.Jfen-Kan [Yearbook of 
Korean Education] (Keijo, 1936)® p7 36? and Underwood,
Modern Education in Korea* pp* 197-198,

17, Underwood, Modern Education in.Korea» p* 199»



6 « » We would also respectfully request the. atten
tion of the authorities to the faet that the pre- 

,posed ordinance is not in accord with former 
:: assurances given "by. the government on the point of .

. freedom of Bible instruction in. Christian schools
and the fact that the Japanese system of National 
Education permits liberty of religious instruction 
in private schools in Japan.18

The gendarme colonial regime dishonored the ' ,
Mission's resolution? more than that>. the old soldier»
Count Terauchi 9. bluntly said that the missionaries in Korea 
were not only MAmerican political agents” but also pro
duced ”so many thousands of little Americans*” In short* 
Governor-General Terauchi condemned missionary schools and 
began to close the private schools on such pretexts as 
teaching Korean* nationalistic sentiment» using inadequate 
textbooks* hiring unqualified teachers* and frequently 
failing to meet the provisions of the ordinance and the 
"principle of education of the Japanese Empire

Simultaneously* it should be pointed out that 
several missionary schools closed voluntarily dishonoring 
the revised "Regulations for Private Schools of 
Seonehmn Presbyterian School and the Girl's Academy in 
Synohun (Northern Presbyterian)* for example* closed their

18a. Minutes of Fourth Annual Meeting* Federal 
Council of Missions* 1-915» quoted from Underwood* Modern 
Education in Korea* p* 202*

19e Bureau of Education* Manual of Education in 
Chosen (KeIj©s Governor-General* 1920).* Appendix* p* 22? 
and Underwood * Modern Education in Korea* pp„ 193-19^»



■ 8©©r@ T©lmiiatrily instead ©f ©"beyiBg the new militaristi©. 
regulationo As a result# the number of private schools was. 
©onsiderablj redueed after the annexation, -Fable 2 shows 
statistics for the deereasing number of private schools in 
Korea,

The above statistics on the private schools indi- 
©ate that the number of private schools was considerably 
reduced by 1920, In 191© there were 823 missionary schools, 
whereas in 192© there were only 279* The 1,042 Korean 
private (miscellaneous.) schools (not including Seotang' Con- 
fueian village schools) were reduced to 410 in 1920, The - 
ever tightening restrictive measures that attempted t© 
exterminate Korean private and Western missionary schools 
in Korean society was not a small shock to Korean.educators 
and nationalistic leaders. They believed, however, that the 
colonial educational policy would not only cause private 
schools to perish but also that it would demolish, the 
Korean traditional cultures Korean leaders, after all, 
bitterly resented the colonial rule. In the "Grievances of 
the Korean People" issued by the Organizing Committee of 
the Independence Movement in 19lf, Korean nationalistic 
leaders proclaimed# "The scheme of education is incomplete 
and inefficient. There is a determination to limit the 
knowledge of our students instead ©f cultivating our



■'TABLE 2
STATISTICS OH DEGREASING NUMBER OF 

■PRITATE SCHOOLS IN KOREA . (1910-1921)

Year
Type of Schools

■ Private 
Eisoellaneoms Missions . Total

1910 1,402 823 : 2,225-,
1911 1,036 632 1,671
1912 817 545 : 1,362
1913 796 ■ 487 , 1,283
1914 769 473 1,242

1913 704 450 ' 1,154
1916 624 421 1,045

1917 518 ‘ . ■ ' 330 868
1918 461 317 778

1919 444 298 742
1920 410 279 . 689
1921 356 279 .. 635

20

20* Bweau of Edmeatlom* Ohosem Jin Kyoiks S'hirlstm 
Kakko Tolel [Statisties of Korean Private SehoelC] -(Ks.i j©8- 
Governor-General9 1926)» p*.7i Bmreap Of Edneati©n» Chosen 
Kvoiku Yoran planmal of^Korean Edueationj (Keij © 8  Governor-. 
General, 192819 -pp* 1|1-1|2 5. and Horaoe H* Underwood* Modern 
Edneation in Korea (New Yorks International Press, 1926), 
p. 173.



irrfeelleetSa A poisonons hand is plucking1'uptfh® youBg
trees*

Dmring the tea years following the annexation, the 
Korean people suffered under the military tyranny and became 
more resentful against the colonial rule 0 In spite of this 
harsh military oppressions the Korean nationalists never 
lost their thirst for independence* Their nationalistic 
consciousness to restore their sovereignty became mere . 
intense when President Woodrow Wilson®s fourteen points 
were proclaimed in 1918 $ the "doctrine of self-determina
tion" of small nationss included in the fourteen points $ 
made an especially strong impact upon Korean nationalists« 
They believed that suppressed nations like Korea should 
have the right to determine their own destiny* This was 
the beginning of the independence movement of 1919» 
Simultaneouslyj, the Korean Emperor Kejong* who was forced 
by the Japanese authority to abdicate in 1907» died 
mysteriously on January 22» 1919* His funeral ceremony was 
arranged for March 3* 1919* and Korean leaders set the same 
date for the Independence Movement Day* Thus on the day of
the King®s funeral ceremony Koreans from the various prov-

( ^
inees were mobilized for the Independence Movement*®®■

21. "Grievance of Korean People»61 Korean .ReviewB 
Vol. IIa No. Sept* 19199 quoted from Underwood* Modern 
Education in Korea* p* 207.

22* Wu-gun Houn and Kim Ghae.-kyong* Kooksa Kearon 
L&n Outline of Korean History] (Seoul§ Myong Hak-sah*
195^)5 PP. ^99-500§ and Hatada* Ghosen Shi* pp. 207-208,
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flie nucleus of the nationalist movement $ however s 

"began among the Korean students led "by Ohae Pal-yomg* Kim 
Doo-"bongp and Kim Ghtan-sea in Tokyo, In 1918, there were 
about 700 Korean students attending various colleges and 
universities in Japan, On December 28, 1918, the majority 
of the students met in the Korean Y»Ii,G,A, building in 
Tokyo in order to organize Korean Youth Independence Gorps 
under Kim Doo-yong's leadership; they also elected ten 
executive committee members. On February 8, 1919$ more 
than 600 Korean students again met at the Korean Y,M,G.A, 
building in order to initiate the Independence Movement,
Baek Kwan-so© read the MDeclaration of Independence Move-. 
ment,M and they approved a resolution to send to the 
Japanese Diet a petition for Korean Independence, Before 
they sent a petition, they were attacked by more than 6§ 
armed Japanese police« A bloody fight followed between the 
Korean students and the Japanese police; consequently, many 
of the students were captured and imprisoned for a year or 
more. Word of this spread rapidly not only into Korea but 
in Japan, Finally, the Korean Youth Gorps in Tokyo sent 
its delegates to Ohina and Korea to continue the. Korean 
Independence Movement,^3

23, Ki-ong Hang et al,, 11 Jung I Moonwha Ghimtoo- 
sa [History of Japan’s Cultural Invasion] (Seoul,; . Minjeon 
Kwan, 1970} 1 PP« 88-911 Hung-soo Kang,. Ghosun Toklip 
Hultoosa (History of Blood Gombat for Korean Independence] 
(Seoul; Korea Moonwha-sa, 19^5)$ pp« 6$-66; and Ho-kil



Song Ki-baekp Yi Kwang-rS©©. and Baek Kwanrsooe young . 
. . .eollege students in Tokyo». returned to Seoul and persuaded 
Song Byong-ki j,. Ghea Rim and other leading Korean national- . 
ista 'in Seoul t© respond immediately t©: the ideal of. ..

' national self-determination before the world® On MarekS 
19if» the Declaration of: independenoe was .professed to the 
world f::signed' hy^: 33 Korean leaders® The opening statement 
:of the Declaration read as followss "We herewith proclaim 
the independence of Korea and the liberty of the Korean 
people® We tell it to the world in witness .of equality of 
all nations and w:@ pass it on to our posterity as: their f. 
inherent right®" The Declaration concludes® "A new era : 
wakes before our eyes® the old world of force is gone® and , 
the new world of righteousness and truth is here,"^  The 
independence movement„ however) was a passive movement? the 
Korean leaders called for a bloodless revolution® urging 
their people to follow.peaceful rebellion® ■ '

The proclamation of the Declaration of Independ
ence „ however® stirred and hit hard the minds of Korean 
students, and the mass people in Korea. Young:Korean

Bea® Sam II Woondong Shilai .{Real Story on'"larch 1st Inde^ 
pendemee Movement] (Seoul $ •• Tengsa Moonwha-sa® 195^)» PP V  
7-8® ■ . ; : -• . ' .: ;

2h® The Manifest© of Declaration of Independence 
was published in English version by the Korean National In
dependence League®...Honolulu® . in Apr'f'J-® . 191f « -• See ® .True . 
Facts of the Korean Uprisings (Honolulu8 ■ Korean.National , 
League® 1919)9 PP® 31^33>. and Houn and Kim® Kooksd Kearon® ■
pp. 504—505« V .'



students gathered, in Pagoda Park and led the people in 
shemting "fa-Han Tokrip Manse" (May Korea.be free for ten 
tthedsand years)*. The students and dwellers in the capital 
city ©f Seoul made huge demonstrations in the major.streets 
of Seoul city the entire day in ©pen protest against the 
Japanese colonial rule* All.the private.schools„ ineluding 
Western missionary 'schools,, were closed5 all students in . 
public schools did not attend on March Ij,,and the schools 
remained closed through the ensuing six months,25 •

The Manse movement spread, like wild,f ire. all'over,' 
Korea, Large and dramatic demonstrations tookiplace in 
cities9 towns, and villages of all sises throughout the ,. 
country. In response to the Manse movement*.the Japanese 
police in every city„ town, and village beat the Korean 
demonstrators with clubs@ and;' rifles,, and ruthlessly ■ •.. 
suppressed them* The. total participation in. the Manse (long 
live Korea) was estimated at 59©23,992 Koreans including 
students, women, and men, and the demonstration lasted 
about six months*. Deaths and casualties were estimated at. 
23,^7© (7,©©© killed). and ^6,fhB imprisoned. Some of them 
went underground or were forced to secretly leave the

■ o / C  • .• x  . '• • ’ - . -country*

25* Kang* Ghosun-Tokllp Hultoosa, pp* 73-77; and 
Bea, Sam II Woondong,Bhllgl* pp* 21#-211«

26, Akira Nakatuka, "Ohosen Minzoku Weond© to Nihon 
no Shosen ShihaiM {Korean Nationalist Movement and Japanese '



In spite ©f the: faet that the Japanese genflarine. 
regime, completely suppressed the Manse movement c it was . 
truly-the.nation®s eonsoientidms resistance to Japan 

: militaristie eolohial rule of Korea* It was a cry for the - 
restoration of Korean sovereignty*. The Korean people were 
suppressed ruthlessly "by the gendarme"-poliee . TorGe--"but 
only at the price of animosity9 coldnessg and disapproval*' 
lore over j, Japan f as an ally of the .Western Demooratio 
states during World. War Ir. was greatly embarrassed by the 
rise of liberty through the Korean ladependenpe movement ■ 
whioh appealed to the Western Pemooratio Nation for aid* 
Consequently* the Manse movement in Korea had significant 
repercussions abroad, especially in the United States and 
even in Japan, where for the first time Japanese people . - 
heard about the Manse movement and something wrong in their 
colony* Qovernor-Oeneral lasegawa, the smooessor of 
General Terauohi in 1916, was recalled in August, 1919, and 
Admiral Saito Minoru was appointed as the new Governor- 
General in order to'harry.out an'appeasement colonial' 
policy in Korea*

Gemination of Korea? Shiso* larch& lf6fg-pp* 38-39 ? Bea, 
Sam II Woondong .Shilgl*. p* |0f and Ohong^sik Lee:,. The : 
Polities of Korean Nationalism (Berkeleys University of 
California Press, lf63), pp* IBh-itJ* .



CHAPTER IX

SAITCS' APPEASEMENT .POLIOY AND THE .
. KWANG-JU STUDEHT UPRISING OF 1929

It was after the March 1» 1919» Independence•Irwe- 
raent in Korea that Premier Hara Kei of the Tokyo. Government 
made considerable reform in the colonial policy in Korea»
It seems that the popular nation-wide aupperf for the 
Korean Independence Movement in Korea had a decided effect 
on the Tokyo government. In fact? Premier Hara,Kei was the 
first commoner to hold the premiership after the mass up
rising. rice, riot of 1918 in Japan that virtually overthrew 
General Masatake Terauehi's cabinet. He formed the 
representative.pariimentary government with the majority of . 
his Seiyukai party in the Diet.̂  Premier Hara Kei saw the 
arousing criticism given by many liberal-social Diet members 
concerning Governor-General Haegawa's ruthless suppression 
policy toward the Korean demonstrators, Premier Hara’s 
reform policy toward Korea, however$ only partially re
sponded to the Korean Independence lovement--paid lip ser
vice to the rising tide of Woodrow Wilsoniari-Western 
Democracy to. quell criticism by the.American public of

1. Shinobu Seisaburo, Taisho Democracy Shi [History 
of Taisho Democracy] (Tokyo: Yubikakul 19^5), Vol. II, pp.



japan's mistreatment ©f Koreans,^ As a result> the Tokyo 
government appointed Admiral Sait© Minoru, a "moderate" and 
former Minister of the. Navy* to be the hew Governor-General 
of Korea, Simultaneously, Dr, Midzuno, a civilian, was .. 
appointed administrative superintendent, and heads of new 
departments were also appointed.^ Admiral Saif©.replaced 
Governor-General Hasegwa (If16-1919), the protege of the 
former.Governor-General Terauohi$.Hasegwa and Terauchi.had. 
been stern military dictators in Korea,

Admiral Sait’©, however,: came to Korea to seek the 
support of the Korean intellectual leaders for the Japanese 
policy in Korea, His Appeasement Policy attempted to remold 
the Korean students, not to overlook the Korean nationalist 
cause, The reform policy touched on the following points s 
(1) Publication of Korean newspapers and magazines was 
allowed, (2) The gendarme rule was replaced by civilian 
police rule, (3) Upward social mobility for Koreans was 
gradually promoted, and (4) Political participation of

. 2. Akira Nakatuga, "Chosen MinzokmWoond© to Nihon 
no Chosen Shihai," [Korean Nationalist Movement and Japanese 
Domination of Korea] Shi so, March, 1969,, pp« 328-329.5 
Hatada Takashi, Chosen Shi [History of KoreC) (Tokyos 
Iwanami Shoten, 1956)» p» 210 § and Chun-suk Oh, Hankook Shin 
Kyoyuksa [Recent History of Korean Education] (Seoul1 
Hyundea Kyoyuk-sa, 1964), pp. 276-27?,

3« Byong-d© Yi, Kuksa-Tea Kwan fA Grand Tlew:of 
Korean History} (Seoulg Dongjisa,;1949), p. 489$ and. . 
Hatada, Chosen-Shi, pp. 219-211, • .



Koreans in local communities and meetings was also.per
mitted.^

Becamse Saito's appeasement policy was "moderate” 
and conciliatory in comparison with the foregoing General 
ferauchi-Hasegawa8 s militaristic policy, both Korean and 
Japanese historians called the Sait© regime a "cultivated 
administration" or "Bmnka Seije." As far as educational 
policy was concerned, the Saito regime carried out some 
notable and sweeping changes in the colonial educational 
policy. The Chosen (Korean) Education Ordinance of 1911 was 
amended on February 6, 19225 this, showed that the new educa
tional system tried to eliminate.the differences in the 
"discriminative educational system between Japanese and 
Koreans in Korea and to make them the same as that of the 
mother country (Japan) in principle,” Dr. Midzuno, the • 
administrative-smperintendent, said the new Educational 
Ordinance of 1922 "marks a new epoch in the educational 
history of the p e n i n s u l a r , I n  short, the object of the 
ordinance was to provide extensive educational opportunity

4, Man-kyu Lee, Ohosun Kyoyuk-sa [History of Korean 
Education] (Seoul s Ulyoo M©onwha-s'a, 1947 H  Fol, 11, pp. ;■ 
247-250.g Cheng-sik Lee, The Politics of Korean Nationalism 
(Berkeleys University of California .Press,- 1963), p., 237? 
and Gregory Henderson,. Koreas The Polities of the Vertex . 
(Cambridge s Harvard University Press, 1968), ppT~1102-103«

5 The Seoul Press, February 9, 1922,. quoted from 
Horace H, Underw.obd', Modern Education in Korea (New Yorks 
International Press, 1926)/ pp, 215-213T



for tie native ehilclren while also oontrolling the loyalties 
of the Korean students and reerhitimg Koreans ' iiato -the 
Japanese Imperial system. Perhaps the most notable feature 
of the ©rdimanoe was the imelusiem of the. provision for the 
establishment of Keijo (Seoul) Imperial University whioh was 
founded in The University offered a full three-year
course both in liberal arts. and science. The University,. . 
however & admitted students at the rate of four Japanese to 
one Korean* and this' policy continued without change until 
the day of Korean liberation*?

. Other important aspects.of the educational reform 
under the Ordinance of 1922 weres (1) Re-opening of the 
.Hansun (Seoul) teacher training school which had been . 
abolished by the first colonial regime in 1910r (2)
Raising the elementary course of study for boys from three 
to five or six years * and girls from three to four years in- 
length. The high school course for boys was raised from

Othree t© six years * and for girls from two to four years.
The vocational school was raised from two to three years in 
length § (3) The wearing of two swords by the teachers was

6. Ouno Keiichi* Shosen Kvoiku Mondai. Kanken (An 
Outlook of Korean Educational Problems] (Keijos Chosen 
Kyoikm Kaei* 1936)* pp. 246-249. :

76 Oh* Hankook Shin Kyoyuksa* p. 282; and Ouno * 
Chosen Kyoiku Mondai Kanken. p. 377»

8. Governor-General„ The Annual Report on Reform 
and Progress in Chosen (Kei|©.8 Chosen Sotokfu* 192?) * p. 
259? and Oh. Hankook Shin Kyoyuksa. pp. 28h-285. ’



set' asideg and (4) The 'revision'©f the Regmlatiens for 
Private Behools permitted teaehlng religion in sohools 
which had been prohibited in the Regulation of Private 
Schools of .1915» The new regulation* did not require the 
private schools to use the Japanese language but all 
teachers were still required ?,te be well versed in the

" • . . The curriculum for the schools^ however? was. not • 
basically changed* The curriculum definitely aimed at 
spreading Japanese Ideas$ and all the schools„ including 
foreign missionary private schools, were required to use 
textbooks prescribed by the Bureau of Education* Classroom 
instruction was given by means of lecture and drill.
Japanese language and morals (Shushin) were the essential 
subjects taught Ik hours out of the JB.hours per week. The . 
intensive teaching of Japanese was to make loyal subjects 
of the Japanese Emperor. Special attention was given to the 
teaching of Japanese history and geography at all levels of 
study. Korean history and geography were taught but from a 
Japanese point of view; that is9 Korean history was treated 
as the history of Japan8s younger brother*

9* Underwood. Modern Education in Korea, pp. 212- 
214. ”  ”  —  " ^ r~

10. Governor-General."The Annual Report on Reform 
and Progress in Ghosen. pp. 96-971 and Lee p Ghosun Kyoyuk- 
aa. Vol. IIs, pp. 264-26j).
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An impressive aehievement:©f the Sait© government

was the expansion of public “ordinary”; (elementary) schools
in E©rea0. By 1926 the number, of schools* advanced from a
four-year course to a six-year course# had increased from .
595 in 192© to 103360 and the number of students enrolled
had increased from 107,2©© to ^38,99©® fhe number of
schools had mere than doubled and the number of students

11had increased mere than four times. By 1929» Korean 
public higher “ordinary" (middle) schools increased from 7 
(5 for boys and 2 for girls) in 1919 to 24 (15 for boys and 
9 for girls). Whereas there had been only 1,705 students 
in 1919, the total enrollment was 10,24-8 in 1929® The rate

d oof increase was nearly six times within the six years®
Concerning the increment of schools in Korea, Dr. H® H.
Underwood, then president of Korean Christian College in
Seoul, made the following remarks

0 . 6  should not be allowed to make us forget that 
Baron Saito's government has built more schools in 
four years than were built in the whole period from .
1905 to 1920, that the educational system has been 
raised to the level of that in Japan, and that a 
Korean, Chen-ho Lee, has been appointed as head of 
the Educational Bureau.13

11o Gun©, Chosen Kyoika Mondai Kanken, pp. 2h8-2h9, 
291 and 398.

12. Gun©, Chosen Kyoiku Honda1 Kanken, pp. .271 and293,
13® Underwood, Modern Education in Korea, p. 211,



• Abeve allg ene ©f the outstanding features of the 
.Educational .Ordinance, of 1922 was the establishment of the 
normal schools (teacher-training schools) designed to train . 
elementary teachers in Korea« This was to meet the need for 
teachers for the rapidly increasing number of elementary 
schools during 1922 and 1923=

The Sait© regime abolished all government high 
schools and established instead normal schools in each of 
the 9 provinces including one in Seoul„ Only>those who 
graduated from higher elementary school were admitted to the 
normal school,which was usually divided into two courses s 
one for five years (regular course) and the other for two 
years (practical course), Most of the students received 
scholarships and were required to live in dormitories where 
they received strict discipline and training in order to 
become a “model61 teacher in Korea* The primary aim of the 
normal school (teacher-training school) was to produce 
competent Japanese and Korean teachers who would be willing 
to serve— to form in the Korean children “the national 
character of Japanese citizens Furthermore» the
following regulations of the Normal school clearly envisaged 
the purpose of the schools

Ih*. Kei.io Shl-han Qakko Soron [General View of 
Seoul Normal School] (Keijos Keif© Normal School8 1929)/" 
pp* 2-3 r and Underwood j, Modern Education'in' Korea* pp* ' 272-
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1« ‘-fhe stmdent in the N@rmal Seh©©l shall , 0 .
"be trained, t© "beeorae a pieneer ©f the. way ©f" 
the Empire and he festered, in a spirit ©f de
votion and loyalty t© the Emperor,"

■ ' -B, . -  6. . * shall devote himself t@ the teaehing
profession in smch a way as to strengthen the 
foundations.@f the state and assist in the 
Imperial poliey, 0. ,01

3, 81 The stmdent must develop a military bearing„
a strong eharaeter® a brisk manner9 a respect 
for simplicityo fortitude and mmst always think 
of cooperation and labor,

4-6 “The edmcatien provided him must serve t© adjnst 
him to the reality of his national life and must 
nurture his attitude of active study on the 
basis of learning by practical experience,w^5
Heedless to say„ the curriculum ©f the normal school

was. geared toward the thorough indoctrination of its future
teachers in service for the Japanese empire ,■ It should be
pointed out that the curriculum and daily activities of the
school emphasized the pattern of totalitarian education.
The following philosophy of instruction in the normal
schools reflected the emphasis ©n national loyalty and
service to the state, Each student in order to receive a
teaching certificate had to complete successfully the

. following instructions
10 The academic curriculum emphasizedg

a* “The strengthening of national morals and 
proper national sentiments,“

15, Genko Horei Shuran (Collected Catalog_of Acting 
Lawsj (Tokyo$ Secretary of Japanese Cabinet Press,, 193̂ .), 
pp»...123r124!, quoted from Takahashi Hamaguohi* Chosen Kvoiku 
Shik© [History of Korean Education] (Keijoi Chosen 
Kyoikukaip 192?)0 pp. 381-383,



fea 61 e o o emltivating an attitude ©f serviee to 
society and a spirit of brotherly love , « »'

e.e MA ©©mplete mastery of the Japanese 
language <,M .

do “Students shall be.thoroughly trained in 
every subject in the Primary School 
(Japanese) and the Common School (Korean) 
in order that they might acquire the skill 
and knowledge, required for mastering methods 
of teachingo-61

Certain established activities emphasized8 .
a« "'Morning Assembly and Declarations Every 

Monday morning before the start of classes, 
all teachers and students assembled and 
bowed toward the Imperial Palace, After 
brief session of physical exercise, the 
declaration was recited, The declaration 
emphasized absolute loyalty to the Emperor, 
prayed for Japanese prosperity and rees
tablished the desire of all to serve the 
state in the education of the nation,’*

b, "'Saluting the Emperor*'6 Portraits Each day 
upon coming and leaving school, all students 
and teachers were expected to bow to a 
portrait of Emperor and .the Empress that 
hung on the wall of front. On special occa
sions the pictures were displayed in the.
auditorium. The act of bowing was inter- . 
preted as a religious rite showing due 
respect for the Imperial way of life,*'

c, "Visiting Shrines § In 1923» there was about 
40 Japanese Shinto Shrines in Korea, the 
greatest being the Kei-jo shrine. On each, 
of the h Japanese national holidays, the 
entire school (principal, faculty and stu
dents) were' required to visit the shrine to 
pray for the prosperity of the State,®*

do "Gath and Admonition" (Each year new stu
dents were obliged to take an oath and- sign 
his/her name to a pledge sheet in accordance 
with the admonition of the principal. In 
the written pledge, every new student must 
swear §
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Me 0 o to derote his fmll ambition, more 
than erer before, in ©bedienee t© the 
wishes of His lajestj and the sage instriao- 
tiom ©f his teachers, in striving for the 
cultivation of knowledge and morals.
After completing his stmdy, he shall de
vote himself exelmsively to the education 
of the nation, shall exalt and practice 
the teachers* way, and shall seek to re
turn to the state some small measure of 
the great imperial benevolence,”16

The foregoing instruction for the normal schools 
reflects an extreme form of indoctrination policy through 
which Korean students were compelled to accept a pattern of 
.Japanese culture, Professor K@%awa Yusaku pointed out that 
"the modernization of Korean education under the Sait© 
regime was used as a weapon by which the minds of Korean 
students were to be conquered and confirmed,to the model of 
Japanese culture,M He goes on to say that "the purpose of 
expanding elementary and normal schools was to accelerate 
the extermination of the Korean nationalistic movement among 
students,"I? In short, the so-called modern educational 
system under the Sait© government truly became a tool of the 
state.

16, For detailed features of regulations and in
structions to the Normal ..School, see Kei.jo Shi-han Gakk©
Soron, 1929, pp, , 96, 4-7-48, 51-5?. and 1255 and.. Bureau of
Education, The Annual Report" on Administration of Chosen 
.1921-1924 (Keijos Governor-General of Chosen, lf25), pp. 
l©l—l©2a

I?, Kbzawa YSsaku, Minzoku Kyoiku-ron 0  Discourse,, 
on National Education] (Tokyos Meiji.Shutpansha, 1967), pp, 
77-80,



Comparative statistios on the student ©mtprnt "between 
Japanese and Korean pmhlie schoolsff however, clearly indi» 
cated the discriminate education policy in Korea, The 
edmeational facilities provided for the Japanese children 
in Korea were much superior to that for the Korean children, 
In'-'iiSSj, there were 467 Japanese elementary schools with an 
enrollment of 61,139 children for a population of less than 
a half-million Japanese in.Korea,^ This means.there was 
one public elementary school for every 974 Japanese in 
Korea,) while there was one school for every 13,#7^ Korean 
children. In 1928, there were 33 Japanese middle schools 
with an enrollment of 12,332 s t u d e n t s , T h e  Korean 
population was nearly forty times that of the total 
Japanese in Korea, hut the Japanese held shout the. same 
number of higher educational facilities. As a result, the 
Korean students had to compete vigorously with each other 
for entrance into Korean high schools, whereas the Japanese 
students did not. Furthermore, competition surrounding the 
entrance examination for Keijo Imperial University was much 
more hitter. In fact, it was difficult for Koreans to get 
into the Universityi in 1929» it showed that only 141

18, Bureau of Education, The Annual Report on
Administration of Shosen 1926-1.927 .(Kell eg  Governor-Gener-.: >.
al, 1928), p, 4; and Oh, Hankook Shin Kyoyuksa, pp. 292-293*

19* Bureau of Education, The~Annual Report on 
Administration of Oh©sen, 1928, pp, 3-7; and Oh, Hankook 
Shin Kyovuksa, p, 293,



stmderats were admitted out of 1,080 applicants® What was 
more, the Unirersity was so organized that it oame to exist 
for a few selected and autocratic groups having special 
. privileges o .©"bviously, matured Korean students were not 
happy over the.examination system of Keijo University. As 
a result, both Korean, parents and Korean nationalist or
ganizations began to protest the discriminative policy over 
the University entrance examination system. -In 1927* there 
were 89 Korean students while 226 Japanese students enrolled 
at the University, and this rati© kept intact as normal 
criterion for admitting Korean students without change 
until the liberation of Korea in 19^5 <>̂0

In turn9 the bulk of Korean nationalists began to 
condemn Sait©8s educational policy, which deliberately 
schemed to wipe out intellectual-liberal, education in Korea, 
The Korean nationalists also attacked the centralized edu
cational system by which the Governor-General (in accordance 
with Articles XI, XII, XIV, XVII, XIX, XXII, and XXIV of the 
Educational Ordinance of 1922) was to give•wdiscretionary 
power"' to fix rules or give permission for educational 
activitieso In fact, Governor-General Sait© directed, 
decided, managed and controlled all educational activities. 
Simultaneously, large numbers of students from different

20. Oh, Hank©ok Shin Kyoyuksa, p. 299? and Gum©, 
Chosen Kyoiku Mondai Kanken, p. 279«
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@eh©©ls frequently demenstrated. their dissatisfaeti©n 
rejecting the morals (ShnsMn) ©otarse whieh emphasized the 
"idea ©f loyalty and sacrifice for the Emperor and patriot
ism to the Japanese state." That is to .say, many Korean 
students openly opposed the colonial educational system 
which was designed to mold the minds of the young Korean 
children so as to become ©bedient Japanese subjects® The 
Sait! regime» like the militaristic Terauehi-Hasegawa 
regimes s employed police force in order to suppress student 
demonstrations against the colonial rule in Korea.^l

According to official statistics of the Shpsen 
Government Police Bureau', school strikes became increasingly 
frequent in the 192§®s® In IfEO there were 20 school 
strikes, in 1923 there were 57» in 1925 there were ,55? in 
1927 there were 72, and in 1928 there were 83 student 
strikes® The slogans of the strikes demanded "appointment 
of Korean principals for Korean elementary schools," "com
pulsory education for Korean elementary schools," "upage of 
Korean language in the.textbooks," "establishment of more 
colleges and universities," and "permission for student 
meetings in all high school levels®

21® So Gi-gaku (trans«) Ghosen Kyoiku ,Shi (History 
of Korean Education] (Tokyos Kuroshi© -Shutpan, 19^37, pp® . 
127-128 § and Sang-man Park, Hankook Kyoyuk-sa [History of . 
Korean Education] (Seouls Teahan Kyoyuk Tonhap-hea, 1953), 
Tol® II, pp. 217-218®

22® Bureau of Police, Saikin Ni Ogeru Jhian" Jokyo 
[Gondition of Recent Public Order] (Keijos Governor-General,



The stmdemts8 resentment finally eulminated 1 b . the 
anti-Japanese eelenial movement* The Kwang-.in stmdent mp- 
rising ©f Hevemher 3» 1929 (the birthday ©f the Heiji 
Emperor) was sparked when a Japanese student, publiely in
sulted a Korean, high:seho©l girl-on.a train. When her 
brother demanded an apology and it was refused* a personal 
quarrel developed, followed by an exchange of fisticuffs, 
between students of the Kwan- .iu Korean and the Japanese high 
schools in Kwang-.iu. Ghola Province. The Japanese police 
arrested only the participating Korean students and 
suspended them permanently from school.

Korean students were quick to resent the unfavorable 
treatment of the Kwang- .iu Koreans s many angry students left 
their schools and joined the mass, demonstration shouting 
Mansei (Long life for Korea) and scattered leaflets de
nouncing the inhuman nature of colonial rule.̂

On January 15# 1930, approximately 2,000 girl stu
dents from about 10 different girls8 schools in the.city of; 
Keijo (Seoul) protested against the unfair treatment of 
Korean students in the Kwang-ju student ease. They staged 
demonstrations inside and outside their schools, shouting,

1930), PP. 88-910 quoted from So*, (trans.) Obesem Kyolku Shi, 
p. 129.5 and Jean Sen Kakgo Meikvu Jiken to Son© Kei Ji Han 
Ketsu jAll School Strike Gases in Korea and Its Criminal 
Court of Jmsticej (Keijo? The High Court of Justice, 193©)e
pp. 61-66.

23* Bong-ju Yang, Kwang-,iu Haksang Tongrlp Undongsa ' 
[History of Kwang-ju Student Uprising] (Seoul § Honam - 
Ghulpan-sa, 1.933.)» PP-> ?9‘-l®5»
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“ManseiM ' (I#®ng l i f e  for Korea). At the same time, several 

hundreds o f  boy students from Bosmng Gellege, Ghosen 

Christian Gollege, Keij© Imperial U niversity, B ejai, and 

\ other high schools in Keijo also 'joined the wave of g ir l  

students- demonstrations. These young students thereupon 

called  student s tr ik es , distributed le a f le t s ,  and staged • 

demonstrations in the main s tree ts  of the cap ita l c ity  of 

Seoul. The;students c lear ly  m anifested.their e x p lic it  

demands in  slogans denouncing Japan's controls "Down with 

imperialisms. Korea Forever," "Liberalism of Small lationss  

Korea Forever," "Liberation of Oppressed Nationss Korea 

Forever", et cetera* ^

The spirit of the student uprising spread over .the . 
■major cities, such as Pusan, Teagu, Inchon, Hamhung 
Wonsan, Jinju, Junju, and Jeanungi Korean national resent
ment broke out as a nation-wide uncontrollable fire .̂_.,.About 
194- schools, 54 of which were elementary schools, with 
54,000 students participated in the nation's.struggle t© 
denounce Japanese colonialism and to regain Korean 
sovereignty,25 The student uprising lasted about seven

24* The High Court of Justice, Kei.io Sinai Joga- 
kusei Banzai Jiken [The Case of "Long life for Korea" Up
rising Among Girls Students in Seoul CityJ (Keijos Thought- 
Control Section of the Public Prosecutor's .Office, 1930), P-« 
51» Yang,...Kwang-iu Haksang .Tongrip Undongsag and Oh,. Hank©ok 
Shin Kyoyuksa, pp. 310-311.

25. Lee, Chosun Kyoyuk-sa* Vol. II, p. :302;' The.
High Court of Justice, Kei.io Sinai Jogakusel Banz'Ai' Jiken, 
pp. 189-190? and Oh, Hankook Shin Kyoyuksa* pp.̂  312-313.



months § during this'period^ it is noted that the■demonstra-.' - 
tors distributed and seattered more than 1,000 leaflets to 
the people in Korea» The leaflet distributed by the 
demonstrators is believed to have been eomposed by Choe 
Bok-sun# a high school student who was helped by a few 
■ others e In aeoordanee, with a fuotatioh from the Japanese . . 
epnfidential dooumentp the demands.of the leaflet were as 
follows 8

1, Korean students oppose the visions Japanese 
police

2e We (students) demand the liquidation of 
colonial education 

3* We (students) resent the unfair treatment of 
the Kwang-ju student5 s case .

40 Those students who were suspended from each " 
school shall be returned 

5s> The Kwang-ju student uprising shall be 
officially honored,
Concerning the student str ik es and the Kwang-.iu

student uprising of If 29-1930» Dr, Van Busk irk 9 an American
missionary and former president of Severance- Union Medical .
College in Seoul» Korea9 phrased his own observations?

School or student strikes are one of the perplexing 
problems of education in Korea, They are of fre
quent occurance* and practically every school»

26# The High Qomrt of Justice? Kelj© Slrial 
Jogakusei Banzai Jlken, pp, 2-3,



; government and private s of secondary and higher, has 
/been the scene of them, -., e , . At times the strikes 
arise a© a student protest against some action of . 
the government, as in the case of the. Kwang-Jm af
fairs in the winter of It29-lt30» In Kwang-jta 
Korean and Japanese students got into a cjtaarrel / 
which finally involved a large part of the:student 
bodies of the two schools engaged. There was fight
ing, and a good .many on both sides were injured,
0 , The proonrator detained the Japanese, students 
only a short time, but held a large number of the 
Koreans for trial. The censor allowed no reports 
to be published® ,, , Korean students all over - 
the country went on strike and staged demonstrations 
demanding that those who were being held in Kwang-ju 

. . be released® The police arrested hundreds of the 
demonstrators, took them to police stations for 
examination, and held several for trial*27

The so-called., Sait© °s "cultured" (Bunka), or-ap- 
peasement) educational policy appeared to be successful, for 
the unprecedented extensive educational opportunity for 
Korean . students produced the bulk of pro-Japanese educators 
and leaders® Korean national leaders, however, and some 
mature students soon discovered that the ultimate goal of 
Salto’s educational policy was to assimilate and to conquer 
the minds of Korean children so as to conform to the model 
of Japanese culture. The extreme form of thought control 
and indoctrination employed at normal schools (teacher- 
training schools) were typical examples that aimed to 
exterminate Korean culture, education, and identity al- ; 
together® The national resentment revealed in the series of 
student strikes and the Kwang-ju student uprising in

27, James B® Van Busk irk, Land of Dawn ,(N©w Yorks 
Missionary Education Movement of the United States and 
Canada, 1931), pp® 13I-I32®
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1929-193© truly indicated their disapproval @f the eelenial 
educational system in Korea, The Korean students were 

K%nidk'' to resent the Japanese rule and believed in their 
right, to oppose Japan's imperialism, The Kwang-au student - 

-• Mans el movement was a nationwide revolt^ and it was a 
spontaneous action on the part of students attempting, to 
regain Korean sovereignty. The Mansei, movement became the 
: second Korean.Independence movement ands.therefore, stands 
out in recent history of Korean education, .



CHAPTER X

COHGIiHSIQN

Japan's eolenial edmoati©n policy in Korea was an 
integral part of Japan’s colonial policy. The major goal of 
the colonial edneational system was to strengthen Japan's 
colonial policy. The colonial edmeational leaders 
attempted to consolidate the Korean society "by denationali
zation and indoctrination of Korean children so as to make 
trmly faithfml loyal subjects to the wishes ©f the■Japanese 
state. Thus.9 the colonial educational policy was a tool of 
the state and played an important political role in Japan's. 
definite plan for the Japan!zation of Koreans, Dr., H. H. 
Underwood* then President of Ohosen (Korea) Christian 
College* observed that "the educational objectives of the 
..(colonial) government ih Korea has been defined as that of 
racial assimilation » . , schools and other educational 
agencies were set up for the purpose of training the Koreans

rj
to be good and loyal subjects."

At the outset* the majority Korean civic-leaders and 
educators in the early twentieth century never trusted the 
immediate transplantation and -dissemination■of the advanced

1, .Horace H, Underwood * Modern Education in Korea 
(New Yorks International Press* 1926)* p. 283.
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Japanese edmeatieiial system whieh wonld provide the s©- . 
called "enlightened and modernized. @dm©ati@nal sohools" for 
the Korean children* The theory for transplantation of 
Japan’s edmoationaL system in the' early Meiji .era was "based 
upon the assumption that the traditional. Korean educational 
system was not only "stagnant-barren" but also non-existent/1 
and that the Koreans themselves eould not solve their 
problems* The Japanese $ therefore,.as a "traditional-good 
neighbor1* and a "big brother of the Asian communities," 
must assist the Koreans, - Watanabe. lanabu remarks that the. 
ideology of colonial education was based on a dogmatic and 
arbitrary approach that was "cut and paste *" ' Moreover , 
Hatada Takashi, Kozawa xUsaku, and other post-Japanese 
historians categorically pointed out that the pre-war thesis 
for the transplantation of Japan’s educational expansion in 
Korea was based upon inadequate research and deliberately 
provided a very low evaluation of the traditional Korean 
educational system in order to fulfill Japan’s policy making 
purpose*^ In fact, the majority of Korean leaders in the

20 Watanabe Manabu, Kintal Ghosen Kyoiku-shi 
Kenkvu [A. History of Modern Korean Educational Research”/. 
(Tokyos Xusankaku, 1969)» p* 25*

3<> Hatada Takashi, "Sekaishi Hi Okeru Kintai 
Ohosen-shi” [Modern Korea in World History] Shis©*.May,
1969, PP« 398-4035 and Kozawa Xusaku, Mlnzoku Kyoikuron [A 
Discourse on National Education] (Tokyog Meiji Shutpansha,
196?), pp. 10-12. - '



early twentieth eentury neither honored Japanasa big- . 
brother of Korea nor the logic that intensive instruction 
of the Japanese lamgaage t© the Korean children was the 
necessary prerequisite to "modernize" the Korean educational' 
system* Moreover» the Korean patriotic leaders condemned 
the highly centralized and bureaucratic colonial system 
which aimed to exterminate the Korean language». its history?, 
and identity as a nation by substituting the Japanese 
language» history and morals (Shlshin)«

It should be pointed out that unlike the Chinese and 
Japanese $ most Koreans welcomed the Western missionaries and 
Christian education* In facto Western missionaries intro
duced modern educational institutions in Korea more than two 
decades before Japan®s annexatiun of Korea in 191©® It was 
the Western missionary teachers who„ for the first time,in 
Korean educational history, introduced not only modern 
educational schools but also, served as sources of new ideas 
and introduced the Koreans to the ideals of "human- rights» 
equality, freedom, and responsibility» Christian educa
tors also produced the Korean educators and intellectuals 
who became aware of the necessity for the modernization of 
the Korean educational system and society prior to Japan's

4 « Man-kyu Lee, Ohosun Kvovuk-sa (A History of 
Korean Education] (Seouls., Ulyoo Moonwha-sa., 19^7 ), Vol.* ,11,,. 
pp» 20- 24.° G<, Lo Paik, The History of Protestant Missions in  
Korea (Pyong Tangs ,Uni©n Ghristian...GoHege Press., ,1929 )T 
ppo 8 - 1 1 i and Underwood, Modern Education in Korea* p. 9 8=



transplantat1©m ©f the advanced Japanese edneatien system 
into Korea* Although the social origin of the new leaders 

'' came from the mpper strata, they soaght a new progressive 
ideology and leadership and played am important role 
infImeneing and directing young Korean.Students to check the 
■ imminent: threat of Japan11© annexation of Korea*5

Japan's assimilation (Japanization of Korea), policy, 
"based in the, Ghoseh (Korean) Educational Ordinance of .1911» 
19150 and 1922$ was attended with little success.and many 
failures* It was a difficult task for the Japanese 
colonial' leaders to carry out the policy successfully due 
primarily to "her own short-sighted and. tactless policy 
which irritated the Korean p e o p l e I n  the first place» 
that policy objective was "based on the miscalculated and. 
unsound premise that the Korean peninsular "was the geo
graphical concept of a wild and uncivilized p l a c e * T h e  
colonial leaders had ignored the fact that Western mis
sionaries had already shaped a modern educational structure^ 
and the "bulk of Korean Shilhak (practical, learning scholars) 
and Christian.leaders not only awakened their own society

5 * Kyong-wUj Kim (ed*) Ohosun Minzok Tuzangysa P i 
Combat History of Korean National lib era tio n ] (Tokyo 1 San 
Ichi Sheb© 0 195^)» PP* 153-IS© 1 and Watanabe„ Klntai Chosen 
Kvoiku-shi Kenkvu* pp* 48 - 4-9 * .

6* Underwood0 Modern Education in Koreaa pp* 53 and
283*

7* Watanabe0 Kintal Chosen Kyolku-shI Kenkvu9 p*
63* '



from its "backwardness "but determined to abolish the shame of 
backwardness, in the latter part of the nineteenth century..®
 ̂Secondly# .the Koreans had their own sense of self-esteem$ .' 
were rather proud of their own old homogenous identity» and 
did not regard the Japanese as superior* Thirdly, the 
denationalization, and indoctrination of Korean.people 
enforced by law and the harsh military and police forces 
contrasted too strongly with Western Christian education*
It was quite natural that the Korean leaders welcomed and 
chose the Western Christian education as their pilot.and 
standard for modern education and stood firmly against the 
Japanese e- It is interesting to note that was why General 
Terauehi Masatake, the first governor-general, censured 
American missionaries and their Christian education.
Finally, the constant and strong nationalistic movement 
among the Korean students and leaders hindered the success 
of the Japanese colonial education policy in Korea, In 
other words, Korean students who played an important role 

. in guiding and participating in the larch 1st Independence 
Movement of 1919e the Kwang-ju students* Manse (Long life 
for Korea) of 1929» and the frequent students6 strikes in 
the 1920*8 demonstrated explicitly their disapproval of 
Japan's colonial educational policy.

8* Underwood, Modern Education" in Korea*- pp. 15O-" 
15^§ and Watanabe, Kintai Chosen Kyoiku-shi Kenkvu, pp. 4-6-



lronieally>: the effect of Japan’s colonial eJnea-. 
tional policy was to aremse the national consciousness of. 
Korean students who encountered Japan’s intention of making 
Korean■children become obedient and loyal subjects of.Japan.. 
From the Korean point of viewp the rise of the student’s 
nationalistic movement under colonial rule was the single 
most significant phenomenon in modern Korean history*. fhe 
nationalist movement was the mighty f©roe that not only 
held the Koreans together for their freedom but also paved 
the way for the seed of modern community.in Koreae

fhe writer feels that the colonial government would 
have been much more successful in Korea had the Japanese 
leaders employed slow and less rigid methods of japaniza-. 
tion of Korea, In the 1920’ss for examples Saito9s appease
ment policy tried to promote upward social mobility, for 
Koreans and to eliminate the existing "discriminative 
educational system" between Korean and Japanese, students, in . 
Korea by providing extensive educational opportunity for the 
native childreno It definitely created the bulk of pro- 
Japanese or cooperative Korean educators and leaderss 
despite fact that the Korean nationalist movement and 
students® strikes had not declined under the Sait© regime,/
By contrastp ferauehi”s rigid military (kempei) rule, sought 
to exterminate Korean nationalistic sentiment by extinguish
ing the Korean language and its traditional culture and to ..



prohibit the higher education for Koreans» Ironicallythis 
ereated more bitter Korean resentment against colonial rale® 
In short# no Korean followed or cooperated with Terauehi13 s 
harsh military policy, but the majority of Koreans not only 
supported but actively participated in the March 1st 
Independence Movement of 1919 under the Terauehi regime * 
Although the Manse (Long life for Korea) movement was ruth
lessly suppressed by the gendarme # the participants in the 
movement never lost their sense of antagonism toward the 
Japanese, The hatred generated by Japan’s brutality was 
what ultimately undermined. Japan’s colonial educational 
policy in Korea®
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